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Copyrig,ht, 1897, by H . N . L INCOLN. All rights re se rved . 
NOTICE. Publish ers are hereby warned against publishing any of the origina l matter in 
this theory of music. 
A NEW AND PROGRESSIVE TREATISE ON 
MUSICAL THEORY. 
BY H. N . LINCOLN. 
This work is like all other up-to-elate text-books- topica l, rather than catecheti-
cal. Smith' s grammar and the old" question and answer" series of S unday Schoo l 
literatur e and all books on this plan, have been wise ly relegated to th e back gro und , 
and ne w, topica l, outlined object teaching has taken its place , in all departments of in-
st ru ct ion. 
CHAPTER ONE. 
PRACTICAL LESSON. 
Sound, Tone, Tone-Properties, Departments. -Th e practical 
lesson in each chapter is designed ·as an ou tlin e of th e manner of 
in structi on for element ary work. 1:he teacher would start hi_s work 
,;omet hin g lik e the foll owing: 
A pleasant evening to yo u all. \ ,Viii all Vl[ho an• ?lad th~y are 
here, say welcome -. Everybody say it, ;'oude r-. 
Th e das h will impl y th at a req 11eEt of the teacher is responded 
to by the pupils; or that the teac her shou ld ask a question on the clause 
just before the r'.ash, to be answered by all the pupils. 
Each of you clap you r hands together -. Again, loudei· - . Re-
peat this act and count as your hand s strike ( a ll exact ly together) up 
to eight- , Aga in-. \Vhat you heard yourself and others doing in 
these exe rcises is called sound . In genera l , sound is what we he11r. 
Listen to me ( sing some med ium pi tch, E or G ) . Thi s is sound . 
It is a musical sound . It is calle d a tone-. All sing it wit h me-. 
Li ste n aga in. (S ing six quarter len gt hs and one half length, pitc h 
G.) All sing that with me-. ( It will require some tact to get all 
the class to working.) 
A tone is a music al sound-. A tone has properties-. vVhat is 
true of one · tone is tru e of all tones, as far r,s properties are con-
cerned - . 
W e are studying music. A nyt hin g pleasan"t to hear is mu sic, as 
a schoolboy's shout ; b ut mu sic prop er is an agreeable arrangement 
of tones, agreea Vy peifonned -. M usic , then, treats of tones, and 
tones .hav e properties- . (Write in large plain let ters on th e black-
boar d, ToNE-PROPER1 1rns.) • 
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All sing a high tone; sing after me-. ( Repeat several times.) 
Sing a tune not so high-. A tone sti I I lower-. A tone that is neith-
er high nor low at ail. ( Of course they cannot <lo this.) A tone, 
then, has hig·hness or lowness, called PITCH-. ( To the right of 
" Tone-Prope1ties" on the board, draw a bracket with four divis ·ions, 
and write PITCH in the first division.) 
All sing a tone of long duration; sing after me-. (Repeat.) A 
tone of less duration___:: Still less-. Sing a tone that has neither 
long nor short duration. ( Impossible.) A tone, then, has longness 
or shortness of duration,called LENGTH-. ( Write LENGTH in the 
second division of the bracket, just under Pitch.) , 
All sing a tone by using all the force of your vocal organs. Sing 
after me. A tone with less force or loudness-. Still less force, that 
is, a soft tone-. A tone that has no loudness nor softness at all. (Of 
course they will fail.) A tone, then, has loudness or seftness, called 
Pow1m. (Write it in the third bracket under Length.) 
Now comes the sugar-stick of tone. All sing after me a tone 
with your throats in a natural position, that is, open--. This is a 
clear tone-. Sing again, enlarging the throat as much as you .can, 
that is, cover the throat internallv-. This is a somber tone-. It is 
impossible to sing without the throat in some position, so a tone has 
either clearness or somberness, called Q_uALITY-. (Write in the 
fourth division of the bracket, QUALITY, just u.nder Power.) 
Name the tone properties( point to the board) - . How many-. 
Again-. Write th em in your memory. 
There i~ a department in musical science and art for each of these 
four properties-: Everything pertainingto Pitch is in the department 
called MELODICS-. ( Make another bracket with di vis.ions, parallel 
with Pitch, Length, Power, and Q_uality.) ( \Vrite in first division 
opposite Pitch, MELODICS.) Everything- pertaining to Length is in 
the Department called RHYTHMICS. ( Write in the division opposite · 
Length, RHYTHMICS.) Everything pertaining to Power is in a de-
partment called DYNAMICS-. ( Writ e it in thir<l division, opposite 
Power.) _ Everything pertaining to Q!.tality is in the <lepartment called 
AESTHETICS. ( vV1·ite it in fourth division, opposite Q!.iality.) 
Name the departments in musical · science and art ( point to them 
on the board)-. How many-. Get them fixed in your memory. 
(The work on the board will present the following appearance.) 
(PITCH. (MELODICS. 
T p (LENGTH. (RHYTHMICS. 
ONE- ROPERTIES. (PowER. (DYNAMICS. 
(Q_UALITY. (AESTHETICS. 
THEORETICAL LESSON. 
Sound, Sound-Waves, Vibrations, Tone-Properties.-This part 
of each chapter is designed for more advanced work. The notes are 
for still more advanced work. 
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I. SOUND in the ahstract is anything that has the capability or 
being heard. Sound in the concrete is an effect produced upon the • 
brain, through the organ of hearing. 
NOTE r. Sound is caused by a concussion of objec ts, which sets the air thus 
struck, to moving in circular waves, analogous to those produ ced on a placid lake, 
wh en it s surface is disturbed. So und can not be produced in a vacuum, becau se there 
is no a ir to be set in motion . 
A so und-wa ve trav els directl y through the air, at the rate of n 90 feet a second, 
when the tempera ture is 32 degrees Fahrenheit. On wate r, sound travels four times 
the above rap idit y, and on iron seve nt een times that ra te, or 20230 feet a seco nd . 
Sound that is not heard is sound only in an objective se nse. When the sound 
reaches an ear that can hear it and a mind that can perc eive it, there comes a con- · 
scioume ss of it, which is sound in a sub jective sense . 
2. A TONE is a musical sound in which determined pitch may 
be perceiv ed. 
NOTE 2. When we become familiar with ton e it is not ne cessary that we hear 
it, for it to be tone. \V e can think tone s, he ar them in our mind s, no one is a tone -
mas ter who is w, t a ton e-t hinker . H e mu st hear them th ro ugh his eye , and see them 
through his ear. Look at a piece of mus ic and kn ow how it would so und. Hear 
a pie ce of mu sic and kn ow ju st how it would look on a scoi-e. 
\ Vhen we begin the s tud y of music we are highly favored. vVe at once rece ive a 
pas sport into the great realm of tom . Th e voca l kingdom of this realm to whi ch we 
ar e now paying speci al attention is Song -L and. Ma y we worthi ly tr ave rse its wood -
land s, its broad savannas, deep hallow ed vales and lofty mount ains. 
3. The distinction between noi se and t one is, that in noise the 
vibrations come irr egular, and con sequently th e pitch is undeter -
mined; while in tone the vibrations come re gular, thus producing 
ddermined pitch. 
N on: 3. THE LOWEST TO NE that the ordinary ear can appreciate is ca lled 
32 foot C, becaus e it required a pipe that length to pr odu ce it. It is about 16 1-2 
vibrat ions to the seco nd . If th e vibrations are slo wer than thi s, we hea r them in 
separat e 5hocks of noise. In order to hear a tone, the vibrations mu st be at least 
fa st enough, that one beg ins the exac t instant th a t its predecessor ends. As in the 
·whirl ing of a fire-brand rapidly in the a ir, the eye is incapable of kee pin g up with 
the moti on, and hence ther e appears to be a circle of light; so the ear is incapa ble of 
·ke ep ing up with th es e shocks of noise, consequently it blen ds them together, and tone 
is the re sult , · 
4. The word TONE is derived from the Greek word " Tonos," 
meaning tension. 
5. A tone like every other real thing, has properties, which may 
be st udied separately, alth oug h they are inseparable. 
6. Every tone bas four properties: PrTCH, LENGTH, Po w ER, 
and QUALITY. 
NOTE 4. Pitch is mentioned first, because it is the grand characte ristic of tone; 
the proper ty that tone has, which nothing else possesses, not eve n noise . Nois es have 
length and power, and some noises even have quality to some extent, but no mere 
noise has pitch. 
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7. PITCH is hi g hn ess or lowness. 
8. LE:--fGTH is lon g-ness or sho rtn ess . 
9. PowE il is loudn ess or sof tn ess . 
ro . Q_uAL'.TY i;, clearness or somberness; th e Germans call it 
ton:farb e ( ton e color). 
NOTE 5. Q ual ity is by fa r th e mo st imp or taut of all th e tone-properties. Pitc h , 
length, anc\ power, compa red to the wo rld of wate rs, m ay be gulfs, bay,, and r ivers; but 
quali ty is t he gr eat oce,ws . Pit ch, length, and power, may each be a system of world s , 
if so, quality is th eir g ra nd ce ntral Su n . 
Som e theori sts teach th at quality is good or bad, like clot h or l umbe r : this is 
a m is ta ke. It is tru e a ton e is ei th er sat isfactory or un satisfactory; but to say it is 
go ocl o r bacl, as reg ards qu ality, is altoget her too commonplace. Q uality is a te chnical 
term in mu sic, and when so usecl, it is applied to th e g rand est attribute of lom, ex-
pr essive of th e in ten sit y of the thoug ht in volved ( as far as tnne exp rei,ses th ought, 
which is mu ch furth er th an words) . \ Ve can learn all about pitc h, len gt h and powe r, 
bu t qua lity , never, on earth . 
Som e th eo rists define and explain quality as be ing the dist inct ion betwee n voice s 
or instrum ents; which is also wron g. Thi s is only" pecu liarit y of tone," not qnality . 
Th ere is no qualit y, as appli ed to tone-prope rty, neit her in voice 1.ori n instrum ent, on-
ly as th e thoug ht and feel ing of th e perform er produce s it. I t is this th at ca rr'e s 1n u-
si c from hea rt to heart. . 
Mu sic 1s th e 'immortal science , and in qualit y lies th e imm ortal spark . I t is Go d-
l ike, the par t of our g reat Maker that is in us and th~.t resp onds to Him wh en real 
mu sic is heard. Pit ch, length, and po,Yer a re finite, but quality is infinit e . Some m u-
si cia ns ar e technical, math ematical, mecha10i,al. Other s a re al l these, a i:cl beside s th ey 
are emotiona l, idea l, imaginati~e, path et ic and aesth et ical. What \Yas it that threw 
th e he arers of Pa ganin i int o parox ysms of grief and rhap sodies of joy? W as it the 
remarka ble technique with which he execut ed? His tec hniqu e wa s doubtl ess fau ltl ess, 
but it was th e height and int ensit y of his so ul pour ed forth fr om h is vio lin , that 
placed th e world at his feet. Th e same wa s true of J enny Lind's sin ging, ancl the 
p erforman ce of all the arti s ts. Th e quality of th ei r to nes is th eir fortune and all. 
V olumes could be wri tt en on this subject at th is point. , ve fee l it rrowing on us as 
we proce ed , but has not enough bee n se t forth, even here, to open the eyes of any 
on e, to th e fact th at qual ity of tone has been sl ight ed by teach ers ancl th eo rist s ? Let 
us str ive to be full-gro wn on this sub ject, mature tone-stu dent s, tonc -thinkc,s, and 
ton e-maste rs, livi ng in th is uppe r, bo und less plain of thought, loo kin g far clown on 
m ere technique and mechanical performanc e and dir ecto rship. 
r r. Everything in math ematic s co mes under the four fnndamen -
tal rnl es ; additi on, substr:iction, multip ;icatio n and divi sio n. The 
st ud y of math emat ics involve s the hi g hest ord er of thinki ng. 
12. Everything in mu sic co mes und er the four dev artments of 
mu sical sc ienc e and art; M elod ics, Rh ythmi cs, D y namic s, nnd Aes -
th etic s. The st udy of r eal music inv o lve s the hi g hest order of think -
ing, and at th e sa ?11e time, th e dee pes t ord er of f eeling . 
13. All th at p ert a ins to Pitch is in the department called 
MELODICS. 
14. All th at pert a ins to Len gt h is in th e dep'.lrtment cnlled 
RHYTHMICS. 
15 . A ll that pert a ins to Power is m the department en lied 
D YNA~1ICS. 
r6. All th at pert a ins to Quality is in the department called 
AESTHETICS. 
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Review Questions under Chapter One. 
r. \¥h at is so und ? 
N on : J. How is sound 
cau se d? 
NOTE r. H ow fas t does 
sound t rav el? Explai n . 
2. Wh at is a tone? 
3. W ha t is the d ifferen ce 
betwe en noise and tone? 
N OTE 3. What is the 
lowe s t ton e? Expl ain . 
4. Give the derivation of 
the word ton e. 
6. Wh a t are the four 
prope r.ties of tone? 
N OTE 4. Why do we 
ment ion p itch first? 
7. Wh at is pitch ? 
8. Wh at is length? 
9. Wh at is power ? 
10 . Wh at is quality? 
NOTE 5. Ho w does qu al-
ity comp are with th e oth er 
prop ertie s of tone in im-
port ance ? 
1 r. Wh at does the study 
of math emati cs inv olve? 
CHAPTER TWO. 
PRACTI CAL LESSON . 
12 a. H ow many depart-
ment s in musi cal scie nce 
and art? Nam e them. 
12 b. Wh at does the 
study of music involv e ? 
13. Give an outline of 
Melodics . 
14. Give an outline of 
IZhyth mies. 
15. Give an outline of 
Dy nam ics. 
I 6. Giv e an outline of 
Aesth eti cs. 
Singing the Scale, Relative and Absolute Pitch, Tonality.- All 
listen to me ( sing seven tones all the same pitch; the first six, quarter 
lengths, th e last, a half leng th. Pitch lower C. Call each Tab.) Sing 
it with me-. Repe at- . Listen again. ( Sing as before, only 
call each tone Do ) All sing it with me-. A gain--. 
Ail listen ( sing as before, only take the pitch D above low C. 
Call it Tah). Sin g it with me, everybody-. Again-. Sing the 
same tones again, call each Re-. Again-. 
( In the same way introduce Mi [EJ, Fa [FJ, Sol [G:], La [A], 
Ti [BJ, and Do [high CJ.) ( Be sure to bring out each as outlined 
ab ove .) The gentleme n will be singing middle C, and the ladies 
the C above on the last exe rcis e . 
( Write the above exe rci ses on the blackboard, as follows. 
Put a dash after each ha lf length.) 
Do Do Do .Do D o Do Do- Re Re R e Re Re R e Re -
Mi Mi Mi Mi Mi Mi Mi-Fa Fa Fa F a Fa F a Fa-
Sol Sol Sol S ol Sol Sol S ol - La La L a L a L a L a La -
Ti Ti Ti Ti Ti Ti Ti-D o D o D o D o D o Do Do-. 
( The class may sing from th e b lackboar d a w hi le . A good 
exercise will be to divide the clas s into t hree d ivisi ons, pa rt sing ing 
the seven Dos, part the seven J\IIis , part the seven sols. On the 
same plan combine Fa, L a , and D o, th en Sol, Ti, and R e . P o int 
th em each one out on board, aft er which, let th e class sin g from their 
books. ) 
Listen to me. ( Sing one tone of each exerc ise, using quarter 
lengths. Point to them as you sin g. ) A ll Eing th is with me, slowly 
and carefully-. (The ton es pointed ·out by you will he, Do, Re, Mi, 
Fa, Sol, La, T i, Do .) Th is su ccess ion of tones is called the 
Diatonic Major Scale ascending- . All sing the tones by the 
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numbers I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8-. Repeat several times, first with 
numbers, then with syllables, after which call each tone of the scale 
Tah-. 
A scale is a series of tones from one to eight or from eight to 
one, in successive order, each member differing from the other m 
pitch-. 
All sing after me ( D o, Ti, La, Sol, Fa, Mi, Re , Do)-. 
Again-. Sing the numb ers 8, 7, 6, 5, 4, 3, 2, I-. Now call 
each one Tah and sing as before-. 
One of the scale- is Do-. Two of the scale is Re-. Three 
of the scale is Mi-. Four of the scale is Fa-. Five of the 
scale is Sol-. Six of the scale is La-. Seven of the scale is 
Ti-. Eight of the scale is Do-=-· 
From one to eight is an octave, or from an y tone to its eighth is 
an octave-. 
The syllables and numerals aid us in learning relative pitch-. 
They each one have an individuality called tonality-. ( Give the 
tonality as set forth in paragraphs 24 to 30 in the Theor etical Lesson.) 
The absolute pitches are named by the names of the first se\'en 
letters of the English alphabet, A, B, C, D, E, F, G, and in some 
instances with the word sharp, flat, double-sharp, double-flat, and a. 
natural annexed-. , - ~ 
THEORETICAL LESSON . •1 
Scale, Key, Tonality, etc.- 17. A Scale is a series of ~ e ,, ( • 
from one to eight or from eight to one, in successive order, each 
differing from the other in p itch. 
18. A Melody is a succession of tones. · Harmony is a combin-
ation of tones. Music proper is an agreeable melody agi;eeably 
performed, or an agree:1hle harmony agreeably perform ed, or both. 
19. The Diatonic Major Scale is the simplest melody to Euro-
peans and Americans. 
20. The names of its to.nes a re Do (One), Re (Two), Mi, 
(Three), Fa (Four), S ol (Five), La (Six), Ti (Seven), Do (Eight). 
21. A Key is all of th ese tones btken in any order, through the 
whole tone-range, which is about nine octaves (from one to eight 
being one octave) . Key existed before scale. 
22 . All of the tones of a Diatonic Scale and of a kev bear a 
certain fixed relation to each other, and each cine has an individuaiity 
by which it is known, called tonality-. 
23 The foundation-tone or home-tone is the most decided of all. 
It is the basis of the key and is therefo1 ·e called the Keyt one . 
24. CoNCERNING TONALITY , Do as keytone is decisive, com-
manding and resolute. 
25. Re is elas tic, buoyant and energetic. 
26. Mi is subdued, entreating and persuasive. 
27. Fa is devotional, though tfu l and grand. 
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28. Sol is jubilant, triumph ant and gl orious. 
29. L a is maj es tic, melan choly apd mournful. 
30. Ti is pungent, p enetrating and p rog res sive . 
N OTE 6. Thi s ton ality is mu ch more a ppa rent when th e scale is con sidered as a 
melody a nd no t wh en the tones a re co mbin ed with oth ers. Th e key mu s t be we ll in the 
mind and the tones produ ced slowly and car efull y. 
N OTE 7. Th e scal e with its vari ed tonali ty - is a vivid miniature pi ctur e of 
hum an life , as we ascend aud desc end it s winding sta irs . W e s tart a t home (D o ), 
and d well with pl eas ure th ere th ro ugh infancy and youth . \Vi th in creas ing knowle dge 
and resea rch we very prop erly "launch out" fr om home to th e inqu irin g rea lm ( Re .) 
Th e hea rt g rows warm with pr ospe ct and prom ise . Fi nall y hop e's bu oya nt wings 
grow weary, but we mu st pr es s on. W e are reward ed for our pers istence as we ent er 
th e land of ge ntl e clews a nd sweet flo ,vers ( Mi ). W e are 'co mfo rted and enco ur age d 
and pass on to our ne a rest neigh bor (Fa) . He re we are co nfro nt ed by so m e rea lly 
sob er th0u ghts. \Ve ask o urse lves th e quest ion is li fe rea l ? is li fe ea rn est ? Som e-
thin g ans wers, yes, p ress on . \Ve look bac k on the road we have tr ave led. H ome is out 
of s igh t, but new int eres ts g,i th er a round us. vVe are g rowin g famili a r with s terner 
thin gs . Th ought is mat uring, an d exp erience is wid ening. \ Ve ente r the goo dly land 
(S ol) wi th th e tr ead of a con qu eror. H~·cls are s ingi ng u s a ,yelcome. F lo wer s nod 
th eir asse nt , whil e spa rkli ng fount ains ancfllpro ud old fores ts , j oin th e bi rd s an d flowers 
in gree tin g us. Fo rtun e s miles up on us, and fate favo rs us. Li fe"s golde n zenith is 
rea ched. In th e d istan ce we view our ot her higher h ome ; but anon com es a tin ge of 
sadn ess as we pr ess dow n the hill of life (L a). vVe kn ow our prim e of life is pass ed . 
Gl oo m set tl es ar ound us as we look forwa rd to th e da rk vallev . E ven now we ent er 
its m ajes tic shad es . . Th e darkn es s deepens, th e mournful clirge rings in our ea rs. 
Fin ally th e melan choly vale is pa s t, and we beg in to asce nd th e he igh ts ( Ti) wher e we 
da sh a nd wound our fe et on th e roc ks th a t lin e th e wav; but with renewed viyacit y we 
pro gre"s to th e Goa l (D o ), wh ere repose and peac e ancl cont en tment awai t us , and we 
lo ok back on th e toi lsom e j ourn ey and a well s pe nt lif e . 
3r. Pitch is both relativ e and absolut e. R elative pitch is the 
pitch th a t a tone has in rela tion to other tones. Absolut e pitch is 
th e pitch that a ton e has indep ende nt of oth e r ton es. 
32. Do, Re, Mi, Fa, S ol, La, Ti, D o ar e the names of th e relative 
pitches. (Als o Di, Ri, F i, Si, Li and T e, L e , Se , M e , Ra.) 
33. C, D, E, F, G, A, B are the names of the absolute pitches, 
and in some instance s thes e have ann exe d to them the word sh arp, 
flat, do ub le-sl_rnrp, double -flat, or natur al. 
NOTE 8. W e give C firs t be cau se it is one, and not A. \Vh en tone s were firs t 
na me cl, th e lowest was nat urall y enou gh nam ed A, but as a knowl edge o f tone was 
d ~velope cl it was d isco vered th a t th ere wer e so me st ill lower ton es . Rather than 
chan ge th e na ,n es of all th at h ad be en namecl, these lower to n.e.s were, so to sp eak , 
ta cked on to the oth ers, so countin g clo ,vnward from· A the lowes t was C. 
Review Questions under Chapter Two. 
17. Wh at is a scale ? 
18. What is a melody ? 
19. Wha t is th e s impl es t 
mel odv ? 
20. \Vhat are th e nam es 
of th e tones of th e scale? 
21 Wh at is a key? 
22 . Wh at is ton ality? 
23. Wh at is th e fo unda -
tion tone ? 
24. D es cribe the tonality 
of D o. 
2_s. D es cribe th e tonality 
of Re . 
26. De scrib e th,e tonalit y 
of Mi. 
27. D es cribe th e tonalit y 
of F a. 
28. De sc ribe th e tonality 
o f So l. 
29. D esc ribe the tonalit y 
of La . 
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30. De sc ribe the tonalit y 
of Ti. 
3w. What is relative 
pit ch? 
:,1b. What is absolute 
p itch? 
32. \ Vhat are the names 
of the re lative pitch es ? 
3.1· \Vhat are th e names 
of th e abso lute pit che s ? 
.... 
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CHAPTER THREE. 
PRACTICAL LESSON. 
Chords, Voice-Parts, Staff. - Melody is a success ion of tones-. 
Harmo ny is a combinatio:-i of tones--. '· 
All sing 1, 3, 5, 8, ( key of D) -. Sing Do, Mi , Sol, Do. The 
gentlemen who sing low (Bass), sing Do-. The ladies who sing 
low (Alto), sing Mi-. The gentlemen who sing high (Tenor), 
sing Sol-. The ladies who sing high (S oprano), sing Do, above-. 
Each in tu rn sing again-. Each s ing the tone assigned to you-. 
011ce more-. Each sing as before, six q uarter lengths and one 
half lengt h-. R epeat three times, after which apply the tones to 
foi:ir lines of" Jesus, lover ofmy soul"-. 
Do, Mi, Sol sung togethe r , or considered together, is the tonic 
chord-. A chord then is three or more tones combined -. A 
three-toned chord is a triad-. Every triad has a fundamental, third · 
and fifth-. In the tonic triad, Do is fundamental, M i is third, 
Sol is.fifth-. 
All the ladi es and gentlemen who sing low, sing Do ( pitch C) -. 
All who sing a little higher, sing Mi -,-. _All who sing st ill higher, 
sing Sol-. All sing ag·ain in turn-. Each r;ing the ton e assigned 
to you-. All sing eight quarter lengths-. 
There are four voice-parts in music. Bass, Tenor, Alto, Sopra-
no-. A triad contains only three tones-. So wh en the four voice-
parts are to sing a triad, some two of them must sin g the same tone or 
its octave. The two parts who do this are said to be dou1bling or 
duplicating the tone ( using it tw ice )- . 
In the second paragraph of this lesson, while singing "Jesus, 
love r of my soul," the Bc1sses sang Do-, the Altos Mi-, the Tenors 
S ol-, the Sopranos Do-. The Bass and Soprano doubled the 
Do -. Do is the fundamental in tonic chord , and generally the fun-
damental is doubled in any major chore!- . Ordinarily the funda-
mental is in th e bass, and it and some one of the oth er three parts 
dm,ble l he fundamental- . 
Basses sing Do- (pitch C )-. Tenors double the Do with .bass es 
(an octave higher)-. Altos sing Mi- . Sopranos sing Sol-. 
Each in turn sing again-. Each sing the tone assigned to you-. 
Together once more-. Each sing six quarter lengths and one half 
length-. Repeat three times-. This is singing the tonic triad 
with four voice-parts, doubling the fundament al- . 
Every piece of music in major key , ends on the tonic chord 
( except in rare cases)-, generally Do is doubled in bass and 
soprano-, and the alto ancl tenor use Mi and Sol interchangeably, 
owing to the key -. Nearly every piece of mus ic begins on ·the tonic 
chord-. Let us get familiar with the effect of this tonic chord. 
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Basses sing Do, pitch C-. Tenors sing Do-. Altos sing Mi-. 
Sopranos sing Sol-. All sing together, each on your part two 
quarter lengths and one half length-. Repeat three times-. 
Sing the same thing four more times-; then app_ly the tones to these 
words. · 
Music bright, music sweet, music brings joy compiete. 
Aii sing after me, pitch middle C-. ( Be sure the ladies sing 
middle C. It will sound low when they sing it, and high when the 
gentkmen sing it.) We will call this pitch middle C. ( Draw a 
long line near the center of the board and place a half note upon it.) 
We will let this ( point to the note) represent the tone we have just 
sung. ( Write on this line middle C .) 
All sing Re after me, next tone above Do-. ( Place it on the 
space above the long line.) All sing after me, Ti just below Do-. 
( Place it on the space below the long line.) All sing Mi after me, 
the next tone above Re-. ( Draw another long line above the first 
one and place a note [ all half notes J on it.) We will let this line 
represent the last tone We sung. ( Point to it.) All sing La :1fter me, 
the next pitch below Ti-. ( Draw another long- line below the first 
one drawn ancl place a half note on it. ). \,Ve will rep1:i:;sent the pitch 
we have just sung, on this line. ( Point to lower line.) All sing as 
I point. ( There will have been three lines, point to the middle line. 
They will sing Do-.) ( Point to the notes that wi-11 ·give the follow-
ing exercise Do, Re, Mi, Re, Do, Ti, Do, Re, Mi, Re, Do, Ti, La, 
Ti, Do,-and sing the tones with the class .) 
( Continue to add lines, one a hove and one below, till you will have 
drawn eleven long lines. Let the gentlemen sing the tones you repre-
sent below middle C, and the ladies sing the tones you represent above 
middle C.) 
Originally music was written on eleven long lines. It was so 
'11ifficult to read that the sixth line was taken out, and a short line put 
in its place. This represented middle C. There were five long lines 
above it and five below it-. Characters called clefs were then intro-
duced, that caused these two five long-line staves to represent the 
pitches as shown in the theoretical lesson ( Article 40). 
THEORETICAL LESSON. 
Notations, Staff, Clefs, Voice-Parts.- 34. The ton .ic sol -fa nota-
tion represents relative pitch by the initials of the tones ot the scale: 
d for Do, r for Re, m for Mi, ffor Fa, s for Sol (they call it Soh ), 
1 for La, t for Ti; the upper octave, by these initials with the figure 
I near the top of the letter; the second oct~e above, by the figure 2 at 
top of the letter; the lower octaves, by respectively 1, 2, etc., at the 
bottom of the letter. 
35. The shape note notation represents relative pitch by a differ-
ent shape for each tone of the seal;. .::::. '6' ~ ~ 0 !a=,;, --- ~ 
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36. The roun<l note notation represents both relative and absolute 
pitch by lines and spaces of a musical staff. 
37. If Do is represented by a line, Mi, Sol and Ti will he repre-
sented by lines; Re, Fa, La and the upper Do will be represented 
by spaces. 
38. If Do is represented by a space, Mi, Sol an<l Ti will be . 
represented by spaces; Re, Fa, La and the upper Do will be repre-
sented by lines. 
39. The STAFF consists of five long lines an<l six spaces. It is 
often enlarged by adding short lines, above and below. A line or a 
space is calle<l a Deg1·ee. 
4.0. Three of the absolute pitches are placed upon the staff. They 
are G, C and F. They appear as Gothic lett ers, instead of English, 
and are called CLEFS. By their use the meaning of all the degrees of 
the staff is determined. Any one of these clefs on a staff makes a com-
plete musical staff. · 
41. The G clef is placed on the second line, and causes the staff 
to represent the pitches as follows: 
Illustration 1. 
~ 0 -A-
~!@~-. -;--;:---J>"=_ C====~--==---E =~--==-G========B====C -- =-D --=- -============= 
42. The C clef is plac ed on the fourth space, and causes the staff 
to represent the pitches in the same order as in the G clef, but an 
octave lower,- the C of the fourth space being middle C. Thus: 
-A-
~
=~=============================;;~------,.,--- '---"0--- ----. 
~ --=====-=--=--=--=----_-_-_-----.A ___ B '_" _DI_>Uc_- c~---D ___ ________ _ 
-,,-G 
-C-
43. The F clef is placed on the fourth line, and causes the staff 
to represent the pitches as follows: 
ir --A 
B _ M_ I_DD_ L_E _ -C-
E~ --~~~~-- - -- -~~ '-- D---~--- ·_ E r-o---~~==---·-------------------------======-
-·-
r 
N OTE 9. An excellent way to get familiar with the absolute pitch names ( letters) 
that are represent _ed by the different staves by the use of the different clefs, is this: 
the soprano and alto are represented by the treble staff ( G clef) . These are played 
on the organ by th e right hand. So let the students with right hands open, fingers 
spread apart t palms toward themselves, regard the right hand as a staff having the G 
clef upon it ( treble staff) with the left hand point to the space just under the right 
hand . This will represent the first space of the treble staff which is always D ( when 
the degree is natural, which is understood to be the case at this stage of work ). Let 
it be impressed on the mind of the students that the ab so lute pitches do not change 
their position (degree) at all, but remain fixed. Call the space below the right hand, 
first space, D. The little finger, first line, E. The next space between the fingers, 
second space, F. The next finger, second line, G. The next space between fingers, 
third space ; A. The next finger, third line, B. The next space between fingers, four~ 
space, C . The next line, fourth line, D. The next space between finger and thumo, 
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fifth space, E. The thumb, fifth line, F. Th e space ju s t over thumb, sixth space, G. 
Add a finger of left hand below th e right hand ; call it middle C. 
Th e same is true of the absolute pitch nam es wh en th e C clef is placed upon the 
s taff ( te nor staff), except ea ch of the tones is an octave lower. So with th e same 
position of hands go through the same exerc ise as above, to get fa mili ar with the ten or 
staff , being remi nd ed that each tone is an octave lower than it would be on the same 
degree of the trebl e s taff. \ Vhen you reach t he fourth spac e of this s taff ( t euor} say 
fo urth space , middl e C. The ten or staff is not used in this boo i<: much, nor in any 
publications as much as formerly ( see Nos. 47 and 49 in "Song-Land Melodies ") , 
but it should -be under s tood. 
Genera lly bass and t enor are playe d on th e organ by th e lef t hand, and th ey are 
ge nera lly both writt en on th~. ba ss s taff ( F clef ). So Je t the stu '4i;,nt s with left . han ds 
open, fingers spread apa rt, pa lms to war ds thems elves, regard th e feft hand as a s taff, 
having the F clef np on it (ba ss staff). With th e right hand , point to th e space ju st 
und er the left hand. Thi s will represent the first space of th e bass staff , which is 
always F ( when the degr ee is natura l). Call the space below th e left hand, first 
space, F. The littl e .finge r, first line, G. The next sp ace betw een th e finge rs, ~econd 
space, A. Th e next finger, seco nd line, B. Th e next space between the fingers, th ird 
space, C. The next finge r, third lin e, D. The next space betw een the fingers, 
fourth space, E . The nex t finge r, fou rth lin e, F . Th e next s pace betwee n finger and 
thum b, fifth space , G. Th e thumb, fifth lin e, A. The space ju st ove r th e t humb, six th 
space , B. Add a finge r of right hand ab ove th e left hand; ca ll it middl e C. 
W ithout so me clef up on th e sta ff, eit her written or understood, it has no meaning 
in rep rese nting eith er relat ive or abso lut e pitch. 
Concerning Voice-Parts.-44 . Th e lowes t part in mu sic is BAss, 
~nd is sung by men·'who sing low. The F clef is us ed for thi s part._ 
45. Th e nex t hig her part is TENOR, a·nd is sung by men who sing . 
high. Th e C clef is used for thi s part. 
46 . The next high er par t is ALTO, an d is sung hy ladi es who sin g 
low . 
47. The hi ghest 
ladies who sing high. 
parts . 
part in music is SOPRANO, and is sung oy 
The G clef is used for the Soprano and Alto 
48. The F clef is used for the Ten or, wh en the Tenor and Bass 
are printed on the same stafl~ as in thi s book. 
49. Sometimes the G clef is used for the Tenor, but this is incor-
rect. Th e G clef repr ese nts pitche s an oc tave high er than men sing. 
50. T onalit y, the Scale, Pitches, Stafl~ Clefs, and Voice-Parts 
bel ong to Melodics. 
Review Questions under Chapter Three. 
34. How does toni c sol-
fa repr ese nt relative pitch? 
35. How do shap e .not es 
represent relat ive pit ch? 
36. How do round note s 
repr ese nt both relativ e 
a nd abso lute pitch ? 
37. If Do is repr ese nted 
by a lin e, how will all the 
other members of the sca le 
be represent ed ? 
38. If D o is repr ese nted 
by a space how will all th e 
ot her members of the scale 
be repres en tee! ? 
39 a. Of what does th e 
staff consis t ? 
39 b. \\.' hat is a degree of 
the staff? 
40 . What are clefs? 
44 . Wh at is tbe low est 
voice-part an d by whom 
sung? 
45. Wha t is th e nex t 
high er voice-part an d by 
whom sung ? 
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46. What is th e next 
higher voi ce-p,nt and by 
whom s un g? 
47. What is th e h ighest 
voi ce-pa rt and by wh om 
sung? 
48. When is th e F clef 
used for representing th e 
tones to be used by ten or? 
49 . Should tenors ev er 
sing from the tr eble staff? 
50. What bel ong to 
mel odics? 
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CHAPTER ·FOUR. 
PRACTICAL LESSON. 
Length, Beats, Measure. - The shorter ·lengths we have been 
using, about the length of pulse-beats, are called quarters-. 
They are represented thus: j I, and the notes themselves are called 
qua rcer notes--. • 
· The longer lengths we have been using, twic e as long as quarters, 
are called halv es -. 
They are i·epresented thus: I 1, and the notes are called half 
notes-. · 0 
All sing without me, six quarters an<l one half, this pitch (G)-. 
The lengths you have just sung would be represent ed thus: 
J J J J J J J. All sing them again, looking at the notes as you 
sing-. Again-. 
There are other lengths, twice as long as halves, called wholes-. 
They are represented thus:o o, and · the notes are called whole 
notes-. 
All sing two halves and one whole ,a fter me-. Repeat-. Sing 
them twice more-. 
All sing without me, two quarters and 
The lengths yo u have just sung would 
i I I I I I I I ! I I 1. Sing 
••d••d••o••o 
one half, four ti mes~. 
be represent ed thus: 
them again, looking at 
th ,e notes as you sing-. Once more-. vVe feel an impuls e or t11rob 
in our minds while singing the quarters, and two impulses or throbs 
while singing the halves-. Each of these throbs is called a 
beat-. 
Beats then are the regular mental pulsations that we experience 
while music is being performed-. 
Some people manifest these beats by a motion of the hand, head 
or foot (the hand much more preferable), as they listen to music and 
participate in it; but others f eel them in their minds, which proves .. L 
that they are mental pulsations. · _AU:-} l
Al l sing eight quarters again-. You will notice that the-beat 
are first stro nger, then weaker, thus: 
Strong Weak Strong Weak Stror.g Weak Strong Weak 
,, i ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, ,, 
I I I I I I I 
the stronger are called accent ed beats, the weaker, unaccented ~at~~ 
Groups of beats are called measures-. 
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THEORETICAL LESSON . 
Lengths, Notes, Rests, Hold, Tie, Slur, Beat, Measure. -
5 r. The different lengths of tones are called, whole, half, quart er , 
eighth, sixteenth, thirty-second, three-half, three-quarter, tlzre e-
eighth, three-sixteenth, three-thirty·second, seven -eighth, seven-
sixteenth, etc. 
52. The characters which represent these tone-lengths respective! y 
are called whole note o, half note i, quarter note i, eighth note 1• , ~ ., • ' \.... i,I" 
sixteenth note =, thirty-s econd note ii:;' thr -ee-half note c;,, ·, thre e-
_. ii" • 
quarter note r·, three-eighth note r ·, three-sixteenth note c ·, 
three.thirty-second not e ; ·, seven- eighth note i · ·, seven-sixtee11th 
n,:Jte j · ·. These do not represent pitch, they represent only lenglh; 
the pitch is represented by degrees of the staff . 
5.)· REST-LENGTHS are named by the same name as the corre-
sponding tone-lengths. The characters which represent rest-lengths 
are ca lled whole rest- -· , (also called measure rest), /zalf rest ·- , 
':l,,.arter rest, * r- ! ( three different kinds), ez'g·hth rest -,, sixteenth 
rest~, etc., three-Jialf rest ·- · ·, three·qztarfrr rest ·-··, three-ez'g·hth 
rest 't.. • , three·sixteenth ""1 • , etc . 
54. A DoT ( ·) placed just after a note or rest, increases, the 
Je.ngth o[ its duration one half- ofitsmf. The na me is also changed to 
the next lower denomination, becoming three of that denomination. 
The dot multiplies a len gt h by the improµer fraction~-
2 
55. The DouBLE DoT ( .. ) placed just after a note or rest, in-
creases the length of its duration three-fourths of itself. The name is 
also changed to the second lower denomination, becoming seven of 
that denomination. The double dot multiplies a length by the im-
proper fraction '!... 
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56. The HOLD or PROLONG (I':\) pla~ed over or und er a note 
increases the length o~ its d:m-ation indefinitely. When placed over 
or under a rest it has the same effect and is called a pause. Over 
or under a bar it suspends the rhythmic flow of a composition; it is 
called a pause. 
57. When two or more notes are connected by their ho oks or 
dashes, or by curved lin es, as many as are thus connected are to be 
sung to one syllable of the words. Often in some stanzas of a poem 
th ey need not be thus used, while in other stanzas at the same place 
they must be thus used. lf the notes thus connected 111c11cate the 
same pitch, it is called a tie; ·if they indicate a different pitch, it is 
cal!ed a slur. · 
Illustration 2. 
Hold.Pause.Pause .Tie. Tie. Tie. Tie. Tie. Tie. Slur. Slur. Slur, 
~j ,.,... ,.,... I _j _j __j ~~~~ - -~ --.-1~~ J =~--= =---1= ---1- ---1""-l--=~.JS._jS:::$:~= ~=~=t:1~~ =~--o=t_~ .. :.-1---=-1---= -+i~·~,: 
-•- - •-•-•-• -•-•-•-•-0-•-•·•·•· .. ·•· .. ·6' - - · - · - . 
--- - '-s==----~"--'-=----~-- - ·~-
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58. There are regularly recurring groups of strong ( accented) 
and weak (unaccented) throb s or pulsations that we experience when 
rhythmical music is performed. ( In high grade classic music this throb 
is much less prominent, and in some it hardly exists at all.) · Each 
of these throbs that we feel is called a beat. Each g-roup of accented 
and unaccented beats is called a measure. 
59. Prirnarily there are only two kinds of measurt:, one in 
which an acc~nted bea t::·s followed by an unaccented .... ~tt, ·the other 
in which an accented beat is followed hy tw o unaccented beats. 
60. The group of beats is the mental measure. The tones 
which const_itute a measure is a measure of music. The first bea t of 
each measure is always an accented beat and genera lly the first tone 
of each measure is an accented tone. 
61. We may outwa rdl y manifes t a beat by a motion of the hand 
while singing, or by counting- while pla y ing, but it is incorrect to say 
"Beat the time" or "Count the time." vVe sho uld say "Manifest 
the beat." When we sing and manifest the beat in the ordinary wa y, 
it will be by a motion of the hand ·or baton . When we play and 
manifest the beat in the ordinary way -it will he by counting. Now 
which do we do "Ma nifest the heat" or beat or count "Time"? '0/e 
think the fo1·mer is done. 
NOTE 10. There is no more" tim e " in music than there is in oratory or elocut ion . 
It requires time for all of them to be heard. No more time in music than there is in 
eating, drinking or s leeping. It t~kes tim e for any of these thing, to be performed. 
There is how ever a re gular rhythtnic flow in music that is not in any of th ese othe r 
things. It is called M easure. Measure is 11ot time and it should not be called so, 
under any consideration. Neither is m ovement tim e, though some speak of it as in-
dicating slow or fast time, when it only indicates speed . 
Review Questions under Chapter Four. 
5 r. How are the differ-
ent tone-lengths named? 
52. How are the charac-
ters that represent the tone-
lengths named? 
53. How are rest-lengths 
named and the characters 
that · represent them ? 
54. What effect has the 
dot? 
55. Wh at effect has the 
douule dot ? 
56a . What is a hold? 
Explain its use. 
56 b. What is a pause? 
57 a. What is a tie? 
57 b. What is a slur? 
58. What is a beat and 
what is a measure? 
59. H ow many kinds of 
measu res are there? De-
scribe them. 
60 a. Explain mental 
measure and measure of 
music. 
60 b. What beat of a 
measure is always ac-
cented ? 




Measures, Staff, Tonic and Dominant Chords. - Primarily, 
beats group themselves into twos or thre es -. 
Spaces between upright bars are measures represented to the 
eye-. Thus ~ ~ ~ ~ I ~ ~ ~ 11· The upright lines are 
14 
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called bars-. The broad bar shows the end of a phrase, section 
or period-. Two heavy bars together are called a double bar-. 
It shows the end of a cci111position -. 
The note whose length takes up the duration of a beat is a beat-
note--. As a quarter note is a general reckoning length it should 
always be beat-note (in all simple measures), and is so in all of the 
,vTiter's c_omyositions. We place a figure on the fourth line to show 
how many beats are in a nieasure ( ill simple nkasures). 
S~ we indicate double measure thus ~~~ --
Let us now represent the tones that we want to sing, instead of 
my calling for them. 
The STAFF consists of five lines and six spaces-. Each line 
and each space is called a degree-. The staff then consists of 
eleven degrees-. It ma_y be enlarged by means of short lines with 
their spaces abo,·e and below-. 
In the round note notation tones are represented solely by d egrees 
of the sta_//-. If Do is represented by a line, Mi, Sol and Ti will 
be represt·11ted by lines also, and Re, Fa, La and upper Do will be 
represented by spaces-. If :Q.9 is represented by a space, Mi, Sol 
and Ti will be represented by spaces, and Re, Fa, La and upper Do 
will be repres ented by lines-. 
It requires a clef on the staff to give it definiteness of meaning-. 
The G clef placed on the staff makes it a treble ftaff, from · which 
sopranos and altos sing-. 
All sing _the following . .- It is in double measure, indicated by 2 
over 4. Do is on first ad ed line below. Manifest the beats. Sing 
the syllables. 
Ex. t. 
~.~~- ---==-------~ 4 ~ I _,~ - =1-t:: ----J-4 -+ -- -- -f--L---'-----1--
-4 -~-- - =1-- =~---=-.--L=~ • =F=~F===~=--+-r--•~~· --
_,.--:--.- --•- . -
J)c, Re Mi 
Sing this song 
Sol __ Fa 
fest the 
. Mi Re 
men - ta] 
Sol La Ti Do Ti La Fa 
in dou - ble · meas - ure, Man - i -
Do )Jo Mi Sol 





After singing the syllables several times, sing the words of the 
above exercise. 
Singing the syllables Do, Re,Mi, Fa, etc., is called Sol faing-. 
All sing the following- after me. ( Sol-fa and manifc~t the beat, down, 
le_ft, .up, in each measure.) 
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Ex . 2 . 
t:i=:~~,._-==-il' ~=1=d==~- ~- ~=J ~--~~~=-. ~ E¥Jt--I I I - - - - - --- ~ ----- --- - -~- ·-~-
Do Do Do Ti Ti · Ti La La La Sol .. 
Care - ful ly we are de - scend - ing the scale, 
~, I I 1~-j J J h- _, 
-- ., - - . - --. - -- - - -- - !-- I 
- - - - 1 - - 1 -~- - - .,, =1 
-
!- I 
· 0 ", 
,~ 
Fa Fa Fa Mi Mi Mi Re Re Re Do . 
Noth - ing shall daunt us, . we nev - er can fail. 
Yon notice the tones group themselves into threes . This is 
triple measure , indicated by 3 over 4- . 
Let all sing the following with me. (Sol-fa and manifest the 
beat.) Notice Do is on the first line. Each measure · is beaten <lown, 
left, ri g ht, up. 
Ex. 3. 
E=i=~~~ :4_J J J- 3=F~ ~ - ~ 3 ~- ~- J~= E~_J_ § E\~!1==4.=-1 _ 1 - 1 - 1 - F~~:::===-=r--+-1,=====::::::::-=te l:-- 1 - 0 =. 
Do Do Mi Mi Sol Sol Do Ti Sol Fa Re Sol Mi Do. 
~i1t,#~ . =J r ~ ~ 1·1 1'1'· !!"-- -' - - -~ - ,.,. _ ,._ _ # - - --a - I . - ~-,:,r __ J _ _j_ J_~r= -r---=c t i- •-~. - . I J= . ~ ~ - - - 1 ·- '=t =+ --, ~ - ~ - - - - ' 1 - - ._ - 6'- : 
Y o u notice these tones group .themselves into tw o sets of twos, 
one set in which a hc>avy (pr imary) accent is followed by an 
un accent; the other set in which a lighti:r (secondary) accent is 
follow ed by an unaccent-. This gives rise to four b eats in each 
measur e , ca lled quadruple mea sure, indicated by 4 ov er 4 -. A ll 
sing it ancl all manifest the heat-. 
All sing tl~ following f!fter me. (So l-fa find manifest the heat.) 
It is beaten clown, left, up, down, right, up, each measure. N otice 
Do is on the second sp,1ce. 
E x . 4 . 
"' -- -- -I- ~- . - .,./- . /ll- ~ .,-/ll- ~,- - , - ,..- 1 - . - . --~ - +. 
~
~fi --1- -"--1-=J_j _j _t - ·-=2 '9~ 1'1'-- # - ...,--J=:::J_ J -~:::J--1- '-<- ""1· ·1 
=.- --.-..i---~--=--=-l:=t=~ f-- ,-- ~ I : · - · -. -7,j. -
Do Do Do Mi Mi Mi Sol Do Ti La Sol 
You 'notice these tones group thems elves into two sets of threes, 
one set in which a heavy (primary) accent is followed by two . 
unaccents; the other set in w h ich a lighter (secondai-_v) accent is 
followed by two unaccents. This gives rise to six beats in each 
measure, ca lled sextupl e meas ure, indicated by 6 over 4-. All sing 
it.,c111cl al l manifest the beat -. ( Rev iew exercises 1, 2, 3 and 4 
often.) 
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Let us now return to our chords. You will remember Do, Mi ·and 
Sol is the tonic chord-. -( Divide the class into three parts. Call 
one part Do, one Mi, one Sol.) All si11g Do, then Mi, .then Sol, 
the!l each part sing what I have named you-. Repeat several 
tiines -. (This is spelling and pronomicing the chord [ see Article 
157, Chapter9].) 
Now I will change your names. Change the part named Do 
to Sol, the Mi to Ti, .the Sol to Re. All sing Sol- Ti-
Re-. Ail sing Sol, then Ti, then Re, then each part sing your new 
name --. Repeat four ti mes~. When you sang your new names 
you noticed a new chord, made up of Sol, Ti, Re. This is the _ 
chord founded on Sol-. It is call ed the dominant chord-. Its • 
members are Sol, Ti and Re-. 
The TONIC CHORD (Do, Mi, Sol) is the most importarit chord 
in a key, because it is built on the most important tone, keytone, and 
because nearly every piece of music, in the nrnjor kcy,begins witl1 it, 
and every one ends with it-. The DOMINANT CHORD (Sol, Ti, Re) 
is the next chord in importance to the tonic-. 
With the class divided as before ; each sing the first name I gave 
you four ti mes, (key of C), then the seconcl name I gave you four 
times, then the first name twice, then the second name twice, then 
the first name once (all quarters, except the last, which Fhould be a 
whole)-. You notice that the eAect is not as good as some music you 
have heard. It lacks the fourth part, and seems disconnected. . So-
we will now sing in four parts. We will write each part on a sepa-
rate staA'. Sol-fa, manifest the beats. Do is on the second line in 
all parts hut in bass. In bass it is on the fifth space. The dots 
mean to repeat. Notice the effect of the harmony. 
Ex. 5. Jun~d. L. 
TIINOR. 
f:F~J=j=J=f.r-=t-=r-=t-1r=i=f=r~=~J-==~~H 
O'er the hills the sun is set - ting, A 110 the eve is draw-ing on, 
· Slow- ly drops the gen - tie t wi-ligh t, For an - oth- er day is gone. 
ALTO. 
;g~i= == ===::::==1 b j j - j ~lj j~-1=E====+===±H \§t-4.,__-.,i--.--. - ._-l:Jil=~- I -=:t __ __ ~ _ t-.,i- -.,i-o --'-_ 
SoPHANO. 
!:4t=--j==j ~3 -tl~_r-1i=-J _J ~-E~~ _f--J:+:j ===l==l~EI 
-=4'-;-•-• - • - ~-=I::: - --[:::-:::~~-- ~·----0 ~:,:I] 
O'er the hills the sun is set- ting, An<l the eve is draw-ing on, 
Slow-ly drops the gen - tle twi-light, For an - oth - er day is gone. 
RASS. 
More practice of this kind will be found in the GRADED EXERCISES. · 
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THEORETICAL LESSON. 
Double, Triple, Quadruple, and Sextuple · Measur~s,_ AQ!;ent, 
Syncopation.-62. Dou BLE MEASURE is a grm1p ·of twq~ ··tl1e 
first eat is accented, the second ~beat is unaccenterL · Manifested, 
first beat down, seco nd beat up. 6( by counts, first beat one, second 
beat two. Its sign is the figure two on the fourth lin e of the staff, 
with the figure four on the second line. . 
63. TRIPLE MEASURE is a gi·oup of three beats. The first beat 
is an accented beat, the second and third beats are u1.rnccented beats. 
Manifested, first beat down, seco nd beat left, third beat up. Or by 
counts, first beat one, second beat two, third beat three. I.ts sig-n 
is three on the fourth line , with four on the second line. 
64. Q..UADRUPLE MEASURE is a group of four beats. The first 
beat i.s accented heavier (pn°niary), the secon d beat i,s unaccented, 
the third beat is accented lighter (seconda ry). th e fourth beat is un-
.accente<l. Manifested, first beat down, seco nd beat left, third beat 
right, fourth beat up. Or by counts, first beat one, second beat 
two, third beat three, fourth beat four. Its sign is four on the fourth 
line, with four on the second line. 
65. SEXTUPLE MEASURE is a group of six beats. The first 
];>eat is a p1-inzarily accented beat, the second and third beats are 
unaccented, the fourth beat is secondarily accented, the fifth ancl 
six th beats are unaccented. Manifested, first beat down, second beat 
left, third beat up, fourth beat down, fifth beat right, sixth beat up. 
Or by counts, first beat one , second beat two , third beat three, fourth 
beat four, fifth beatftve, sixth beat six. Its sign is six on the fourth 
line, with four on the second line. 
NOTE r r. If it were not for this alternating of primary and secondary acce nt in 
each measure there would be no 11ecessity of quadruple and sextuple measures. How-
ever, there is a convenience about them th at does not exist in double and tripl e 
measures . 
66. SYNCOPATION is changi ng the accent to what is usually an 
unaccented tone. A tone of a longer length following a tone of a 
shorter length, the shorter tone-length being on the accented part of 




il-~-:$---'~~ ·~ ~-..j ... =1-i-·-·- 1 - (·I -'"'- - 's=: .J.::._ ..j_: - - -..j- -'fC. ~-f-·~ /IL- • - /IL ill...!.._ 
' -4 1=::~ •- •.--•- •--=·---~= ~-1;,f- ~-:;,~=~== 
. On the Jas-per thre~hold standing, Like a pil-grim safe- ly land-ing . 
Review Questions under Chapter Five. 
62. Explain double meas · 1 64. Explain quadruple I NOTE I I. What really 
ure in full. mea sure in full. gives risi, to quadruple and 
63. Explain triple mea~- 65. Explain sextuple sextuple measures? 
ure in full . measure in full . 66. Wh .atissyncopation? 
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CHAPTER SIX. 
PRACTICAL LESSON . 
Eighths, Triplets, Sul,)dominant Chord.-AII sing four measures 
i,n double measure, quarter le_ngths, pitch A (Sol)-. Now sing two 
lengths to one beat inste ad of one-. The length that is half as long 
as a quarte ·r is called an eighth-. They are represented thus: J',,t', and 
the notes are called eighth notes-. What you just now sang would 
be represented th.us : 
Sing it again from the book; manifest the beats-. 
Let us sing the same as before, only sing three equal lengths to 
each beat, instead of two-. Three equc1l lengths ( or th.eir value) to 
be performed in one beat is indicated by the figure three placed ove r 
or under them, and is called a tripl et-. What you just now sang 
would be represented thus: 
Sing it again from the book; m;mifest the beat-. 
Triplets a;·e sometimes written thus: J a J' or J'a J or f .~ J" 
or .~-~)etc. Each of these groups contain a beat and are three , 
a 
lengths, or their value-. When the triplet rhythm is the prevailing 
rhythm in a musical composition, ,<;omp ·ound measure is the result-. 
Harmony again now. \Vhat is the tonic cho1·d-? What is the 
dominant chord? ( Sol, Ti, Re.) LP! 11s organize three divisions of 
the class again. Call the first part ones, the secono part threes, 
the third part fives-. Ones sing Do, threes sing Mi, fiv es sing 
Sol-. Again~. What chord? This is a sweet chord, a .chord of re-
~e -. . 
Ones sing Sol, threes sing Ti, fives sing Re - . Again-. \Vhat 
chord-? 'J;'he dominant chord is a bright chord and is a chord of mo-
tion-. 
Ones sing Fa, threes sing La, Jives sing Do-. Repeat four 
times-. This is the chord founded on Fa-. It is called the sub-
dominant chord-. This is the chord next in importimce to the dom-
inant chord-. Its members are Fa, La and Do-. It is ,:1 dark chord 
and is lacking in repose-. Sing the following; sol-fa, manifest the 
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heats . Do is on first space in Soprano and Alto, on th e third line and 
space above in Bass and Ten or. 
Ex. 7 a. 
ANNm H1mmmT. H . N. L. 
12:p- .!. . . I=l' - 1'----1'-~ ::j--:tc ~ ~ v~ -t=:e=:i' ==i~ 
_,.. 1:;-4 .,_~:t, , ·- .. - -- - , ·- -- - -- - -- - , - - - - - - ---- - -
.__, -=JL_. t1·4i1=,= . - -,,- -.,- ---·-==~- -=-----·------
{ 
vVhe n th e mi sts ha ve ro ll 'd in spl en-dor F ro m the bea u. ty o f th e hill s, 
I. We may rea d lo ve's s hining le t -t er In th e r ain -bow of th e s pra y, 
{ If we err in bu - man blindn ess ,An d for - get th at we ar e dust, 2 • Sn ow- y win gs of . peace shall cov - e r All th e pain th a t hid es a - way, 
_,,,__ .(II.. -•- _,,,__ _,,,__ ·· - -,,,.. _,, __ -fll.- -fll.- -fil.- _,, _ ... . 
~-1, -1:;-4 ... e- ~=,_L_~-~-~ 1 r 1 ---~=+ •=•=•=•=•=i 
•-".lf"6b'"~4~e~ :=1-~~ ~~ =~=~- •- •- •-E~- :;.c :::~=~=~= . 
-i,-- - .... - i; = t ..,._ lio" - ... - ... --v~-.,_,. - ---------
;
- J..-1:;--l lii- ~--l' - ~ - -l'-- -I'-~- )',- ~ - ~ §- .e-_,,....r-_ _r._ J_I_ 1:;IL i,--..j _ _ .,,,.- . -- -._- -- - -..- ,, - ,, -- ,, - '9!- '9!- 411- 411- 411--. i,:Ji1:;- • - • - -i- :::1- · -- -"'i-::j- --i- J~=:J- ~--,--,--j--,-- ; -
- t,-----~=--=~=~=--=--=·=--=---==JII .,- .,, -,,-_!_: 
And th e sun- s hin e warm ·and ten-cler, F alls in ki ss - es on th e rill s, 
W e sh all kn ow each oth · e r bet· te r, Wh en the mi sts have cle ar ed a way. 
If we miss the law of kin d-ness, Wh en we st ru gg le to be just, 
W e shall kn ow each o th - e r bet-t er,\Vh en th e mists hav e clear ed away. 
~~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 
:- " - !lit- ·=f·- 1"- /"- ~~~ - /"- /"-r:=e=e- e=e=,:1:1 1:;lL:P- f-,,-J-. .... - 1;1'- 1;1'- j; - llo" ~ .,; - • - • - • - ~ - - --!-. i,-l.~1:;- ~--¥ - ~~~- ~~- - - f---r-- I F-~ . 
__ ]Lb'_ ... - llo"- .... - 1;,f- - - -
"""\ 
More practice of thig kind will be found in the GRADED Exmt-
crsEs. 
THEORETICAL LES SON. 
Triplets, Compound Measures, Accent, Rhythm N ames.-67. · A 
TRIPLET incorporates into a beat an additi onal tone-len g th ( or it s 
value) which is half the value of the ori g inal tone-len g th of that 
beat, but does not increas e th e duration of the heat. The original and 
additional are comp ounded with out effecting duration, and this com-
bination is indirnted by the figure 3 ( primarily ) . 
68. For example, we will sing tw o mea sur es of doubl e mea sure , 
one of four tone-l eng ths expr essed in eighth s, the other of six tone-
lengths expressed in eighths, triplet form, thus: 
Ex. 7 b. 
69. These two measures are of the same durati on and contain 
the sa me number of beats , yet we see and hear an additional tone-
length in each heat, incorporated into it by the use of the triplet. 
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We see then the triplet may increase the capacity of a beat, as to 
tone· lengths of the same kind ( or their value), but not tht: duration 
of the bt:at. 
70. When the triplet rhythm is the prevailing rhythm in a n~usi· 
cal composition, it is better to indicate it in the measure sign than to 
have so many triplt:ts 11 nasmuch ,is triplets are a compound rhythm, 
they give rist: to compound measure. 
7 r. Compound and simple measure being similar as to the num-
ber and kind of beats, some excellent tht:orists indicate this by the 
same ki_nd of figure on the fourth line; their being different in the 
capacity of the beat, they indicate this difference by the note itself on 
the second line, rather than by the figure. By this means, in the 
compound measures the incorporated length of the triplet eflect is 
shown in the measure sz';rn. We think this a good plan, if the mu-
sical _world would a_dopt it. We give this plan, first the simple meas-
ures, then the compound. 
Illustration 4. 
Double. Triple . Quadruple . 
E:::::2_,_:2-;--1- fi-l_fl~I- 4_1_4-;--11 ~ -F== -F== =r:9=F== =F== 1 
72. COMPOUND Do _UBLE ME'ASURE is a group of two triplets or 
two triplet forms: It has the same number of beats, and the motions, 
counts, and accents are lik~ the same kind of a simple measure. Its 
sign is the figure six on the fourtli line ( or 2 ) , with eight on the 
1,econd line ( or J.) 
Illustration 5. 
Simple Double Measure. Compound Double Measure . 
Primary Secondary Primary Secondary 
Accent. Accent. Accent. Accent. 
I\ I I\ I 
~'
:2oa2--J' - -l'--l"---J'-3 '--J' · ·rn-fi~a :2==t:t -:t-F--e---r--1:1 -4--- - - -- ----__ ,_ _ __________ .
~ I . a a- - - - 1 -
Beaten. Down, Up. ·Beaten . Down, Up. 
Counted. One, Two. Counted. One, Two. 
73. COMPOUND TRIPLE MEASURE is a group of three triplets or 
three triplet forms. It has the same number of beats, and the motions, 
counts, and accents are like the same kind of a simple measure. Its 
sign is the . fig(1re nine ( or 3 ) on the fourth line, _ with eight ( or J.) 
on the second line. 
lliustration 6. 
Simple Triple Measure. Compound Triple Measure . 
Primary Secondary Secondary Primary Secondary Secondary 
Accent. Accent. Accent. Accent. Accent. Accent. 
I\ I I I\ I I 
rj2~~~~~~rg-~: FFo ~ -~u 
Beaten. Down, Left, Up . Beaten. Down, Left, _ Up. 
Counted. One, Two, Three. Counted. One, Two, Three. 
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74· COMPOUND Q__uADRUPLE MEASURE is a group of four trip-
lets or four triplet forms. It has the same number of beats, and the 
motions, counts, and accents are like the ·same kind of a simple measure. 
1ts sign is the figure twelve ( or 4) on the fourth line, with eight 
( or J.) on the second line. 
lllustratior 7. 
Simple Quadruple Measure. Compound Quadruple Measure. 
Prim. Sec. Sec. Sec. Prim. Sec. Sec. Sec. 
Accent. Accent. Accent. Accent. Accent . Accent. Accent. Accent. 
I\ I I I A / / / . 
~,-LL~4-or-~-----~~~~t~~~~jJ~pt=-~~#t~t:F.f:I 
75. In the following the primary accent will be represented 
thus: /\, The secondary accent thus: 1 . r L 
As ha· been said before. The first be<'lt of every measure is an 
accented -beat. \\Then there is only one tone-length ·in a measure, of 
course the tone represented is an accented tone ( except in rare cases). 
Illustration s. 
. I\ I\ I\ I\ I\ . 
~,:i~ lf¥~$=fl:4=E=U:~~--stJ;~~~1jl etc. 
76. When there are only two tone-lengths in a beat or in a meas-
tl're, and they equal, the first tone a·s a rule is . accented, the second 
tfnaccented. 
77. When there are only two _tone-lengths in a beat or in a meas-
ure and they unequal, the tone represented of the 'longer ' length is ac-
cented, the shorter unaccented. 
·78. When there are only three tone -lengths in a beat or in a 
measure, and they equal, the first tone represented is accented, the 
other two unaccented. 
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79. When . the 're a-re only three to·ne-lengths in a beat or in a 
mea sure , and they unequal, the tone represe 'nted of th e longest dura-
tion is accented, the other two, 'if the y are equal, are un accented. If 
they are unequal in sy ncopa tion 'or otherwise, the ton e repre se nted of 
the long er <lurati on, is_acc ented, the other unacce~ted, ( except when 
such a ton e_occurs on 'an accented beat, in which case it is accented). 
Illustration 12. 
I\ I\ fl I\ /\fl fl I fl fl I I\ I\ 
~!~ :j~ l~j;~,j ~~:Jt~l1:t=t~j1j~jg~:j;=t1=1ct , 
80. When there are only four tone-l engths in a beat or in a 
meas ure , and th ey are equal, the first and third tones represented are 
accent ed, the second an<l fourth unacc ent ed, e tc. 
Sr. When there a re only six tone s in a beat or in a measure ( two 
sets of threes ) , ·and th ey Equa l, . the fir st an<l fourth ton es represented 
are accent ed , the oth ers unaccent ed, etc. 
82. Names _ for the different rhythms that make up a ment al meas-
ure are helpful in learning the relative length of tones. A bea t co n-
tainin g only one tone-length, occurrin g on 11 prim 11ry acc ent is named 
Tah; on a secon<lary ac cent, :1 beat of the sa me kin<l is nam ed Tay ; 
011 an unaccent, a b ea t of the same kind is nam ed T ee . Speaking 
thes e rh y thms throu gh a composition is called T ah laying. Tah-tay 
the following, repeating each measure fo1,1r times. 
Illustration I 3. 
E=i::2±=.:1===::J=±il:B_;_::j_j_ j _ _;_[j:4±=::J-  _ _j_ ::J-:::±1 E¥)1·4;-• -- • - tt :4-;-- • - - • -- • - f_ :4~- 0 - - • - - .., - -_ • - ~ 
Tah Tee Tah Tee Tee Tah Tee Tay Tee 
F=i:Jfr::l==J==t=t==1:=:j~1:f:H:: j-:::-£PYd ·--l==::J~f,l2U= ::l=.:1=1=i1=1 E~ ~4-;-• • - • -- • - • - •f,-:8±• ... .;.J t:,-:-•- .--•-.--• :I:t fr-;•--.--•.- .-•.f: 
Tah Tee Tee Tay T ee t ee Tah Tee Tah ·1:ee Tee T ah Tee T ayTee . 
83. The last part of a beat is named Ty (shorty), so a heat con-
tainin g two tone-len g ths, ancl they equal, the group occurring- on a 
primar _v accent is named Tah-ty; the g roup occurring on a second-
ary accent is _named Tay- l_y. 
Tah-ta y the following, repeating each measure four times. 
Illustration 14. 
E=i::.2- :t ---==311-=----=1'- =J' - ifl~ I r-,- ±.---=il t:¥fF4- • -- - • --- • -- • - i-f :~H-• --- • - - - • --- 4 -- ft 
Tah _ - ty Tay - ty Tah T ee Tay - ty 
E::i=4±:::J- -:t --E---l =t=1'~1Eoi::::t=._e._J _ J __ J' - ~::j =:-:l-ll·-1 E~ :4;•-•-• - • - • - • -ftl:4±-"'- • - • - -t,- • - -o- • -- • --i-,: 
Tah Tay- ty Ta y Tay- ty Tah - ty Tay Tee Ta y- ty T ay Tee. 
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84 . A tone-length containing more than one heat, the vowel sound 
is continued. If it contains .only ,a part of the next , beat, the remain-
der of the beat only one tone-length, is named Ty. 
Tah tay the following, each measureJour times. 
Illustration I 5. 
F~1F:F¾f r;-j-~ "";-lfJ~~t·1-4- :::j-- -f-=_i= -_-:::j- 1'~1- ~l '_B=--l==l"-J l:I E~ -4-&_::;:t :4i~ - ---=i k~ ~i _4:::0- -s-.-==r•---.------0. ---~ :'1-•---.----•-•- : 
Tah-ah Tah-ah Tee Tah -ah -ahTah-ah Tee :~e Tah-ah-tyTay-a ~t'y Ta -ah-ty Tee. 
85. A beat containing three tone-lengths, and they equal, the 
group occurring on a primary accent is named Tah-tee-ty; the group 
occurring on a secondary accent is named Tay -tee-ty. 
Illustration I 6. 
F~-2- :::j'-:j'~- 3'- j "- ' ·1"-,-:1'-1fj·B 1 --_ _j_ j"'- :t- j"- flfi E~ _4-::c0 -- -=-~ - • -:- • -- 1- • ·=it :4-• - .----o -- -- r-- •-[ ti 
Tah - tee - ty Tay - tee - ty Tah Tee Tay - tee - ' ty 
EiErr==::J-- j "-- -:t~ -J"- nlt:2H _ _ · 1_ ·j .. - -=e- ---e-- :tfl 1::¥:lf:Br-:-"'.:.;;;;~-- ---.- -(JI- R :B_i-0• =-=...-• -c :0-- • -- • -- • - EI 
. . \ Tah • ah Tee - ty Tah-ah-ah - ty Tay - tee - ty 
86. A beat .c·ontaining- four toi1e-le11gths, and they ·equal, is named 
Talt-ty-ee-ty,wlien the first of the four is primai'ily accented, and Tay-
ty-ee-t5', when the;! first ofth.e four is second:1rilv accented. Tah-tay 
the following, repeating each measure four times, - manifesting the 
bea~. 
Illustration I 7. 
E~-~=AA::S:3~Jt'f B:d =¼:½T§ ~_;if4±:::i~½~½=l=£ .¼=S:A½j:f l::-\§f :4----- -- ------•. if------ --~ 4 ";-4'- 0 - ----- - -- - -- - -- - -- - f/1- -- - ";-: 
Tah-ty-ee-ty Tay Tah Tay -ty-ee -ty Tay Tah-ty-ee-ty Tee Tay Tay-ty-ee-ty . 
NOTE 12 . . Fron, the foregoing the careful student will readily see that accent is 
largely dependent _on rhythm. Accent _ will take case o f itself. Do not make your 
tones "top-lreavy" with accent. Do not keep the beat and relative length of tones 
by "hunching" at them. 
87. Rest-kngths are tah-tayed the same way, only supply the 
consonan t' r for rests, where the .consonant t is applied to tone-
lengths. . . . / 
88. The foregoing are deemed .sufficient for an elemenbffy knowl-
edge of rhythm. Any piece of simple rhy~lim . may now he tah-tayed. 
89. A musical thought making- more or less complete sense is a 
phrase. Two phrases form a section. Two sections form a period. 
90. Written or printed music is divided into )Tieasures by light 
p~rpenclicular .lines caliecl bars. The .end of a phrase, section, or 
period is generally indicated by a heavy !me called a broad bar. The 
close of a piece of music is indi -cated by two broad bars, called a double 
bar or close. 
91. Lengths, 
dot, hold, pause, 
Rhythmics. 
n'otes, '· rests, beats, ·measures, the dot and doubl,e 
rn_anifesting .. heats, syncqp<1tion ,,· accent, belong to 
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Review Questions under Chapter Six. 
67. What is a triplet? 
72. What is compound 
double meas ure? Explain 
in full. 
73· What is compound 
triple measure? Explain 
in full. 
74. What is compound 
quad.ruple measure? Ex-
pI.,.in in full. 
76 and 77. Of two tone-
lengths in a beat or in a 
measure, which is ac-
cented? 
78 and 79. Of three tone-
lengths in a beat or in a 
measure, which is ac-
cented? 
80. Of four equal tone-
lengths in a beat or in a 
measure, which is ac-
cented? 
81. Of six equal tone-
lengths in a beat or in a 
measure, which is ac-
cented ? 
82. What rhythm name 
is Tah? Tay? Tee ? 
83. What rhythm name 
is 'l'ah-ty? T ay-ty? 
84. What rhythm name 
is Tah-ah? 
85. What rhythm name 
is Tah -tee-ty? Tay-tee-ty? 
86. What rhythm name 
is Tah-ty-ee-ty? Tay-
ty-ee-ty? 
87. How are rest-lengths 
tah-tayed? 
89. \II/hat is a phrase~ 
Section ? Period? 
90. What is a Bar? 
Broad bar? Close? 




PRACTICAL LESSON . 
Intervals, Scale, Key, Octave, Formula. -An INT ERV AL is the 
diflerence in pitch and distance between two tones considered to-
gether.-
The intervals of the diatonic major scale are Do to Re, full step; 
Re to Mi, full step; Mi to Fa, short step; Fa to Sol, full step; Sol 
to La, full step; La to '.Ri, full step; Ti to Do, shoJ} s~ep -. 
A KEY is all the~ of the scale taken in any p~le order, and 
extends throughout the whole tone-range-. Do is keytone of all 
major keys-. The signature of a key is that preparation of the 
staff that will cause its degrees to represent the tones of that key-. 
The signature of the key ofC is natural-. Between Mi and 
Fa and Ti and Do there are short steps; therefore between E and F, 
and B and C are short steps-. An OCTA VE is from one to eight, 
(reckoning upwards, which we always do, unless otherwise pre-
scribed), as from Do to Do, Re to Re, etc ·-. 
That which is true of one major key is true of all major keys, 
as far as intervals are concerned; and that which is true of one octave 
from keytone to keytone in a major key is true of all octaves from 
keytone to keytone in a major key-. This makes the study of 
music a very compact one-. 
A knowledge of sight-singing involves a thorough knowledge 
of relative pitch-. 
The generalized plan on which all keys in all octaves are con-
structed is called the f onnu la--. If we indicate the distance from 
Do to Re by a plus ( +) we can indicate the distance from Re to Mi 
by the same sign, from Mi to Fa, by the minus sign(-), Fa to Sol, 
Sol to La, La to Ti by the plus, Ti to Do by the minus. This will 
be indicating the formula, thus: Do Re Mi Fa Sol La Ti Do-. 
++-+++-
This is the formula for a1;y major key. 
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All sing four meas ures, double measure , pitch Sol in the key of 
C, quarters-. Sing again as before, only let the second beat of each 
mea sure be tak en up in s ilenc e, rather than in singing-. Let us sing 
from the books the two exercises yo u have just sung; here they are. 
All sing and manifest the beat. The silences are called rests-. 
( Make the rest on the board.) ( See also Ex. 32, Graded Exercises.) 
Ex. 8. 
~i:~==J$~==~~}ti=j=l=-j=-M)-*l~-~t~~-={I 
Go through with the same kind of exercise in quadruple meas-
ure-. Then in triple mea sur e -. The followini; will requi re some 
practice, especially th e la st tw o songs, "Wi nd-mill " an d "Parade." 
Sol-fa and manifest the beat. 
Ex. 9. 
~i~-.. -1 -*-:::J-.=- --~tJ==i- J~=bJ_*_j~ _fr=r=:__1:m 
La, D o, Mi is the submediant chord-. It has a depressing 
effect, but is a beautiful chord -. Where does it occur in thi s piece? 
_ Ex. lo. _ ~lrintl-!JUU. H. N. L. 
i~-V-2=~~ ===~-b=~: f---1_~-:==-_!+--r~- ----,l-~~~-6':J=:=======-==-=:::i :jd 
When the wind blows , And the mill goes, 
La la la la la la la la la la la la 
- , =x==-·-1 __ J--+-_=,x-;;::.=~·=-1 =·"":::.1 =i=-x _ __,_l----<I x I ~-
·~ -1:1_3 -:T P • I _r9 • -·- ·=t~-·- - j 1_s _~i·~.---~±~tr~•~====~,=1lE::==='======"t=:;4_f~. ====1J 
wind blows, 
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Ex. I t. z,i)tttottd~ 
H. N. L. ~ H4-n "• H. N . LINCOLN 
~
l I . I I 1- I I 1~ I I l~=i I I 
=1 ___ --- - · -~· • ~- ·==-=--· · ·-·-~ _'.::t: -,- , --t---,- ·-+--1- -, -- - - - - •-• .,;,
- -----.,---•- •-• --!. See them march-mg ,here they come, Hear the bas s and ten - or drum. 
2. Swift the mo-men ts pass a - way Un this hap - py, ga - la day. 
3. Pleas- ant scene s we thus re - call, Mem - o - ries that cheer us all. 
_J I I .J ~~~,... _---c _7"" ~+-- _- _- _-_- -~ _- _-~ .fll.- -fll.- -fll.-
~-i~-~-~~ ==.~; - '1-~ ~ ~ ~-==~~ 1~:4 , i I 1: ~r=rc~= =r-ii-  I I i ~ 
~ ... ~ - ~'-1"~::$-J __ ) J'_:_J=/: __ :::j_--1+ I r-+-:t:1 . .;.*-• - =-•-• =* --i--i- -i--i~ 'l<-1-*-...i-E'I<-• - • - • :-• -; _.- • - •--- - • - •--• - • - • - - ~ 1,c.-- •-• - • - •-. 
THEORETICAL LESSON. 
Keytone, Leading Tone, Subleading Tone, Key Formation, In-
tervals. -92. The tone of a key that has the most satisfactory final 
ending, and that has the most repose, is called keyton e. We know 
that it is ONE or ~IGHT. The first requisite of a key is that it must 
have a keytone. 
93. The tone of a key that leads upward a diatonic short step to 
keytone, is called the leading tone. The second requisite of a key 
is that it must have a leading tone, either expressed ·OF understood. 
Ti is the leading tone in the majW key; Si is the leading tone in 
the minor key. ~du\ ~ - · 
94. The tone of a key that movesctownward a diatonic short 
step J; ~ is called a subleading tone. The third requisite of a 
key is that it must J~ ve a subleading tone; Fa is the subleading 
tone in all major ' ~ ~- keys. 
95. The fourth requisite of a key is, in the major mode all of 
the remaining tones that are not concerned in the leading tone (Ti and 
Do) and the sub leading tone (Fa and Mi), must be a full step apart 
(successively), that is, Do and Re, Re and Mi, Fa and Sol, Sol and 
La and La and Ti; in the minor mode, the same, only an additional 
short step between the tones eoncerned in the leading tone of the 
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min or key (Si and La), which requisite gives rise to a long step be-
tween Fa and Si. 
N O'f.E 13. 'vVe use sh0rt step becau se it seems bes t . Formerl y thi s distance 
was called a semit one. Progressive mu sicians co uld no lon ger tolerate this because 
the y sa id a se mitone is an i111possible thin g ;it it is a tone a t all it is a wh ole to.ne of 
some kin d . The term hal f st e p was sub stitut ed for semitone, whi ch wa s perhaps 
some i111provernr.nt. But let u., loo k into . thi s matter. Is a half s tep any more pos-
sibie, any m ore reaso nabl e, than a se miton e? A half step can be made by rai sing one 
foo t, but wh en it is put down again, wh en a m ove is made ( as is the case goi ng from 
'(i to Do), a step of some kind is th e res ult. ft m ay be a short step , but it is a s tep. 
\ 1/ e th ink, th erefore, that short s tep is a be tter term, alth ough mu sica l th eory is no twaU-
ing , and of co ur se "half s tep'' is a technical term in mu sic, but so was "s emitone." 
Th ere is no goo d ar gument aga inst short step. Some say it makes no difference 
which you say. Then why not say sem itone? Let us look deeper into the matt er. 
A kornrna is the smallest interval in mu sic. It is one ninth of the di sta nce between 
Do and Re. 
Th e table of the unt emper ed scale, such as is heard from the violin and trombone 
in the hands of an a rtist, and in th e singin g of a voca l artist, is as fo llows, from Do to 
R e ( greater step), nin e komma s ; from Re to Mi ( small er s tep); e ight komma s; 
fr 0m Mi to Fa ( little step), five kommas; from Fa to Sol (.g reate r step), nine kom-
mas ; from Sol to La ( smaller step) eight komm as ; fro111 La to Ti ( grea ter st ep ), 
nin e k omma s ; from Ti to Do ( little ste p), five komm as. \1/hile this sca le is no t 
used wh ere singing is accompani ed by the o rgan or piano, yet it exists in tone it self . 
Now if s teps are not eq ual, then in ce rtain modulations the $O-called half step~ are not 
equal, but in using th e te rm ~ wh ole st ep and half s tep we are ton apt to have the 
idea that all" wh ole" steps are equal," half " s tep s are equ al and just ha lf the di s-
tance of "wh ole" steps - all of whi ch is mis lea din g. 
As for" s tep and a ha lf," fr om Fa to Si, we all "know th at from Fa to Si cannot 
be further th an a step, beca use they are on conti guous degrees of the staff . 
Sh ort step, full step and long s tep convey th e r~ht and co rre ct id ea, and we wis h 
the mu sical world would adopt them. They are especially useful in lea rnin g the table 
of intervals that follow . 
96. An INTERVAL is the difference in pitch and the dist ance be-
tween two tones, considered together. 
97. An interval is named ·by the number of degrees of the staff 
that it involves. 
98. A PRIME involves one degree of the staff. 
99. A SECOND involv es two degrees of the staff. 
100. A THIRD involves three degrees of the staff. 
10r. A FouRTH involves f our degrees of the staff. 
102. A FIFTH involves Jiv e deg rees of the staf[ 
103. A SrxTH involves six degrees of the staff. 
104. A SEVENTH involves seven degrees of the staff. 
105. An OCTAVE inv 2lves eight degrees of the staff. 
106. A NINTH involve s nine degrees of the staff. 
107. Each of the above intervals are classified with regarcl to size 
(kind of steps), twenty-one of which are founrl in the maj. or min . key. 
108. There are two kinds of primes, PERFE CT and AUGMENTED. 
The perfect prime is two tones of the same pitch but intended for 
two voice-parts or two instruments. The augm ented prim e, two 
ton es a chromatic short-step apart (th e small e st difference in pitch on 
a piano or or gan), on the same degree of the staff. 
__:,,' 109. There are three kinds of seconds, MINOR, MAJOR and AUG-
MENTED. All seconds are apart the distance of one step of some 
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one full step. The augmented second is one long step. 
1 IO. There are three kinds of thirds, DIMINISHED, MINOR and 
r MAJOR. All thirds are apart the distance of two steps of some kind. 
The diminished third is two short steps. The minor third is one 
full step and one short step. The major third is two full steps. 
I I I. There ate three kind~ of fourths, DIMINISHED, PERFRCT and 
AUGMENTED. All fourths are apart the distance of three steps of some 
kind. The diminished fourth is two short steps and one full step. 
The perfect fourth is two full steps and one shod step. The aug -
mented fourth is three full steps, or one short step and one full step 
anJonelongstep. (Compare Arts. r12-II6withArts. 183-184.) 
~ II2. There are three kinds of fifths, DIMINISHED, PERFECT and 
AUGMENTED. All fifths are apart the distance of four steps of some 
kind. The diminished fiftlz is two short steps and two full steps. 
The perfect .fifth is three full steps and one short step. The aug-
mented .fifth is two full steps, ~nd one short step, and one long step. 
I 13. Three are three kinds of sixths, MINOR, MAJOR and AUG-
MENTED. All sixths are apart the distance of.fiv ·e steps of some _ kind. 
The minor sixth is three full steps and two short steps. The major 
sixth is four full steps and one short step. The augmented sixth 
is three full steps and one sh;;rt step and one long step. 
I 14. There are three kinds of sevenths, DrMINISWED, MINOR and 
AJOR. All sevenths are apart the distance of six steps of some kind. 
The diminished seventh is three short steps and three full steps. 
The minor se,,entlz is four full steps and two short steps. The ma-
jor seventh is .five full steps and one short step. 
I'- I 15. There are two kinds of octaves, DIMINISHED and PERFECT, 
All octaves are apart the distance of seven steps of some kind. The 
diminished octave is four full steps and three short steps. "' The 
perfect octave is .five full steps and two short steps. 
-- I 16. There are three kinds of ninths, MINOR, MAJOR and AuG-
MENTED. All ninths are apart the distance of eight steps of some 
kind. The minor ninth is.five full ste_vs and three short steps. The 
major ninth is six full steps and two short s~eps. The augmented 
ninth is.five full steps and two short steps and ·one long step. 
Review Questions under Chapter Seven. 
92 a. What is a keytone? 
92 b. What is the first 
requisite of a key? 
93. What is a leading 
tone? What is the second 
requisite of a key? 
94. What is a sublead-
ing tone? What is the 
third requisite of a key? 
95· What is the fourth 
requ isite of a key? 
NOTE 13. What con-
cerning short step,full step 
and long step and kom-
mas? 
96. What is an interval? 
97. How is an interval 
named? 
gS-106 . What is a 
prime? second? third ? 
fourth? fifth? sixth ? sev-
enth? octave? ninth? 
107. How are intervals 
classified ? 
108. How many kinds of 
primes? Explain each. I 
109. How many kinds of 
seconds ? Explain each. I 
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110 . How many kinds of 
thirds? Explain each. 
111. How many k111ds of 
fourths? Explain each . 
112 . How many kinds of 
fifths --? Explain each . 
113. How many kinds of 
sixths? Explain each. 
114 How many kinds of 
sevenths ? Explain each. 
r 1 5. How many kinds of 
octaves? Explain each. 
116. How many kinds of 
ninths ? Explain each. 
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CHAPTER EIGHT. 
PRACTICAL LESSON. 
Review, New Key, etc. -The tones of the key of C are C, 
D, E, F, G, A and B -. It s keytone is C -. Its leading tone i~ 
B-. Its subleading tone is F -. Its signature is natural-. 
All sing th e followi ng, after a review of tona lity of ea" h of tht1 
tones of th e scale ( second Theoretica l Lesson , articles 24-3 0), an<l of 
the tonic , dominant, suhdominant and submediant. We wi ll have one 
new chord in this piece. It is Re, Fa, La-. It is ca lled the super-
tonic chord-. It has a mingled effect of sadness and of brilliancy-. 
It is very beautiful. Where does it occur in this piece? 
Ex. 12. Jong~ of ftai~t. H . N. LINCOLN. 
:utc h the slurs. I . _ I_ I_ ~- ~- . Li_ r1_J_ 
~:4J_~_ ;_,=Fkj::;;=-~='- - ~- r~ =E~-~-~~==i=I 
~-~ --- =Ec.-u--0='-·- -- =f .. _,,, ____ I..._,s,_ 
1. Songs of praise the an - gels sang,Heav'nwith ha!- le - Ju - jahs rang, 
2. Songs of praise a - woke the morn, When the "Prince of Peace" was ho rn, 
3. Saints be - low with he art and voice, St ill in songs of prais e re - j oice, 
4. Things of earth must pass a - way, Songs of praise will crown the clay, 
-• - -•- -•- -#- -11 -fl -0- I I I I ~ r~ I r-=i=·- ~ -•- •- •- •=F· -- --- -1 
~=t=~• - i=T-=i=~= -12== -r--==1==-.--~-==rF-==r-==~= 
-· -r-r- -- - I 
~ I i--, r, I Im perf ect Cadence, ; - --. r r;r-'-+]11-~-~-1---1----1----1--;-~ ::i==__j__:-1~ --+-- :::!~_, - - ""'----• ,,- ==-=•==Jlli==--1= :::j==+--- += : 
----·-·---=-.# -- # - - 0 ~ ! -- - • - •-- -----6'-I _____  I,___! _ 0, -0---0--
when Je - ho. vah's work be - gun, When He spake and it was clone. 
Songs of praise a - rose when He, Cap -tive led cap - tiv - i - ty. 
Learn-ing here by faith and love, Songs of pr aise to sing a .- bove. 
Goel will make new heav'n and earth,Songs of praise sha ll hail their birth. 
_J_ _J_ -#- -#- -JJ -rt 0l -#- _Ji_µ -0-
~ 1= I :..- •=pt=--=-iit=- !==1--fll-=="-==' ~F~~ t=1~1 
~--=--=--=--=-1~ 1 -==8===+=-- -•- • -~-F= f ~==t ~- -
Copy, ;gh<, I OJ7, b1 H. N. Llooolo. -r- I I -
After this give an exercise in ear training, as follows. ( Sing a 
tone, pitch of Do, key of C, half, call it Tah-ah.) All sing this-. 
The same with Re, Mi, Fa, Sol, L a, Ti, Do-. ( Call each Tah .) 
( Ask the class what tones th ey were singing . They wi ll probably 
answer the ton es of th e scale. That is correct.) All sing th em 
again, calling each Tab-ah. Descend the sca le the sa me way-. 
( Sing two tones, same pitch as before, Do, Re; call them Tah-Tee, 
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quarters.) All sing this as I did-. Then Re, Mi-, Mi, Fa-, 
Fa, Sol-, Sol, La-, La, Ti-, Ti, Do-. . Repeat all the last exer-
cises connectedly, Do Re, Re Mi, Mi Fa, etc., both ascending and 
descending. 
Again sing Do, call it Tab, and let the class imitate the tone, 
calling it C. The same with Re ( D )-, Mi ( E )-, Fa ( F )-, Sol 
( G ) -, La (A) -, Ti ( B) -, Do ( C). These are very impor-
tant exercises. ( Now sing two easy tones to detect; call them Tah 
Tee; and let the class sol-fa, after you sing Tah Tee.) ( Take an easy 
rhythm [ two quarters and one-half], sing three easy tones Tah Tee, 
Ta-ah-. Similar work to this should be done every lesson.) 
Listen to me, and when you hear a tone you have not heard us 
singing before, raise your hand. ( Be sure you sing the last tone cor• 
rectly, at which they will raise their hands-. You will sing the 
following, Tah Tee.) 
Illustration 1 8. 
~~~~~~g~-~~~~~-~t~~~dt§~-#~tJ 
All sing this with me-. This new tone is lower than G and 
higher than F-. Its name is F sharp-. In the following exercise 
let us omit F (Fa) in the key of C, and ( sing a tone a short step 
higher). It will be indicated by a sharp ( #) where we are to omit 
F. ( Do not sol-fa, but be sure the correct pitches are sung.) 
Illustration l 9. 
E#:~=3~;Fi==JfH=Ej :fi:~ 3 ==1=E±±=1:==.;F=l=®l El E~:4-• ~ = l:::• - •±#o-:: ti,-J:=E~• -~• -# -~E 
~ -~. 
Tah Tee . . Tah-ah, Tah-ah 
All sing this exercise again, and instead of using the tone repre-
sented on the second line, use the one on the added line below-. 
l"ou see it is unsatisfactory, and lacking in repose. C is no longer 
keytone, but G instead_:___ So it is the key of G, not the key of C-. 
F sharp is the leading tone (Ti), C is the subleading tone (Fa)- . 
Where F sharp occurs permanently iri a musical composition, and the 
signature is natural, it is ill' the key of G; but the usual way to cause 
the staff to represent the key of G is by the signature just at the 
right of the clef. _The to!'.es of the key of Gare G, A, B, C, D, E, 
F- sharp and G-. Its signature is one sharp-. ( On the aboYe 
plan it may be shown that the tones of the key of Dare D, E, F sharp, 
G, A, B, C sharp and D, and that its signature is two sharps, and so 
on through the keys of A, E, B, and F sharp. Also by omitting Ti 
in the key of C, and substituting a tone a short step lower, the key 
of F will be the result; and on through the keys of B flat, E flat, A 
flat, D flat and G flat. These should each be brought out as time 
passes by.) 
You will remember, what is true of the intervals of one octave in 
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a major key, is true of all octaves in a major key. So the F sharp at 
th e s ignature ( mak ing the intervals in the key of G) affec ts all 
· octaves. This is the case with every signature-. Use the following 
fp r genera l ton e-work. 
Ex. 13. ~tft mt ~ightr. 
G . w. L . G. w. LYON; hyper . 
. 
'
~4~--J-~_-gl_ =~ @J I I j ~g=~~+ f 
_ ,4. _ __,_ _ __ __, --j - --, -- 61 - • -- • -- -- II -- 0 - .- --
-=- ..,- -..,-- •- -• -o- _- o- -• -- • 
1. Lift me high - er Sav - iour , Near - er to Thy throne, 
2. I am poor and need - y, Weak and full of sin; 
3. Guide my fee - ble foot - steps Through this world of strife, 
4. Le t Thy grace ii - Ju - mine My be - night - ed sou l, 
I I I I I -fll.- _.__ .a.• 
~ j;f-- ., -- ., -- ., -- . -F-o_a _ ~__. __ fll. b 6.-±:'=-;- , 
~~:=r=-1 ·- - 1 -- p=r=F-==~==Ff=~==r=Rg3~ 
~ J_ J- ~==~-~-=-J_ .J_~ _J_ J- ~-=-=~=1:::1_~_rl 
·-- - - • -- • - 0 - -0 - .. -- ~ - 111 =t:6-,- -- ( 
- - ,- --
Make me pur - er, bet - ter, Make me Thine a - Jone. 
Make me meek and hum - ble, Dwell my heart with -in. 
Help me on - ward, Sav - i_our, To a bet - ter life . 
Come, Thy - se lf . pas - sess 1t, Sav - iour, make me whole. 
_,.__ -f!L- ~ 42- _,.__ ..fL -fll.- -• - • 
~~~--~--==•==•=F=P==r-2=*~=~==t:==t::==t:1-~==1=1 
~ ~r===t===:::Jt: r=-F-i:=--, - ----- ---- ~-- --=Ft:-- ~- : 
--- --· - - ~ ---- I r= I f-- >9-'-- - - -j 
THEORETICAL LESSON. 
Sharps, Flats, Naturals, etc., Major and Minor Keys, Enhar-
monic, etc. 
N on: 14. Any "diatonic degree" of' the ' s taff in·any key ( except the degre es that 
repre sent Mi anrl Ti) may be made to repr esent a pitch that isa short step higher, an d 
except th e degre es that represent Fa and Do, may be made to represent a pitch that 
is a short step lower. 
I I 7. Pl ace a SHARP ( ~) ( a cha.racter consisting of four oh] ique 
cro sses, a ll pointing upw ard ) on any natural degree of the staff, :md 
th at deg ree will be stopped from representing the pitch whi ch it had 
represented, and ca used to represent a pitch that is a shor t step highe r. 
( Do not say und er any circ um stances that a sharp raises a tone a half 
step, nor th at a flat low ers a t:one a half step, etc . ) 
N ~" , ~ E.ch " osS of >hosha,p ,ep,eseo,s, <ooe of <he ,e\mho,d, • melofa 
form, thus, ~-1c~--==--~3=1 from which our scale was derived. 
~~-0 - !2 -
u8. Pl ace a FLAT (I,) on any natural degree of the staff, and 
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that degree will be stopped from represe,1ting the pitch which it had 
represented, and caused to represent a pitch that is a short step lower. 
NoTE 16. Remember that sha,ps or flats in the sig 11ature not only affect the de-
gr~es on which they· are placed, but the degree which represents any octave of the 
pitch represented by the sig11ature sharps or flats. ( See article 122. ) 
., 119. Place a DouBLE SHARP. ( *) on any sharp degree of the staff, 
and that degree will be stopped from representing the pitch which it 
had represented, and cm1sed to represent a pitch a short step higher. 
Do not say "a double sharp raises a tone a whole st_ep," nor that" for 
instance F double sharp is the same as G," etc. The double sharp 
on a sharp degree has the same effect as a sharp on a natural degree. 
120. Place a DOUBLE FLAT ( 1,1,) on any flat degree of the staff, 
and that degree will be stopped from representing the pitch which it 
had represented, and caused to represent a pitch which is a short step 
lower. The double flat on a flat degree has the same eflect as a flat 
on a natural degree. 
Ill. Place a NATURAL (~)on a sharp degree, and it has the 
effect of a flat. Place a natural on a flat degree, and it has the eflect 
of a sharp. 
Place a natural and a sh11rp on a double sharp degree, and it has 
the effect of a flat. Place a natural and a flat ori a double flat degree, 
and it has the eflect of a sharp. ( See Note 25,) , 
Non: 17. Some good authorities on musical theory caHthe natural a cancel,on 
the grounds that one tone is as natural as another, and thattherefore ' the ' term natural 
is misleading. They lose sight of the fact that it is purely a technical term, and should 
not convey the idea of "naturalness." As we shall see ( Tenth Lesson, article 172 ), 
even a measure bar stops the effect of an accidental, but we don't call it a cancel. We 
do not cancel with anything; we simply stop the degree from representing one thing 
by putting another on it. 
NOTE 18. The flat and natural have the following history. When F was taken 
for keytone the E was the leading tone to F but B was not a subleading tone to A, or 
in other words, B was not a perf ect fourth, therefore another B that was a subleading 
tone was added. There were then two Bs, one a major seventh from C, call ed b dur 
( meaning harsh), the other a minor seventh from C, called b moll ( meaning soft). 
The latter was written b. The former was written h ( b with sharp corners). In this 
way the t_wo tones were eacily distinguished and with very little alteration we have 
our flat (I?) and natural ( ~ ). These characters have become generalized and are 
used in connection with all tones when needed the same as with b. The Germans 
call the natural, h. 
122. Sharps and flats when placed just at the right of the clef, 
and at the left of the measure sign, at the beginning of a piece of 
music, are called the signature. Their effect reaches through every 
octave, and throughout the composition ( unless counteracted ) , in 
representing- with the remaining natural degrees the tones of the key 
which is indicated. In modulations where a new signature is shown, 
the natural or natu!·als that reduce the number of sharps or of flats, 
affects all octaves, till counteracted. 
123. There are two ways of forming new major keys from any 
given major key. 
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omit the pitch that is .Fa, and suhstitute a pitch a short step higher 
( on the same degree), this new pitch becom es Ti ( leading tone of 
the new key to be thus formed) . The pitch that was Sol becomes 
Do ( keytone). The pitch that was Do becomes Fa ( subleading 
tone.) The fourth requisite of a key is also met, so a new key is the 
result : ( Articles 92-95 inclusive) lh MEANS OF SHARP Foun., 
125. We will begin with all the degrees natural ( key of C) and 
see how the new keys succeed each other, by means of sharp four. 
For convenience, ~eytone will be represented by a whole note, Fa by 
a half note, the new pitch, a short step higher on the same degree, by 
a quarter note, the new keytone by an eighth note. 
Illustration 20. 
C G D A 
~.'
---,-+=~=~=ljj_a _ -.:i.--·-if~i.--G>-ett~=~=ljji+l-0!!•-iill 
_a_ r--'+- -~ - -~ - i1',111L,__ -,H'1--1 - - /1'- ,-t-- ttF _ f-·-
-- ~~~-=--=-- -- -r:=-r:=-1;- - - -- __ a,- - -~-
E B F sharp C sharp. 
- _a_-1- --l- '!fi. ~ -- ~i1'• - tr.+- -,H'---l ''-<- - trJ.- ",l'- ,rr+s- -
~
-,~#;~::j--l.._l l,f_#"- .--~-,,lf~J.0 1-lf~-#4l- fl 
. - - - ~#•~- ~-tt#·9-r:=-t= - ~ - ,rr- #- 0-ff~: -,H'-11#-;-a _ 
126. ANOTHER vVAY of forming a new key from any given key is, 
omit the pitch that is Ti and substitute a pitch a short step lower ( on 
the same degree); this new pitch becomes Fa ( subleading tone in the 
new key to be thus formed). The pitch that was Fa becomes Do. 
The pitch that was Mi bec omes Ti ( leading tone to the new key). 
All the other tones meet the fourth requisite of a key, so a new key is 
the result : BY MEANS OF FLAT SEVEN. 
We will begin with all th e degrees natural and form new keys 
by means of .ftat seven, representing keytone (a), Ti ( f'), new 
pitch ( r' ), new keytone (:) as in Art. 125. 
1llt.¥5tration 2 I. 
C---- +- - - F 
~~~~-~==---==l~ c;1=#~-0 1 r-- ~r-9 ¥Ji Do Ti Fa new Do ¥J:t _D_o_~_T _i ____ F_a-- n-e,-v-D~o-
B-flat E-Aat A-Aat 
~;~v 0 -=fiJ~hl-=;=1f-~~--:=ti -1t -flf ~E!_a~~=td~ I 
Do Ti Fa new Do Do Ti Fa new Do Do Ti Fa new Do 
D-Aat ---~ G-Aat C-flat 
~;i~?p~ - ~ -=21 ~~lfi%p~~ffiJ_~ ;~~,__?~~- --=~I~ 
Do Ti Fa new Do Do Ti Fa new Do Do 
127. There are THIRTEEN PRACTICAL MAJOR KEYS and THIR· . 
TEEN MINOR KEYS. The keys of F sharp and G flat are the same 
pitch practically, but are different in representation. Keys that bear 
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this relation to each other are said to be "ENHARMONIC." There 
are other enharmonic keys, but they are not in practical use. A change 
from the key of F sharp to the key of G flat, or from the key of G flat 
to the key of F sharp, is called an ENHARMONIC change. 
r 28. Beginning with all the degrees sharp ( key of C slrnrp) 
anJ forming new keys by means of .flat seven, you will find the keys 
succeed each other, thus, C sharp, F sharp, B, E, A, D, G, C,; and 
beginning with all the degrees flat and forming new keys by means 
of sharp four, you will find the following succession of keys, C flat, G 
flat, D flat, A flat, E flat, B flat, F, C. The student should work 
them out. 
129. We see in forming new keys by the means of sharp four, 
that either the number of sharps are increased hy one, or the number 
of flats decreased by one: by the means of flat seven, the number 
of flats are increased by one, or the number of sharps decreased by 
one. 
130. The keys we have studied so far, with Do as keytone, are 
major keys. 
r3r. Omit the pitch that is Sol in any major key, ancl s1Jhstitute 
a pitch a short step higher, and the RELATIV E MINOR KEY to that 
major key will be the result .' The sharp five of the major key ( Si ) 
will become seven ( leading tone) of the minor key. La will become 
keytone. .( See Art . 95.) 
132. Every major key has its relative minor key, and every minor 
key has its relative majo1' key. 
133 . A minor key always has the same signature as its relative 
major key, but there is this peculiarity about minor keys; the leading 
tone is never shown in the signature. Whenever it is needed it is 
represented by an accidental. ( See Note _24.) 
134. The two ways of forming new major keys ( see I 24, r 26) 
apply to minor keys. That is, it is by the same tones, but in minor 
it is SHARP Srx (Fi) and FLAT Two (Te). 
135. Remembering that La is keytor.ie in minor, whenever the 
leading tone is used it must be represented by an incidental sharp or 
a character that has the effect of a sharp. ( See 119 and 12 r.) Let us 
start with all the degrees natural and form a minor key from the rela-
ti,·e major, then new min,or keys, by means of sharp six ( Fi ) . 
Representing the different tones by whole, half, quarter, and eighth 
notes, as in 125, and the leading tone by an acciaccatura ~-
• 
Illustration 22. 
a minor. e minor. 
K i=j-g j ~ 1, -~~ ti-:~-=1;b~~ --,!-- 1 F. ~-- .__ --+ -.:, - - ~ -----f:;, - - "~ ~P-- /f'r!'L- #--0 0 - - - -~• -- ~ f-- - r-- f- --
- - . +---1-- ~ -
Sol in C Si Key -tone La Fa Ti New La La Fa Ti new La 
· b minor. £-sharp minor. 
E;~---!1--~-#~----1~~ ,#-ttJ-0 *I:; E :J:=ubc::= - -r= ~ -#=:11._- - ~ ==~~~ 
La Fa Ti new La La Fa Ti new La 
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c-sharp minor, etc. g-sharp minor. d-sharp min or. 
ff' "" -c-+-c~-+---1---~c-t --,' ff' - ~- r - --- ff - - lt .i - ,s,-
~'
J,1,-#i ,\ gg I ,J,1,-#k i+..--,,-#jJ.. --K-,i 
:J~i~ =#:1ej~. -#- #ig ! I i,, L #~ = -
La Fa Ti new La La Fa Ti new La La 
136. The minor keys can be formed by means of flat two (Te), 
beginning aU deg rees natural, first forming the rel ative min or from C 
major. The student should work them out; and th en with all degree s 
sharp, work out the min or keys by me ans of Flat tw o (Te ); and with 
a ll the degrees flat, w ork out the minor key s by mea ns of sharp six 
( Fi ) . The keys and manner of working them out as g iven above 
are a model by which it is all to be clone. 
NOTE 19. GARDNER'S TABLE OF THE CHARACTER OF KEYS. The key of C 
major is hQld, vigoro us and co mm anding, su ited to th e expr ess ion of war and ent er-
prise. Its rela tiv e, a minor, is a plain tive but not feeb le key. 
The key_ of G major is gay and sprightly, b eing a medium key, it is adapted to 
the grand est ran ge of subj ec ts. It s relative , e minor, is a persua sive, sof t an d tend er 
k ey . 
Th e key of D major is g rand and noble; having life and vigo r it is su ite d to th e 
loftiest purpose. Its relati ve , b mi1101·, is a wailing key, but is too high to excit e com-
passion. 
Th e k ey of A maior is go lden , war m and sunny. It s relati ve,_/ sharp mi nor, is a 
mournfully g rand key. 
Th e key of E Major is bright and pellucid, ada pted to th e mos t brill iant subj ects. 
Thou gh higher th an the key of D , it is le ss loud, as it s tr etc hes th e-voice heyond its 
nat ural power. It s relati ve, c sha,-p minor, is a key se ld om a~ed, but In which H adyn 
exp res sed so me of his m o,.t. elega nt and deep es t -.th o ughts. 
Th e k ey of F major is rich, mil d and co nt empl ative. It s relativ e key, d minor, 
possesses a s imilar chara cte r, only more solemn and gra nd . 
Th e key of B fla t major is th e leas t int eres tin g of all the major ke ys . It has 
not sufficient warmth to rend er it majestic or gran d. It s rel a tive, gminor , is a key re-
plete with melancholy. 
Th e key of E flat maj or is full , sof t and beautiful. Tt is a key in whi ch all mu-
sicians delight, th ough less decid ed in cha ra cter than some of th e ot he rs, the re gulari ty 
of its bea uty ren de rs it an univer sa l favorit e. Its r elative , c minor, is a key th at is 
seldom use d . 
Th e ke y of A flat majo,- is delica te, unassuming and ten de r. It s relative, / 
minor, is a penitential and gloomy key. 
The key of D flat maior is awfully da rk. In this k ey Beethoven wrot e his sublim-
est thoughts. He never entered thi s key, only for tra gic purp os es. 
137. The tones ,of the minor key in successive order from one to 
eight, or eight to one, La to La, produce the H AHl\JONIC MIN O R S CALE. 
138. Its int e rvals are from La to Ti, full step; Ti to Do, short 
step; D o to R e, full step; Re to Mi, full step; Mi to Fa, short step; 
Fa to Si, long step; Si to La, sh Ht step. 
139. Its FonMULA may be indic ated thus: 
L a, Ti, D o , Re, Mi, Fa, Si, La. 
+ + + X 
Ex. 14. Harmonic sca le, k ey of e m inor , ascendi ,ng and descending . _ 
~'
!4==-i I ¾~-19-=l,.! r-=r=~ ~ -=J- 1 '=±='-EU _.LJ.._~- ,,- -,.... --1=-,--=+'1= t:-- J ____ __ - -
_ '.:f: _ _.,_ -=-~ ~-- ~--1---- -- - . - ~~-0 - -
La Ti Do Re Mi Fa Si La Si Fa Mi Re Do Ti La 
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. Sing this scale and notice that the tonality is different from that 
of the tones of the major keys, owing to their relation. After study-
ing minor keys, sing the following excellent old hymn. 
Ex. 15. 
( WINDHAM, key of d minor.) 
ISAAC WATTS. ------~-- -- DANIEL REKD, ,~a~~~ ~~~~~~==~4~~:f-- it[==J=- 1" j-=I 
=4= --,.-'- -.,--.-- 1--..- .,i- .,i J--..•::--t . =t-..-+-J- • -1 .,.-. .,•- I I .,• .,•- _ _,_ 
1, Show pi - ty, Lord, 0 Lord,for-givel Let a re- pent-ing re- be! live; 
.2. My crimes are great,but can't surpass The pow'r -and glo - ry of Thy grace. 
3. Oh wash my soul from ev- ery sin, And make my guilt-y con-science clean; 
4. Yet save a tremb-ling sin-ner,Lord, Whose hope still hov'ri ng round Thy word; 
~
-s-g,-.-,~~ 1=· - !11-- -.-~ -~ =e =i~---=~=~-1 I t;· ---- - =t=---- - f-- ~ -~ -- -f-- -- ~- - - -- - f- -i,-A. - r ,--- h I 1==--r- - f-- 1=- t- - --.---- 1=---'.:t:-r- ~ .,.. ja. ---+-~ill"- - r--- _.,.._ ill"_ ja._ 
loi' loi' loi' I 
' . ~ ~~~ ~¥k-~ .:r-~~~ =#=~ •-==-==H-,~--=+-11 
- • t=:S r - • ~~ : -1--..-•.,i- -
- I W*- f 
Are not Thy mer-cies large and free? May not a sin - ner trust in Thee? 
Great God, Thy na - ture hath no bound.So let Thy par-don-ing love be found. 
Here on my heart the bur- den lies, And past of- fen - ces pain my eyes. 
Would light on some sweet promise there,Some sure support a - gainst despair. 
----.... I' _,.__ ,.__ -------- I' £ 
.---•-1=-1----•-·- :=:t: :t: ~ -A • - -- -
- ---- - I -- --- Ja. ~-- - # -
l~t;-B~ -c--i-=l=cc-- ~- ' - il,.4 --- !-l=t=-G *= -.-E( -~r ~-c--~ .,.. __ :-~-~=~ - -.- t - E 
Review Questions under Chapter Eight. 
n7. Explain the sharp. 
u8. Explain the flat. 
I 19. Explain the double 
sharp. 
120. Explain the double 
flat. 
121. Explain the nat-
ural. 
122. Explain signature, 
124 . Explain forming 
new major keys by means 
of sharp four. 
126. Explain forming 
new major keys by means 
of flat seven, I 133. What is the signa-
127 a. How many · maj or ture of any minor key? 
keys? and how many 134. Explain forming 
minor keys ? new minor keys by sharp 
127 b. What are enhar- six; by flat two. ' 
monic keys? and what i~ NOTE 19. Give thec _har-
an enharmonic chanp;e? acter of the keys. 
129. New keys by sharp 137. What is the har-
four affect the s ignature monic minor scale? 
how? New keys by flat 138. What are its inter-
seven how? vals? 
131. Explain the forma- 139. What is its form-
tion of a minor key. ula? 
CHAPTER NINE. 
PRACTICAL LESSON. 
Power, Movement, Quality. -All ia.ing eight tone-lengths, quar-
ters, pitch G, Sol-. 
All sing again with reference to power; sing a medium power-. 
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The r.ame of this power is mezzo-. It is indicated by its initial 
letter, m -. (Write m on the blackboard, about the middle of the 
board.) (Be .careful that the correct power is used.) 
All sing as before, except sing a softer p owe r-. The name of 
this power is piano-. It is indic ated by its initial letter, p-. 
(Writ e p on the board just to th e left of m -. Review on m and p.) 
All sing as before, only sing a louder power th an mezzo-. The 
name of this power is forte-. It is indicated by its initial letter,f-. 
(Writef on blackboard at the right of m.) 
All sing as before, only sing a · softer power than piano ( very 
soft)-. The name of this power is pianissimo-. It is indicated 
by its initial letter doubled, pp-. ( Write pp just to the left of p 
on the blackboard.) ( Review nz, p and f) 
All sing as before, only sing a louder power than forte ( very 
loud)-. The na me of this power is fortissimo-. It is indicated 
by its initial letter doubled , ff-. (Write ff just to the right off 
Review all five.) 
All take a full, deep breath-. All sing in one breath, same as 
before ·, only begin pianissimo and increase the power gradually all 
the way through, till you end with fortissimo-. The name of this 
power is crescendo-. It is indicated by its abbreviation cres., or 
this sign=-· (\Vrite cres. and-= underf and.ff.) 
All take a full breath and sing as before, only begin fortissimo 
and decrease the power grad ually all the way through till you end 
with pianissimo-. The name of this power is diminuendo-. It 
is indicated by this sign==- and by its abbrevi ation dim.-. (Write 
;::=- and dim. under p and pp.) 
Sing as before, only sing the first four tones cres. -= ancl the 
last four dim.=-- . The name of this power is swell--. It is 
.indicated by this sign-== ==- or.by its abbreviation sw-. (Write 
the sign-===- under-= and =- --.) 
All sing again one tone-l ength cont ain ing seven beats, after 
which let one rest-length, one beat, be felt-. Sing as before only 
begin very loud and surldenly decrease-. The name of this power 
is forzando-. It is indicated by this sign >- -. This power is 
especially useful when particular emphasis is desired-. It is 
secured by a pr@mpt and vigo rous attack c,f the . consonant element 
of a word-. (Write >- under the latter half of the swell-. 
Review all five.) 
Sing the following, sol-faing without using the different powers 
indicated. When the tones are learned, apply them to the words, 
bringing out the ~owers. Sing the words to the "power song" first. 
Notice the effect of the chords-. 
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E;: ;~~- Jing a Jong. u. N. L. 
,p ____ m cres. 
; =~ a- -~ -~-,..___.,.._---1'oi~=~ ---1~=~-1' - t:t ~:t~ -4 -_J ,"---l "'-- ~ -F-----J~ =1- =1- --.1---l _.:__ ... -.. -: -.. -------.. - • - • - • - ----
- . --.I - - - - , - · - - - • - • --- -""l- -""1------"'I- ~---+----t-- --J 
-• - -• - -• - -•- -a,- -..- - - __ ,, _ _ _,,_ __,,_ __,,_ --.,- -',j- --., - -• - --- - --- - --
Ii- ~ ~ ~ 
1. Sing a song so sweet and low, Of the hap- py days of yore , Let the tune -ful 
2. S ing a - gain the s;:,ngs so dear,That we of -ten-times have sung ,Sing of lake and 
3. Sing once more asoot h-ing lay , That will thrill us with de -light,Making glad the 
~-~-~~-~ ~ ~ I ~~- - : • :...:_• :_.:_• - '-• -__ § .il----.,·-~--Jill---~-"'-·-· • i iil- /lf.- /1'-~ ~ --t:-t::_ t:: __ ~-'"'°Jl.- _ _ Iii _ --J t-- __ la- la- boo-t..- --- --- - -f- jlt jlt - /lf.- )IL 
A. -- - --J--+-- - l"' - 1"'-f'E' - I"' --- f- - f- - t-- tr. - h - r.- r.---
-- "':- - - -- ~ _,, _ _,, _ _,,_ ~ ~ :.. ii"' ~1;11' -r- - i,,l!- i,,l!- i,,l!- i,,l!---
P OWER N . . . ")] . M 1 d w· h . . SONG. 1 ow pi-an - o we w1 srng, ez-zo ou -er grows our song, 1t rn-creas-rng 
CHOHUS • 
.t: ff "" "" . .f f '"' "" lo,. "" 
=~ ---=1-~-=i"'-:J"'-- :t -=i}--+:::::-~ _j= ::--+:::::--l::::::--+:::::-1± t ~ ~ 
----- -------•-•---• •-•-1-·----=~ ·-·--=-' ~~= -J- -.,- . - -.,---,;-. -~= =~=~-r~ = ~- ~- ~-
mea s' ures · flow,Th o'th ese clays re-turn no more . Sing a- loud a j oy -fu l strai n, 
brook so clear , vV here we played when we were young. 
hom eward way, Of each sing - er here to-night. 
-• - -• - -• - ""'~""' ~ r- ~ r- ~ § ::.:= i..:~ F~= ,;- -,,-----,,~ iil f!__ ,.__,---• • - •- • -,.__1111.- i!l--~ 
.
---f-- f- - 1=-r r.·- 1. -f-- --+--. --- ,_ _ ,.. _ ,_ _ - i;,,~ -· il" - il"--'• - l""-- 1""--
- i;,,- il" - =c i,,l!- il"-- il"-- i,,l!-=--"" ---,---"" - 1"'-_ --- . - ------ - r. - b - t---
- . i,I' i,I' I ~-- - - ~-i,,l!- i,,l!- 1---
pow -er bring,L oucl -ly now, then doub-ly strong,Still con - tin- ue lo ud and <;!ear, 
f m . dim . ,p ,pp 
~ =~J...---f~E~ :::J'-=:j"-_---::j:t=='-=~:=Ji., .._ __ -1,..--1-F--.,---..... ----~ . E_,_---j,,,.1=1 ~=~=~ EtJ::::J :::Sl:rJ=t=1==• =t~----J ~=EFJ=-~~ =E~~=± : 
_ _,,_ --- - - - _ _,,_ -a,- -.- -a,- -..,- -..- -- - ,-- -
Whil e our lives are in th eir prime ,Echo too a soft refr ain , W hen shall come life's ev'ning time . 
-• - --- -# - -•- -# - -# - • § ===•=•=· =~1==1::::=r:: 1---,;,._,._,.._7fE-I • /ll-•---' ,.__,..~;e:_t-·-· -[ I 
- 1--t- - -1- -1-- b..--- b.- - m- - i-- - L--+--1--- ~- m-- m--§1= I= I= -1=-r =-= -
---l;ll'- il" - il" - il""-------- - 1"'- I"' - - - - - - - ---- l"' - 1"'- I"' --- - - - f- --- -c---- 19-- -
-------- ~-~-,- c;.- t;;.- c.-c;---~- :;,- i---- ~-~-~~- ~- ~---i ---
Till by signs it weaker grow s,N ow diminish with great care, Pi-an- is - si-mo we close . 
A few words now concern ing movem ent . All sing four measures, 
double measure, seven tone-lengths, six qua rters, one half, pitch G, 
Sol -. Sing agai n as before, only sing moderately fast (about th e 
ordinary pu lse-beat) - . This movement is called moderato -. 
(Write it ab 0ut the middle of hoard.) 
All sing as before, only sing ju st a littl e slower-. This 
movement is cal led andant£1w -. ( vVrite it to the · left of moderato.) 
All sing as before, only sing a li tt le faster than moderat<> -. 
This movement is ca lled all eg retto-. Write it to the right of 
moderato --. (T.hen co mes andante, slower than _and antin o. Bring 
it out and place it to left of andantino.) ( Then alleg ·r o, etc .) 
Now for quality, th e best of all. A ll sing as before (that is, th e 
same pitches a nd lengths) mezzo power, moderato movement. Sing-
with the vocal organs in a natural pc.sition-. This is th e clear 
quality-. (Write it down in middle of boar<l.) 
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All sing as befot'e, only distend and enlarge the throat ( making 
a hollow tone). This is the somber quality-. ( Write it on extreme 
left of board.) ( Then turn to article 152 and 153 and write a few of 
the shades of clear quality to the right of clear and a few of the shades 
of somber to the right of somber.) As we have said, quality is the 
most important of all the tone-properties. ~ztality like power and 
movt1ment largely depends on the sentiment of the words, or on the 
sentiment of the tone-. 
_As to the manner of singing or playing. All sing the tones of 
the major scale, connecting the tones in a medium smooth way-. 
This is called the marcato style . It is indicated by dots over or 
µnder the indic ated tones that are to be thus performed-. ( vVrite 
rnarcato about the middle of the board.) 
Sing the tones of the scale again, making them very smooth and 
connected-. This is the legato style-. It is indicated by 
curved lines over or under the indicated tones to be thus .performed. 
Very detached style is staccato, indicated by points over or under 
the indicated tones to be thus performed-. Then sforzando, strongly 
marked ancl accented, indicated thus >/\ - . Bring out each with the 
tones of the scale and write them in proper order after teaching them, 
etc. 
THEORETICAL LESSON. 
Power, Manner, Movement , Metronome, Expression, Repeat, 
Quality , Chords. - 140. CoNSTANT ToNE-PowERS are P1AN1ss1Mo 
(pp),very soft; PIANO (P), soft; MEzzo (m), medium loud, medium 
soft; FORTE (f), loud ; FORTISSIMO (ff), very !duel. Of course 
they are not abwlute, but are in proportion to tlie strength and 
culture of the performer. 
141. VARYING TONE-POWERS are CRESCENDO (cres. or--==), 
gradua lly increasing; DIMINUENDO ( dim. or =- ), gradua lly , 
decreasing; SwELL ( = =- or sw), gradually increasing, then 
gradually diminishing; Ex PLOSIVE (-< ), suddenly increasing; 
FonzANDO (=),suddenly diminishing. 
- 142 As TO THE MANNER in Which ' tones may be performed: 
LEGATO (,,---), very smooth and ccrnnected j STACCATO (1), very 
shoit and disconnected; MARCATO (.),medium betweeq,.l ,egato and 
staccato: SFORZANDO (> A), strongly marked and accented; CAN-
TABILE, graceful and flowing. 
143. SoME OF THE FIXED MovEMENTS are GRAVE, the slowest 
movement; ADAGIO, very slow; ANDANTE, slow; ANDANTINO, 
not so slow as Andante; MoDERATO, moderately !!low, moderate!y 
fast; ALLEGRETTO, fast; ALLEGRO, faster than a11~gretto; PnEsTo, 
quick; PRESTISSIMO, extremely quick. There are none of these 
movements strict ly absolute, but they are ph>portional to each other. 
144. SoME OF THE CHANGING MovEMENTS are RITARDO or 
RxTARDANDO (rit.), gradually slower; AccELERANDO (acceL) gradu-
ally faster; RALLENTANDO (rail.), gradually slower and softer ( the 
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same effect is sometimes indicated by rit, e - dim) and A TEMPO back 
to the original movement, used in connection with rit. and accel., or 
sometimes when more than one movement is employed. 
NOTE ·:zo. Movement is o_ften indicated by metronomical marks placed over the 
beginning of a composition or movement, thus J = So or J = 50, meaning respec-
tively eighty quart ers in a minute, fifty hal ves in a minute. The Metronome is ad-
justed so that its register will indicate the figure desir ed. At each stroke of the in-
strume11t one of the indicated lengths is performed . Metronomes are perhaps use ful 
- for beginners and other s in getting the beat established in the mind , but not for a 
dir ector who knows how beats should move . In real music it is often highly effective 
to change very quickly the mov ement. The metronome ( ura stubbornly mechanical 
mind) would be a hindrance in such cas es. The Ma!lz ~l metronome is th e stan,lard 
in,~trument invented by John -Ma!lzel, an Aui,trian. It is indicated by M. M,, etc. 
145. Smrn OF THE ExP1l ESSIONS are CoN ExPRESSIONE, with 
ex ·pression; CoN ENERGIA, w'ith energy; DOLCE, soft and -sweet; 
~ MAESTOSO, with majesty; ANIMATO, with animation; V1GOR0s0, 
with Yigor; CoN R co, with fire; CoN FURORE, with great agi-
tation; ABANDON, he expression given to the control of the per-
.~--; former or director, of course governed by good taste. 
~ • 146. CoNCERXING REPEATS; dots to the left of a broad bar 
rndicate that the prececling pas~age is to be repeated. When only a 
part of it is to be repeated, two rows of <lots are used, one to the 
right _and one to the left of the broad bar. · · 
147. REPEAT DA CAPO ALLA FINE ( abbreviated D. C.) 
means repeat from the beginning to the .end (.fin e). 
14S. REPEAT DAL SEGNO ALLA." FiNE (abbreviated D. S:) 
means repeat from the sign to the end (.fine). 
149. FrN .E indicates the end after D. C. or D. S. Sometimes 
the pause ( r.--) is placed over a broad or double bar for the same 
purpose . 
150. T1rn FIGURES I and 2, or 1st. time and 2n1.l. time, refer to 
the first and second ending in a repeat. 
151. As to Q..uALITY of tones, there are two principal divisions, 
CLEAR and SoMBER. 
152. TONES IN THE CLEAR Q..uALITY are expressive of tranquil-
ity, cheer_fulness, g-ayety, joy, exultation, praise, boldness, courag-e 
or any other emotion of an exhilerative nature. 
15~. TONES IN THE SOMBER QUALITY are expressive of plain-
tiveness, sadness, g-riif, fear, reverence, solemnity, awe, humility, 
devotion, adoration, or any other emotion of a contemplati ve nature. 
NOTE 21. Let it not be supposed the department of Aesthetics is unimportant 
because so little is said of it . It is thi s department that makes the science of music, 
"the immortal science," and the a.rt of music the" divine art ,"but it is a department of 
feeling and thought, more than of words . How insignificant the grandest oration 
would be, compared to the sublimity of the ocean of thought. 
NOTE 22. Power, quality, movement, style, expression, etc., are left to the discre-
tion of the director or performer 111 a very great measure. They are eml1ellishments. 
In sol-faing, all embellishments, even the prolong, should not be employed . Coloring 
and shading and expressing tones have their effect upon the mind ; so in sol-faing 
( which is only for the practice of relative pitch) these finer touches should be left 
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off, and the same might be sa id for stri ct sight-sin ging. As rehearsals of a compos it ion 
follow, the embellishm ents can all be look ed after, prep ara tory to the final rend er-
ing' of it, 
154. THE COMMON Tnuns (meaning three toned chord) of th e 
major key are tonic, Do, Mi, Sol; supertonic , Re, Fa, La; rncdiant, 
Mi, Sol, Ti; suhdominant, F a , La , Do; dominant, Sol, Ti, Re; 
submediant, La, Do, Mi; subtonic, Ti, Re, Fa. 
T 55. SPELLING THE CHORD is all singing its tones in succession. 
156. PnoNOUNCI:S:G THE CHORD is separating the class into three 
divisi ons, each of the thr ee -divisi ons ginging respectively the three 
tones of the triad simultan eously. 
157. Speliing and pr onouncin g the chords of the major ke y was 
first used by Dr. Palmer. It is a valuable exercise. Practice the 
following carefull y . 
Ex. I 7 a. Pro-f _ Spell . n~un ce._ ___ _ --+-- -, _ _j I ~~~~J1~~L -~-~J~~ ~tt i~~##t~ J 
Toni c tri ad. Sup erto nic tri aiil. Mediant tri ad. Subd ominant triad . 
~n~:t~~~~J~~~~ifJ 
·D ominant triad. Dominant triad.Submediant tri ~d. Subtonic tri arl. T onic tr iad. 
158. We add the following common triads of the 1i1inor key . It 
will r equire p1·actice to get the tones, but the reward will come with 
the effort to do them. 
Ex. I 7 b. Pro-
Spell . ~10u11ce. · · I _ _ -ffl§-- · 
E:~11=+=!=-;=l::;:S=:i=~ £J;t-1-R~ll'-£~f~=l=::J=~-=~1 ~-- ::!#•+~ ~±=J E =~=i,-=9::~~=· - ± ~ -'--r- l::o-i:::L- :• - -,...:~E0+ ~ ~ + - -~j 
Tonic triad. Supertonic Triad . Mecjiant triad. Su b-do'm. tri ad. D om. tr iad, 
• t4 ~ -=1-4£h::J=@'£-cl=~;;t:t:Q=~i:] ~~~~:~-.~· :!: -,;- -)7: ,- ~ · - ~ :: -,, - ~ -
Dominant triad. Submediant triad. Subt onic t riad . Tonic triad . 
Review Questions under Chapter Nine. 
140. Expl ain the five 
con stant ton e-pow ers. 
141. Expl ain the var ying 
tone-p owers. 
142. E xpl ain legato; 
stac cato; marcato ; sfor -
zando ; cant abile. 
143. Explain some of 
the fixed movem ents. 
144. Explain some of 
th e chan ging movements. 
145. Mention and give 
th e meanin g of nine differ-
ent styles of expr ession s. 
146. Ex plain repeat 
dot s. 
147. E xplain repeat Da 
Cap o alla fine. 
148. E xpl ain repeat Dal 
·se gno alla fine . 
149. Expl ain fine in full. 
1 50. Ex plain the figures 
I and 2, or 1st. time and 
2nd . time. 
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151. N ame th e divisions 
of tone qualit y. 
152. Mention eight 
sha des of the clear qualit y. 
153. Mention ten shades 
of the somber qualit y. 
I 52 and 153. H ow many 
shad es or vari ation s of the 
clear qu ality may there be? 
H ow man v of the somb er? 
154. What are the tones 
of the tonic chord in the 
.,, 
f, -. 
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maj or key? Of th e super 
tonk ? Of th e median t? 
Of th·e s ubdomina nt ? Of 
the dominan t ? Of the 
subm ediant ? Of the sub-
tonic? . 
I 55. What is spe llin g a 
chord ? 
I 56, \\That is pronounc-
ing a chord? 
1 58. What are the tones 
of th e tonic chord in the 
CHAPTER TEN. 
PRACTICAL LESSON. 
minor key ? Of th e s'nper-
ton ic ? Of the 111ed1ant ? 
Of the subdom inant? Of 
the domi nant? Of th e 
sub-median t ? Of th e sub-
tonic? 
Chromatic Tones, Chromatic Scale, Modulation. - One way of 
forming new keys was by me ans of sharp fimr-. All of yo u sing 
the tones of th e major diatonic scale in th e key of C-. 
A ll listen w hil e I sing . ( Sing the following, th e class listeni ng 
with books close d. Do not sol-fa.) 
Does it see m to sugges t a new key? ( They will answer ~to , 
perhaps. If any say y es, let th em sing it aga in , and just at the lflst 
ton e ·represe nted let them sing alone, telling th em to ~ing th e to ne of 
repose . They will s ing up or down to Do .) Yes th is tone of sharp 
fo itrdoes not be long in the key of C; sti ll it fa ils to form a new -key-, 
so it nn1st be treated we l 1, as a visitor ( that is , sun g correctly ) - . 
Tones not belonging regu larl y in a key are ca lled cltromatic ton es - . 
T ernes th at do be long regularl y in a key tire ca lled diatonic ton es - . 
S harps and flats, used elsewhe re than in th e !tigna tur e, r.nd doubie 
shar ps , double flats and natural,; are called a-ccidentals -. 
Chromatic tones in the scale come between tones that are a fuH 
step apa rt-. The full ste p s in th e diatonic major scal e are from Do to 
Re, Re to Mi, Fa to Sol, So l to La, La to Ti - . The chromatic 
tone s in the scale, ascending, are Di, Ri, Fi, Si , Li - . In th e scale 
desc ending, th e ch ro matic tones are Te, Le, Se, Me, R a - . Then 
the diatonic and th e chromatic ton es in the key of C appear thus. 
The stud ent should write them out in eve ry ke y. 
Ex. ·19 a. bi-2 - - §- -~=-==::1-F-::1-1~===1 - ~"1 ==;=t± ~_j~ _=1_.j _ !J.j .,,-r-J,I,·- •- /2--L :~J1r·i- ..J--=#J-=t· -=-· -· #·-- · ·it• - ·tt---:~ 1=== 
Do Di Re Ri Mi F a Fi Sol Si La Li Ti Do. 
#1 2 #2 3 4 #4 s # 5 6 #6 7 s 
C C# D D# E F F# G G# A A# B C 
1. If a bod - y meet a bod - y, Com - in' thro' the rye, 
2. Ev - 'ry las - sie lias a lad .- die, None to say have I, 
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=/1[==~4~~-=~~ . P-~ ~===1_:( ::j :+i :T I t-: H 
- r-- ' - [ ___ ~ __ _ _ --.,--=l::._ 9 __ .....,_ ,.__, ~- -
1 • V• -6i-
Do Ti Te La Le Sol Se Fa Mi Me Re Ra Do . 
s 7 i,7 6 t,6 s l's 4 3 t,3 2 !?2 
C B BV A AV G GP F E Et, D DI;, C 
If a bod y kiss a bod - y, Need a bod - y cry? 
Yet the lad s all smile at m e, When com - in ' thro ' the rye. 
A word about modulation. All sing th e foll o wing ton es with 
me and stop at the prolong. Do not sol-fa, sin g words. 
Ex. 19b. 
_>J_-, _ _,=J=__j, :-:j-*·::j ~...--:::Jd tf =::::J==~----1-"'~  ---4-1=1 
-"'--<----I- --"" • - • - I"' - ' -- - fill. - - - -< --- -<- -:4-· - - ~ ~ ~ ---+ - • LI . · - ~ - - 0 - : 
Com e,Thoufount of ev- \y ble ss- ing,Tune my h eart to s ing Th y gra ce. 
( They will want to go on to the next tone because it has cornp ari-
tive r epose.) All sing again and stop on th e tone of r epo se - . 
What tone has more repose than any other? They will answ er k ey-
ton e. Then you see that while this piece sta rts in the key of C, that 
G has become keyton e - . 
G oing into another k~y during the prog _res s of a compo sition is 
called modulatin g , and the phrase or part of a phrase thus char.ged is 
called a modulation-. Wh e never you are singing you shoul d keep 
keytone in your mind, so if the modulation is of very long durati on, 
the sc l-faing and thinking should be chan g ed to the key to which the 
modulation goes - . If it is short, the tone that causes the modulation 
may be sung as a chromatic tone - . 
THEORETICAL LESSON. 
Chromatic Tones, Chromatic Scale, Accidentals, Modulations, 
Intervals. - 159. Between those tones of the diatonic major scale 
which form the interval of a full step there are INTERMEDIATE TO NES. 
These intermediate tones, five in number, ~re CHROMATIC TO NES, 
160. The tones first learned Do , Re , Mi, Fa, S ol, La, Ti and 
Do, are DIATONIC ToNES, and the scale composed of these tones is 
the diatonic scale. 
NOTE 23. Some musical-people are di sposed to call th e diatonic scal e, natural. 
Other s not so well informed go so far as to say "-the scale is in th e thro at. " We think 
th e faculty to hear th e sca le is born with us, owing to th e fact that th e g reat majority 
of the music that we have he ard as a nati on for many genera tions, and we per sonally 
from our cradl es up, are th e tones of the diatonic major scale, so thi s is th e one we 
sing mos t readily. In fa ct it may be a kind of second natur e. We inherit th e faculty 
as a nation to he ar ou r diatonic scale . Oth er nations who have a scale of their own 
inh erit th eirs. \Ve certainly have not a different vocal app aratu s, in the ma in, from 
th e Chine se, whose scale differs from our s so much, nor the Scotch, who omi f th e Fa 
ancl Ti; nor the Hindo os, who have twent y tone s in theii" scal e and different in interval 
fr om our s. 
Ali individual s, we may hav e the tones of the scale in our mind, but the ear must 
ratify th e exact pitch of them. Some ears are deficient on this point. Th e conse-
qu ence is, we have once in a while, singing out of tune and (sometimes) singing 
without a tune. 
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161. ·The scale composed of all the tones both diatonic and chro-
matic ( thirteen in numher) is the CHROMATIC ScALE. 
162. The names for the chromatic tones ascendi"ng are deri ved 
from the names of the diatonic tones, next below them, the consonant 
element of the name remaining the same, and the vowel sound changed 
to long e, represented by the letter z" thus, Di, Ri, Fi, Si, Li. 
163. The names for the chromatic tones descendt"ng are derived 
from the names of the diatonic tones next above them, the consonant 
element remaining the same, and the vowel sound chan ge d to a,repre·-
sented by the letter e, thus, Te, Le, Se , Me, Ra. The vowel for the · 
diatonic tone next above the last chromatic tone is a, so that the vowel 
-for the chromatic tone is ah, represented by the letter a. 
164. The names of tones of the chromatic scale ascendz"ng, then, 
are Do, Di, Re, Ri, Mi, Fa, Fi, Sol, Si, La, Li, Ti, Do. 
165. The names of the tones of the Chromatic Scale descending, 
then, are Do, Ti, Te, La, Le , Sol, Se, Fa, Mi, Me, Re, Ra. Do. 
166. The INTERVALS of the chromatic srnle are Do to Di, chro-
matic short step (abbreviated ch.); Di to Re, minor second(-); Re 
to Ri, ch.; Ri to Mi,-; Mi to Fa,-; Fa to Fi, ch.; Fi to Sol,-; Sol 
to Si, ch.; Si to La,-; La to Li, ch.; Li to Ti ,-; Ti to Do,-. 
16i. The FORMULA of this scnle may be represented thus, 
Do, Di, Re, Ri, Mi, Fa, Fi, Sol, Si, La, Li, Ti, Do. Two chro-
ch. ch. ch. - ch. ch . -
matic short steps with minor second between, two minor seconds, 
three chromatic short steps with minor seconds between each, two 
minor seconds. 
168. The chromatic tones are represented by the same degrees 
that represent the diatonic tones from which their na mes are de:cived, 
the degree being modified by sharps, flats, double sharps, double flats 
and naturals. 
169. The chromatic tones are named by the same absolute pitch 
names as the diatonic tones in the different keys, and in some instances 
by the word double being interposed; as D sharp, D flat, D double 
sharp, D double flat, also by the word natural, as D natmal, etc. 
170. AccmENTALS are sharps or flats placed elsewhere than in 
the signature, and naturals, double sharps and double flats placed on 
a degree of the staff. 
NOTE 24. There should be some distinction betw een sharps, flats, double sharps, 
double flats and naturals, which rep rese nt tones that form a new key and t·hose which 
merely introduce chromatic tones. It is suggested to call the first class incidentals, 
the other class accidentals . In thi s way we would have a ne at way of showing a 
knowledge of key,; that is otherwise awkward. 
171. We may have a new key formed without either, expressed 
th us. =;:::=:::.==~==;:::;:::=t=j =:=_.~ _-+-~ _- _- ;_-_--+~ _---1~ ~ a - min or. 
'
Ex. J~f J_]_ J_J_f I_ l_}j=~::J- J-£3 ±B =~=1EJ-=J:R:H 
•±•-•-•-•-~EE• --• - ·--•-•±•-•-•--1=-"- iE :lJ 
•- •-•-•-•- •· - ·--- -. ----.---·-· ~ is phrase is in the key of C . This phrase is in the key of G. #fl--#- -~ - -# - -#. -# - -.. - -#- -# - • ~ I - ~ ; t ~t. =~=1-~,c-~~~~= t==l:=~=1:f-ffri) 1,r f-=i..- 1,r-1,,r-· 1--1-- 1,r- -1 - 1,r - 1,r - ia,. - • -•+ --- +--
~--~-~-~ i--i--~ =r--r-i-~-~ ~~ == - . 
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172. AccJDENTALS AFFECT only the degree of the staff on which 
they are placed, and continue their eflect throughout the measure in 
which they occur, unless changed by another accidental. Under no 
circumstances <lo they continue th eir effect through the nex t ineasure: 
173. Study, re ad and sing the following e~ercises which show 
the use of accidentals. 
Ex. 21, , 
j .l-.:.:~,1;1;- ----1__J I -~ la ;r--E ~~=ff:4=~:=p~=.- ~ _ ~~~ti~ .,_.11~.:=e±~~~~ii::=EI E 4 -- ~ - - - -- t - <trr- I f----± 1;,,t- 1;,,t- ~ -t-- E 
·--->-t<--~ - r I · -- - ~- - -
Sol Se Fa Mi Sol La Li Ti La Sol Si La no Ti Te La Ti Do. 
Careful sing these chromatic ton es, These vis-i - tors to this, the key of E; 
Ex. 22. 
Ej~lz=~=;:Ei_J--~=t E:::c. - - i==-:4-=11~~=::1~=1~--~=1=1 E -=!!=4- -- 12~~Pl?j-J~~~tt~cj :q:c:~~#:i!i-•qc~-· =: 
--•-Do Di Re Do Sol Se Fa Mi Sol La L e So l La Ti Li T i La Sol Do. 
Hard to read and hard to s ing,These chromatic tones in this, the key of A flat. 
NOTE 25. As the doubl e sharp never appears elsewhere than on a sharp degree 
( either expre ssed or under s tood) and the double flat never appea rs elsewhere than on 
a flat degree ( either expressed or understood ), just so the natur al never appears on 
a double sharp degree alone nor on a double Jllustration 23. 
flat degree alone This howe ver is very awk- ,.i,1,-# _ ; - __ __ _ 
,ward. It is proposed to make simp ly a E
0
~ =ff.X/l--~,ii[::1 p 2fi!_-~ 1=1 
sharp have the effect of the natural and E I , ~-.J=j ·· -
sharp and a flat the effect of the natural and - 1 • • - -
flat, thus , Li La Se Sol 
We think this will be a wis e thing to do. 
i74. A plensing effect is often prnduced by going temporarily 
into another key, during the progress of a composition. This is 
MODULATING, and that part of the composition that is in the other 
kev , so introduced, is a: MODULATION. 
" 175. Changing the key of a "':hole composition is transposin g it. 
If it is written in the key of D, and you sing or play it in the key of 
E, that is a TRANPOSITION of that piece. 
179_. Returning to th e study of 
' intervals. An int erval is said to be 
inverted when the lower tone 1s 
placed above the upper, thus, 
Illustration 24. 
~~~==--~· _ ___,_____j - Iii 
Int erval and its inversion . 
177. Subtract the number of degr ees involved by any of the in-
tervals (except the ninth) that we have learned, from nine, and tt1.e 
remainder shows how many degrees it will involve when inverted. 
A prime inverted is an octave, a second is a seventh, a third is a sixth, 
a fonrth is a fifth, a fifth is a fourth, a sixth is a third, a seventh is a 
second, an octave is a prime, a ninth inverted is a seventh. 
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179. A MINOR INTERVAL INVERTED becomes a major interval. 
180. A MAJOR INT ERVAL INVERTED becomes a minor interval. 
181. A PERFECT INTERVAL INVERTED, remains a perfect inte:r-
val. 
18 2. AN AUGM)'j:]STED INTERVAL INVERTED becomes a dimi1, , 
ished interval. 
N OTE 26. For conv enience we use th e following sign for the different sizes o' 
inter vals. D imi11ishedthu s :=. Minorthu s: -. Majo_rthu s :+. l'erfectthus : o 
Augm ent ed thus: x. Uni son u. Chrorr ,a ti c ch. 
183. Here are all the possible int ervals up to and including nintl -.J 
on Do. 
Illustration 25. 
PrimeS< Second s. Thirds. Fourths. 
tj ;~=-===~~Gjj_ 1~ 1 ~~= ~J:='~~-E~~~-=~t~ t 
I I I I I 
u. ch . - + X - + 0. X 
Fifth s. Sixths. Sevenths. Octave. Ninths. 
j ~~ - 1-g ~- ---j-1 -l~-+-IJ_I ~ I_J=r~-l ,-1 ~ - - -~-::J ~- -1- -~- r::1- --+- -d- -~ 0 1-11t,.,,._ =00=- 61=::lts-= ,=!2- -~i- ~'.'5= =-~-=~- ==+= - --=l=-=l=-1.:.~ : 
--- --,- - ij --,- - --,- -- - - - - --+- ---+- - -+- -+- ---,- -
-0 - -6' · -0 - -0- - -19- -G- - G- -G - -0- -0- - 6'-
= o X - + X - + 0 - · + X · 
184. The student sh ould write all the possible intervals on Re, Mi, 
Fa, Sol, La, Ti, in this a nd the oth e r tw elve major keys; then all on 
Di, Ri , Fi, Si, Li and T e , Le, Se, M e , Ra in all thirteen major keyf. 
Onex 5th will be four full steps, one x 6th, five full steps, etc. 
185. There are two sizes of primes, u. and ch.; ( see Arts. 
108-1 r6.) 
two size s of octaves (= .a nd o.) 
thre e sizes of seconds (-, + , x ), the major second is the middle size; 
thre e sizes of thirds ( =,-, +), th e minor third is the middle size : 
three si ze s of fourth s ( =, o, .x), the p erfect fourth is the middle si zt ; 
thre e si zes of fifths ( =, o, x), th e p erfect fifth is the middle size; 
three s izes of sixths (-, +, x), the m ajor sixth is the micldle size; 
thr ee sizes of sevenths ( = , -, +), th e minor sever.th is the midclle size; 
three sizes of ninths (-, +, x, ), th e major ninth is the middle size. 
Al so th at seconds, sixth s nnd ninth s , nre the same kind, thirds and 
se venth;, are th e sam e kind, and fourths and fifths are th e. same kind. 
N OTE 27. Wh en a pur e tone is produ ced it causes sever al other tone s a t the 
same tim e. Th ese are ca lled UVERT0NES. It a pp ea rs ther e is no such thin g as a 
single pu re tone, stri ctl y s peak ing a ton e th a t is one and indivi si ble . As a ra y uf 
light is th e co mbin ation of th e se ven primar y color s ( ,,-hich ma y be demon st ra ted 
by the pr" smati c gl ass ) ; so ~- tone is the com bi nation of oth er ton es , capabl e of sep -
arati on int o dis tin ct constitu ent parts ( wh ich may be dem onstrat ed by a well cult i-
vated ear). \Vh en a pur e tone is produc ed, oth er tone, are given out, so uni ted to 
the prin cipal as to form one wh ole. Thi s is particul arly notic ab le in the tone s of a 
grand piano. The string vibr a tes its whole length, and the parts or segment s of it 
vibrate in exact sections call ed nodes, th ese bearing an accur ,.te and delic a te pro -
portion to th e wh ole, yet never producin p; clirc c-rd. 
4, 
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186. An<l now let us remember the principle of Pestalozzi, the 
great teacher; first the principle, then the representation, and then 
the words of thew,.;· '.d's greatest TEACHER, "Do these things an<l ye 
shall know of the Joctrine." .We already see that practice far out- I., 
strips theory. " A pound of practice and an ounce of theory" is the 
proportion recomm ended by Pestalozzi. 
Review Questions under Chapter Ten. 
1 59. Explain chromatic 
tones. 
160. ·Explain diatonic 
tones; the diatonic scale. 
16 1. Exp lain the chro-
matic sca le. 
162. How are the chro-
matic tones ascending 
named? 
163. How are th ey 
nam ed descending? 
?64. What are the 
names of the tones of the 
chromatic sca le ascend ing? 
I 165. The names of the tones of the descending 
chromatic sca le are what? 
166. What are the inter-
vals of its successive mem-
bers? 
167. How may its form-
ula be indicated? 




of the . chro matic . sc.ale 
named 1-
170. Explain accidentals. 
172. How far does their 
effect extend? 
173. What is mod-
ulation? 
17 5. What is transpo-
sition? 
178-182. A diminished 
interval inverted is what? 
A minor interv al becomes 
what? A major interval 
b ecomes what ? A perfect 
interval becomes what? 
An augmented interval be-
comes what? 
For a general review ask questions under each chapter. 
PRONUNCIATION AND DEFINITION OF A FEW OF THE 
ORDINARY MUSICAL TERMS. 
Accden111do ( ac-chel-a-ran'-do ), grad-
trnlly fa,ter. 
Ada g-in ( a-da -je' -o ), s low. 
Ad Li bitm n, at pleasure . 
All egro ( al-la '- gro ), fast, lively. 
Alleg retto ( al-le -grat'-to), not as slow as 
a!le._[[ro. 
Andant e ( an -dan ' -te ), rather slow. 
A11da11ti110 ( an -clan-te' -no ), faster than 
andante. 
Con_ expri:_£tio1:e ( con ex-p res-se-o ' -na), 
with exI ).re~s1on. 
Cre scendo ( cresh-en'-do ), increasing pow-
er. 
Diminuendo ( de-men-oo -an'-do ), decreas-
ing pow er. 
lv.lezzo ( mat'-zo ), medium. 
Mod erato ( mod -e-ra'-to ), mod erat ely. 
Presto ( pras' -to ), quickly, rapidly. 
P res!issi mo ( pras-tes-se mo), very guick. 
ly. 
R allen tando ( rol-lan-tan -do ), gradua lly 
slower and softe r. 
Ritard (, re-tard )1 gradually slo ,\l~r. · , 
Sotto voce { s6t ' ' to vo che ), subdued voice. 
Piano ( pe-a' -no ) soft. 
Pianissimo ( pe :an-es-se -mo ), very soft. 
Every stude nt of music s\-,ould have Palmer's Pocket Pronouncing Dictionary o_f 





_GRADED EXE~ C ISES. 
T he fo llowing exercis 3s, g lees, par t-son gs, etc ·, will be found ver y he lpful , an d 
shou ld be diligent ly pr acti ced - each in its prop er pla ce. It take s time to lea rn to 
read musi c, but continu ed inte lligent pra ctice will surely accompli sh it . 
Ex . 23. vVhen Do is re present ed by a line, mi an d so l will be on lines . 
§j; ~ j~~-j1j -~ ¥~ 1==j j=§t~--p~ j~~~ _Ju 
l.Jo Mi Sol 
Windin g str eam and flowing foun -tain, W a- ters ru sh-ing c'.own the moun-tain . 
CEGEGECE GEGCE GCC 
Ex. 24, Exp lain the mea sure. The rhythm i.; T ah T ee T ay Te e. Fa ,Laand 
Do ar e on spac es . §' 4 J ~ ----==1====1 I -1 I i4 ~ g)] . -- -1 . ---1- < .-{2-_(Ill. -. - - .,,,- =1-- --:4~j_ -~- --- ~- --- -r=- -r= - -.,-- -~ --:-J-Fa La Do 
Sing- ing now to up - pe r Do, T ake a br eath,ancl clown we go. 
Ex. 25 . Do is represe nted by a spa ce, so Mi and So l are al so repre sent ed by 
space s, whil e Re, F a, La, and upper Do a re repre se nted by lines. 
E,~#:4_:-1-=-1-J--11 ~=-~=~ •-j:-J 1. I E~:J-d_- 1 E ~ - - -.- - =-.±• :J -_- -- w= • - - --.,- -
--.,; --- - -.,- - -
Do 
In th e ke y of D we're sing-i ng, Sweet- ly do our.voic - cs blend; 
E=i=~#=~- jl[_ .. d_t I :-1 ~ I 1-~---4--1~¼ .. -~-~-F1 E~-,-=~-r ~ · - -., = -.i- -• - --- • - l-r=- f- E 
Down th e sca le the tone s are ri ng- ing, Up-ward now un · to the encl. 
Ex. 26. All sing each part un til it is thorou ghly learn ed, th en part of the class 
s ing the upp er _and part of th em the lower . Tah-tay every one of these ex ercises. 
Duin . Live for Somethin g. 
1 §i1~--i J=-~j~~==~~~~j)~l =~ j=L§~==~==-~-1 
r. Li ve fo r so me-thin g, be not i - clle, Luo k a - round yo ,1 for em- ploy, 
2.Scat- ter b less -in gs on yo ur path - way;G en · ti e word s and ch ee r -ing sm ile 
3. Fold · eel hands are ev · er w~a - ry, Se! · fish hea rt s are nev - er gay, §' I · ~ , . ~---~-1-,-, ==J _ ___ . _::j __ ...j=L: I I ...j --4--,---::J=- - -=~==:. ~ : - • - ~- - - -1-=1::11i·- · - , ·--1~ --1--.- •- - • - --1---1------·--==- . -•- --:s :-~==----· ··- --0- . Si t ,cot clown to use - less dr eaming, La - bor is the swe et-es t joy. 
Bet · ter are than gold or si l - ver, Th ey will ne 'er a heart be - gu ile. 
L ·fe for yo u h as ma - ny du - ti es , Ac- tiv e be, th en,whi le you may. 
E x. 27. Ex pla in th e F -clef. 
E~ :4=~ J (Ill. -j ~~-=t:=f =,-1 1.. r E_: 4---r--- i-- E ____ __  . _ _ _ .. ~ __ J_:j_l ~ - (Ill.- -- - ?':)-
r. Gai- ly sing - ing,ple as -ure bring - ing, Bir ds of spring -tim e,hai l to thee, 
2 . In our play- ing, gen - tly s tra y- ing By .th e strea m that g lides so free , 
3. D o not leave us, it will grieve us, When t he sum - me r clays are o'er , 
§~=t=~--t==c~) --J=-Jq l -~=-~-~=~=ft -j --=~ll 
W ar . ble nea r us, swee t - ly che er us, From the boughs of. yon - cler tree •. 
We shall meet the e, we shall gre et th ee,Pret - ty bird -lin gs, j oy to thee. 




Ex. 28. Explain double measure. Tah-tay the rhythm. Explain the Key 
of G. 
Lightly Row. 
~!:d:::_t -J=l=i~ -=1=E~-#'-/=jis=s · s=1::s ~ -1==1 ¥jt=4~----- --=E.- - 1cl:: : - ~- --- ::t;.-;,. --=~= :;._., _ ..,==3 
I. Light-ly row, light- ly row, O'er the glass-y waves we go, Smoothly glide, 
2. Far a - way, far a- way, Ech - o in the rocks at play,Call - eth . not, 
~l;la :;d-/ll_,. -,c=~·-:: ~, -=1'---=-1'1'-nflll.- flll.- -,C:l.(lll._ ,,._...::.,,._ ~ 
l~!-"- =~=';t=r= r-r-~ ~- --=v-~ =Flii!~~ =lii!--=:;.ct:= __ ':f: l;il'-l;il' -
'
j - --i"'-=1~- ~ ::J ... - J~J~ -:::j-1· :::t!-~ ~ - ~~-~ -:j ... --i-~ -
--=, · --==-- :::j"-_ _  = ~==~='=51= =-. ~ - -- .;- ~,--·=t= · 
. -- - -ai - - -a,- -:- ~- ·- --=!::&- --- ~- •-:-•- _ _, __ 
smoothly glide, O'er the sil - ver tide . Let the winds and wat - ers be, 
call - eth not, To this lone - ly spot. On - ly with the sea-bird's note, 
~J.!.==e·-:::j"'-::j~+~--1 "'- :t=t====1 ~ "'- -t-1~"-·:=t-:::i""---::1=~ 
~ff -• - • - •.-: -=1-j "'- · - --_ --<----=--.i ·-·= ---·-·-I_ ___ , l:~- --- ---~J - ------- -------
, Repeat pp and use s.11lluble Loo, except last two me~sures. 
;
Jj,------ll,.- --1"'-~ --_.j"' __ I_../ ..,_../_. ---1"'-.------t---, -~--1"'-L...J-~---1f:I !:-.1=-• .1=-.1~~ -r1-=-S= ~s-J - .1=L~11~=;J=:~:=1~.-=~~= ~= . 
_ _., _ _., _ _.,_ * ::!:* lo"- ~==;-:- --- •:±_- ~- -::Jl-=t=- ~- -.- -.,-G- : 
Mingled with our me! - o - dy, Sing and float,sing and float, In our lit- lie boat 
Shall our dy- ing mu- sic float, Light-ly row, light-ly row, Ech - o voic-es low . 
l~l~~~~~g~ 1~ ~~~ =f?$1=:rj~j~~=I] 




j -#« . 1- i=r·..l- ..l-~- ,--i I r.-. 
-#=~=j'- :::J=:=j- 41=-~-,-~= ll!j=-1-=t==1d ==~=1::..J_J __ :::J_, 
==':t:=-·=-· --------0-~--~----- --=l::-.- -.- 0-
1. iet ~s with a joy - ful mind.Praise the Lord, for H e is kJnd; 
· 2 . All things Jiv- ing He doth feed, His full hand sup - plies their ne ed; 
3.Swell the an-them,raise the song, Prais · es to our God be - long; 
I ~- - --=---,.--- . I I (Ill. (II.. ~--!fl. " ,-..., 
~,~tt~:4=•=•=•=•=-L~r ~~=l::t::==t~ =-=F~ C ~-=1 l~:c:4 ·t=---r- I I =1:: t r I I Fj- j -r=-
n.c . Let us with a joy -fut mind,Praise the Lord, for He is kind . 
j # --+---t---t-r -~-~-t-,-+---1-. D. O. 
~-~=•=j ~==~==~4 ~~ - J-1=~ ~=J=J=~~==~==~=H ¥3±----- ~~- - -- -- ~---- -- -,,- -.,- -----"B--For Hi s mer- cies aye en - <lure, Ev - er faith- ful, ev - er su re . 
For His mer- cies shall en - <lure, Ev - er faith- fol, ev - er sure. 
Saints and an - gels join to sing Prais- es to the heav'n-ly King • 
.i:~---:=fll-__,.__,,,_--lfl.4-flll.=(ll..- rJ_ ____ :-:-fll-i.=(==(lll.==~=(1 
~ff~--lit:=-=-- 1;.----1 lit:- -==t=- :- t= I F=F• - •==-= i ·lf-ff·t::-=l= . . t= I I t"==--r=-r--
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GRADED EXERCISES . 
Ex .. 30. Explain the t,ies. 
· Bounding Billows. ·· 
;
---- ~~ ~ ---, -.. ""' !loo 1"" i-.,,__ 1' E ~=j -+--~ E==td5:J~~~~:t:-~~~=F~:~ -==-if==1 E :4- '!;:;;; __ _ -""'..;3: . '.'.'.'.: - :,,,- .,,_ -: = t - flL- flCE* :-i, =J 
- • - • - .----. -- - -- - /11- fll.-- f-·"=>' f-- t.,"=>'t;,, - Iii' '= Iii' ~ 
·# · -#- ,- ,... I '-'I i.,o '-'i.,o I~ i.,o P" P" i.--i.- i.,, '-'i.,o ,.,, ,.,, ... 
1. . Bound - ing bi] - lows, Cease your mo - . tion; 
Bound-ing bil-lows,ceaseyour mo-tion,Bounding bil-lows,cease your mo-tion; 
2. Cease thy roar - ing, Foam - y o · cean, 
Ceas e th y , roar- ing, foam-y o- cean,Cease thy roar-ing, foam- y o - cean, 
~J-i~f--f~~l ~~1-~\~~-;~~~rJ# ~ -1~1 
- lil'"=>' iil"'--+~ f--'--1- ""=-"" f-- fll.---flL- # -- # - . - --- _-:=l:0-- -
,.,, ,.,, i.- i.- i.- --~ I,,;,,__, 1-- i:, -i:. ·rii'· 
I will tempt thy rage no more. 
I wi ll tempt thy rage no more, will tempt thy rage no more . 
Tit! we sa il thy wa te rs o'e r. 
Till we sai l th y wa - ters o'er, we sai l th y wa - ters o'e r. 
Sing the above, first, using the ties, th en without using th em. Then the basses 
and altos sing second line whil e the tenors and sopranos sing first lin e, or this ca n be 
reversed, or two parts ca n sing the first four measures on first line and then cha nge 
to second, alt ernat ing with th e ot her two parts . The variety is considerable and it 
makes a good exercise. Test it. 
Exerc ise 31 may be used in the same way. Make all the va riety in it desired, 
Ex. 31 . Practice, for the minor key. Explain the key of c-minor. 
Life is Real. E,-t2 ~___.,_ . M --~~~-~ E---1-.=.-t.~,:_- 
. E Bi-:3'.=3-=f""'J~~c --A ..---i, '.'.'.'.:: c:-=E~- !=~~!=~ 
- -:----=: :- (II~ - - ~ r- ~::::::~- -c;;-~-~--~-- i.,,- !il'- i,,lt- i,IE-
~ '-'~ i.,, '---:.,,0 ,.,, 
1. Tell me not in m ourn - ful num - bers, 
Te ll me not in mournful numb ers, Tell me not in mournful numbers, 
2. And the so ul is dead th at slum - bers, 
And the soul is dead that slumbers,A nd the sou l is dead that slumb ers , 
3. Life is re al, life is earn · - est, 
Life is re - al, life is earnest, Life is re - al, life is ea rn-es t, 
4. Dust th ou art, to dust re turn - est, 
Dust th ou art, to dust re -turn-est, Dust thou art,t o dust re - tu rn - est, . 
_J..--1"--J~-~-~ - ~--""--i "'--i "' f:I 1;;ll- Ja;•- •- -.- .. , ja;·~- -1..:-- -1- --j~ -:i ' -:t= , , - ~ --
~t2:-"l,---, --- fll.--.:- ±·Et ==: - - - - . -,-r_=-•==~:;;;:;i,= __ J : 
-- ii,ll-"=>'jjj,,--1-. --+-s '--1-·"=>'f---fll- - - - - # - - -,S.- -II"' -._;i,,I' i.,, I,,, ~ ,,__,i.,, ,.... t.... (II (II -0 -
.. __,,,.. i.,o,,__,i,,, I 
Life is but ". an emp - ty dream; 
Li fe is bu t an emp - ty dream, is but an emp - ty dream; 
And things are not what they seem. 
And thin gs are not what th ey seem,things are not what th ey_ seem. 
And the grave is not its goal. 
And the grave is not its goa l, th e grave is not its goa l. 
Was not spok en of the sou l. 
\Vas not spok - en of the sou l, not spok - en of the soul. 
Ex. 32. Exp lain the rests, manifest the beats. 
E::l:~<i==~- ~ ~ -=F:t :J==j~_E ,. ~ -·- --=4~ I ~ 
. E:~:4- • -- 0 :::=E•~- •= =h===t:: I ~---= - 6'-
s ing, sing, sing and rest , Eac h one now must do(her}(his}best, 
~i=-j=~ -~=¥4~-j__ --~0- (11--J ==~=tt==U 
Keep th e bea ts in your (mincl}Minrl. a\id treat them kind. 
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GRADED EXERC I SES. 
Ex. 33. Tah-tay to get t he rhy th m. Pract ice .of the trip let s. Exp lain th e 
key of H-fla t, Aft er s inging each sep a rate ly, the sop ran o and tenor can sing 011 the 
upper part, the bass and a lto on the lowe r part . 
3 3 
-12 a a- - a- ~·- ~ =:;111:::j"'·=t:=t-~-~-~~ J-
. P--2=-.~ --c'II-...J"-:f"·-1i :=l°"!~ :::j~~: • -• -,,=-.=•=•=-,,,--.r."Jll~t=~-
'.'.......A.-- P-F--1--...J-- - --+ - - - - - -- -- - • - -- . - • : flL--F-_ '.:t:_ _ _ ... ,,_r_· ·- !If!._• _,._ I - - -
ri~- - - i 1 1 1 
I E,l2~ J i I - 1 1=1 E ~ ~=~=~~-=11E----=~t ----• _.,,, A~- --- · t·1---=1 -
---i,,- - i1"'--.,f+. ·-t--- h -..l:1----,--1---_.. -=II= , - - · - -- - · ~ - • J. : 
-- -- ~ I, i.,.o i.,.o i.,.o \, I, I I I ~ ~ - • - -• - -• - -3 3 3 3 --,--I, l,,'i,,, i,,,1,,, 1~ 
a a 
Ex. 34 . Exp lain for zando, ( >- ) pro lon gs. Prac tice eac h part separa tely, 
firs t, th en th e th ree lowest who sin g the accompaniment to the so lo, after whic h 
sing all togethe r. 
Sweet Evening Bells . 
. SOLO WIT H VOC,1,_L ;\ CCOMl'AN·lMENT. 
THOS. Moom: , . I-L N . L INCOLN. 
a~ J I I ~ - - +--- - a~ 
'
- -~ ---~ 1: _CLJ~ ~ ~=:::l~--...J- -- ..:-t ...j_~-.=e~ +-...j_::f~---jl  '="t,-t- ...J--== ---,-~ -...J--·, --+ - - ·-<---<~ A-• - - 0 • ~ ::r -+-.--•-•-• -:,- .---+•-•-•-
-T---r-- - -i-- 1 -.--:-,.:-• :S:;: -~---- --,,-_-,__-•-•-1 -
suL o r . Swee t eve ning bell s,sweete ve ning bell s, I-Iow man y a tale th eir mu sic tell s ,Of 
SOLO z.Th ose joyous hours ha ve pas sed away ,And man y a heart that th en was gay,W ith-
SoLO 3. And so ' twill be wh en I am gone,The tunefu l lay will s till pea l on, "While 
ACCOM. Rin g , ring, sweet evening bells,R ing,ring, ring ,rin g,swe et evenin g bells, Ring, 
·• - =-
1
1 11 • I -• -
_+- - -0 -· -• - --- - • -- - # - r--: fll-:__ - ·· =~=i=- -
~ :4.E_=i=:____ -L- 4 - . "Jfl-3£~··=~~-~- @~ =E=r===:i 
~4.::F - t~-- ~-=1=r f' F+- , - - -=rr-r-r--:i 
:>- =- 3 
j - J- J J-~==,,----+--a j r~~~if..:_ _· . -~ -,] - • --. - - 111- - ~ .-1±:-:~ -+-1-+..j I • -- 0. II/_~ ~--1 --...j-~~1=-- --===•--.--1.J_,. _ _,_: 
-, • - - - --. -- - - -., - -- --- I • - -- - -- - -- -
• I I ---- -----.- ---- ---- ' love and hom e,and tha t sweet time, Wh en last I heard th eir soothin g chim e. 
in th e tomb now dark -l y dwells,And hears no more s wee t eve- ning be lls. 
oth - er bard s s hall walk the se dells, A nd sing your prai se swee t eve - nin g ·betls. 
ring, swee t eve- ning be lls,Ri ng, ring,ring, ring , sweet eve- ni:1g bells . 
::>- I I 
-~-·_ -•- -•- J-J- I _,..._ -fll.- _,.__ - -• - -
=~~--3==h,-;-~ g~ =r9=~==~ =1= I -r- 1• 1-1 - ., 1 · -- I --
=- :>- ~ -:, 
Copyright, 1889 and 1891, by n . N, Lincoln . 3 
Christmas Bells. · 
r O Chri stma s bel ls ! glad Chri s tmas bells , 
A me ssage sweet yo ur mu sic tells , 
z Ri ng, Chri stmas bells your anthe m song, 
Let echoes fa r the s train pro long; 
Of peac e and lov e, good- will on earth, 
T o consecrate the Sav iour' s bi rth . 
By wor d of prayer and not e of pr ai se, 
We celebrate this day of da ys . 
Si ng th ese word s to the above mu sic alto, ba ss, and tenor , only change "eve n ing ' 
to "Christmas." ·52 
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GRADED EXERCISES. 
Ch roma tic Sc a le Pract ice . 
Practice this daily. 
Ex, 3 5 . Explain key of D-flat. 
~,~%?e:lF~~i*~~t:iJi-i~~=#~iit~ 
Do Re Do Di Re Re Mi Re Ri Mi Mi Fa Fa Sol Fa Fi Sol Sol La 
~i-l2=Jj~~m' --~=t!-=1'~ "' ~ I ~-~ ~~ e l2 ? .=. --_., _ •fi•- . =r_±r-~L._.,.:±:/lf-!2/1'-#--•--.-. - . lj_ - l-t= - --=- ---=t- -, -=I±::+±~=~=------- -
. Sol Si La La Ti La Li Ti Ti Do Do Ti Ti La Ti Te La La Sol 
EL1;et;~~t~=F1=:j=ER~==±EIJ--:tJ~~'!!_~-~=1-k-~"--~--+l=I E\f1=-.'.·r1- :::!::E!:=_ • ___ :E::.::_1:~--1: ~--= . - ~ .= ~.= .;59~~.;: 
J ,a Le Sol Sol Fa Sol Se Fa Fa Mi Mi Re Mi Me Re Re Do H,e Ra Do. 
In the following exercise s, from 36 to 54, the main range of vocal tones is from key -
tone to keytone . In the next eight keys up to Ex. 70, the range is from five of the key 
to five, but sometimes extends from keytone to keytone. In the next eight keys, 
which is all, the major keys extend from sol to sol and the minor k~ys extend from la 
to la in the main. This succession of keys has many advantages over the ordinary 
way of present ing them .- After the key of C and" are given, the major keys come in 
pairs , al_so the min or key a. For instance, the key with (ive flats is 1°ftld the -~ame as 
the key wi_th two sharps, etc. The Tah-tee-ty, tay-tee-ty rhythm is used, in the main, 
because it is tbe most practicable in this case. 
For Daily Practice. 
. . 
E x . 36, Key of C* from do to do. I Ex. 38 . Cade nce I Ex·, 3 9 . Cadence in 
in the key of C. I the key of a. 
lj :fi_n' ~~---~±~-#~ . F~n~~~~kl=j~~~-"-1=~-~f:~ -8_..,_ --1 - -.-•_p_- r-- E__,~ :..___,=E-+-- --i--.- . .. ~~ - --. -- -
- -:J~ -. - • f-- • , - . -.- 41'-.- - • - ~ - -. 41'-,-
Ex s. 36 and 37 to be practiced by all I Practice this all 11arts, I Sing ail parts, the 1  
voices , ascending and descending, after which sing it combine with Ex. 37. 
many times. Observe the rhythm. following and com-
Do not sing both at once. I bined with Ex. 36. I 
E x . 37. Key of a* from la to la. 
I -# - • -/1'--• . -# -' 
-- -~...i..-~--~..----~-llt_~....-:---1---r--~f-ll'~· -::fi=j ~J:-1 .---1=-~::::-/i(-~:.._~-= ~~ =,-.-• -"*°: L • .,. ___,_ ::= -:.:::,::i-:::,_ -= f] i__,_-8 ~ -• =:!11- ~-t;,,-~--- - - =liI---'-F-f-- i-:___,_ ---i..---.--,--- -'..---.-~ - ,-- -r-- --- r---r- r - r--. r-
Ex. 40. Key of D-flat from do to I Ex . 4 ~. Caclence in I Ex . 4 3 . Caclence 
do . I the key of D-flat. J in the key of b-flat. 
- l.-1:;---- -~-~ J~_J __ j~_J_fi_..,_~----1-m ---1-IL ti---' -----1----- - 111-' I\--P---I - # ---'- ---4', - - - -4', - ----1-----l-~------1 - -
e-12··-1afL@g_ ___.,::::j_--1 ___ -. - • - - - ,-,---1 . ~~-~--+-~-• .•-.h-.--. .1-1 
- ·t1-.l.l.-- ---l~.,,- • ---+ ..- -,- - .-.- -•-.- --,--.- -.,-.- --. -.- • -."f-.-.- ...,_ .
--D - -.,-,- 41' -~ --- -- - -- 41'- -- - -- -- ----- .E..:. -
Exs. 40 and 41 are to be sung, sepa-, Sing all parts, then I Sing all parts, then 
rately, by all voices, many times, as- sing it after Ex. 40. ~ing it after Ex. 41. 
ing and descending, • 
Ex. 4 1. Key of b-flat from la to la. I _,._. -:~:· _.,._. _._.,_ 
, . -- ~:±~r-~ ,~~- ·+·~· ~ ..:.__l:t::~r- :.~=: 
·;;l2-e::fL14-.---• II'--~ -~=====---•_,_ i--- r=- -li--'- +--.- 11G=,- r--;1-1 
_t1-J2:g::S:---- ~ - @":: ---~= l~ . l= =r-~-,-·-= = 
" For convenience we use the capital letter for major, and small letter for minor, throughout 
the following exercises. 
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GRADED EXERCISES. 
Ex. 44. K ey of D from do to do. I Ex. 46. Cade nce I Ex. 4 7. Cadence 
' I in the key of D. / in the ke y of b. 
lj ~~ --=.--c---< ~ ~ ~ - ~-J _ _j¥J¾.=l:::j=~:::j-±-=1=1-1 !!#_fi_-1=-±=1,;;::::)~~ .. ~ - fll- r · 1=± ~~~ -1-'-=•::;:: • • .t~ -~+E-• • -= ti=~::;::c.,- •- 4 - 1;,,t:::: t::_--= -:._-.,_~ -~•I-- L ~ - ., --. _ • .-ft._,.- E: 
Exs. 44 and 45 are to be sung separ- 1 Sing all parts, then I Sing all parts, then 
ately, _ many times, ascending and de - com bine with Ex . 44. combine with Ex. 45. 
scendmg. 
Ex. 45. K ey of b from la to la . 
_,,,__. =~. -•-. _,,_.,_ ~~~~, -~•-1-fll---'-1•~· ,.__,_,..~·-,..__,_11--,--,---1---Hr- ti-:::j-E__,"'--j _,.._,,,_41,.. -- - -+- fill---'--- f- - -1-_J_•-•-Et-1-1 .. #:o.:::., ::;:: •~ =[;;=~~)== -:•F . r:=:::;:::t: ;::: .,..F__,_ ~-.-t,....=F . iii,:, 
, _ _ u _ i,,f!. - - 1•- r - T- ,_ __ r- -
Ex. 48. Key of E-flat from do to I Ex. 50a. Cade nce I Ex , 51 a. Cadence 
do. I in the key ol E-flat. in the key of c. 
lj 12~- -~ --i .......... ~~ E-,,_ --,=·~· --d ~-_.,c_.-,=-J~. _ j~=L~--¼fl 9 - -j ...., .. -J,..:.~ - =,tE.-t-- "-- --,--;-- 7 -4 f- - - -"9- Jl!j:-:k --. 111\ .. -- - .U.- ....,--;-- ..,,,.. .. ~ 1,<- ~- - -- - - ., --. ... ... --,- ...,_~ -,- .. __,.. -
__ u _ _.,_ -- - - - - - r-- r- -•.--"'--.,--... -
Sing Exs. 48 and 49 separately, many I Sing all parts, then I Sing all parts, then 
times, asce nding and de sce nding. combine with Ex . 48. combine with Ex. 49.· 
Ex. 49. Key of c from la to la. 
~
- --;~~ .-Jl;fll--. :-r~l-fll-~• s.:;_~~I • fll---'-l~~ - - J- ~ · 1-
-l.-fi --1- • - fll--f-- bE - - a- f-- f- a - - - --'- · --------- fill-, -1 1:;;IL- - --' - , - - ~ -- ,--+- - ,; - 'ti'-- -,-- - Po'-. 1--1---;--P"'-- '- t..--;--F--'--t::- ·- .--
tl - " ·.0. - ~ - 1-+--',_.:,.t- -- -- -+-- --;--• - 1-- - P"'-- · - - ,,,__ . 
- _ _ JL_Q _ _ ,; - i,,il!~--- - - -+- -"-r - -r-- --- ' - -
Ex. 50 b. Key of E from do to do. I Ex. 52. Cadence I Ex. 53. Caden ce 
in the key of E. I in the ke y of c-sharp. 
ff• .. . - ... - "' - ---1 - - - fll--'- .. ,-. • fll---'-• ,...__,_ - - -~ - - -;~-#, =1' ...l' -n - ~~- ~ ..j.. ,,..- ,-J ~ --L J _ _ J_ _ -#- _fi:~ =1- ~-.. - --~ +-- ~- - -i.: . ..--;--_.__ r- --;-- - · ---- ]11\.'..·-~ ·;..II ===:&..,::;:: -.-• ijiii- - -= - - - . .,..__,_ =~~ -...--~=;E~ :t 
Sing Exs. 50 and 51 separ ate ly, many I Sing all parts, then I Sing all par ts, then 
tim es, ascending and des cending. I co mbine with Ex . 50. 1 co mbine with Ex , 51. 
Ex. 5 1 b. Ke y of c-s}:iarp from la to la. ~ -• - · -• - • I 
~
~=~,~fi- ~-----fll--~~ei~=1:::e~· ~==e~· ~~-~~, · 11!'!----~~1=1 ff.t- - • ~ - ,-. ->-+ . - - i>'-~ - - _""__,_ 1--1---;-- "". ~,.. --;-- F- '-'-- a--;- -__ 
I - ft - _u 1--1--o-1;,11--,.t . t-- -a- --;--111- -1-- - P"'-1 -f--- P"'--
Q__ - lo'! 1- r -i - 1---r- --- - r- -
Ex. 54. K ey of F from do to do I Ex. 56. Cadence I Ex. 57. Cadence in 
and from sol to sol. I in the ke y of F . I the key of d. 
~~-tl=1~-1'f!jfJ../ ~1d_,_1~~l? ~I? 1=~l J-.t~f-1=1 - .. -- ,~- - - - - ,..__,_ -::j~ - --~- -'-l ~!'f -"9 • --+-'-. 
- :8--., . • - • - -1- - ~- =--· ..-.---. 111\-.--::::...-- 4-.-- -, - L.-- -
- -:._. rr -, ~ ---t:::;- \j;,- ~ . - -:..,_. ~---=-, .. - -.:--:-- -• . - -
I \;_..,...,... 
Sing both sets of tones in Exs . 541 Sing all parts, then I Si ng all part s, then 
and 55 sep aratel y, many times, as - combine with Ex. 54. combine with Ex. 55. 
cendin g and dP.scending. 
Ex. 55 . K ey of d from la to la and · 
from mi to mi. 1 · 
~
=-=:=~ru1=:td-l'~!~~~ l ~ 1=·~= _,.. ·rn' = =~· •__;_ •1~· ~=u t;;_fi: _ _., ,. - l<,.- # - l"f-t--,f-,-- ,- ~ !=-;--a • ~- , - •--'- ;--~ - Ill---'- -
;,,-.o._::__ • -,tt.-- -1--+-· -\il' - ,.t - - - +- •~ >---- - - 1- ....,.... r- -
__ u.._i__,_ i.--~~-- -- -- r---r-~--;-- r, · ,--: 
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('IRA D ED EXERC I SES. 
Ex. 58. Key of F-sharp from do I Ex. 60. Cadence I Ex. 61. Cadence 
to do and from sol to so l. in t he key of F -sha rp. / in the key of d-sharp. 
j .lL#~=J,f-~- -~-~~ Ji~~ ----r--------r-,-J~-J---l~-j_l_l ~#=1'1':if±t._-fi=::::j ~-+=~~~-•----;:4'P-~1==1;1--1------:::r~ =~~ -~l!P= ~ :-: -- #- .:i-•. _., __J___ ____ ,c-----t--cJ:1=- ....... -~ :____ -. --..- • .-----+;---.,. -
___ .Q _ - -- - /IL-,---1-,,---.,, - - ~ -a,.- • .-- -"",- -- - • - - -
~ - ~ i..-I; ,;, --- - · --- -. -- - · Sing bot h sets ~ f tones in Exs. 58 and I Sing all parts, then I Sing all parts, then 
59 sepa rate ly, many times, asce nding combi ne-with Ex. 58. combine with Ex . 59. 
and descending. 
, Ex. 59. Key of d-sharpfro m la to 
la and from m i to mi. 1'lt i'lil i" ~- I 
-,I~ ~ "" p._ I • '*• -- - • • • • • ,e. • • • 
• ;,11' - · - . -..,=J~-,,;-• -.. .. _I -S · ,... _ ,c-_,_ S:::e::: =~- I"'-. --• - ~=: 
~1#~,#:fi-•.;-S -=r~:;;~ ~-Er~:::e:::r!i_,_ ~~~=,~~!==~~ ·-=l:I 
~ --#=fL (IL_ 1--f.-1;,i'-~-~-f _ l:r._=3:r--r-~1.. - -~-=E,._ i,:~Er= _ 
1 I; -- 1 , r · 1 • 1 
Ex . 62. Key of D-flat from do I Ex. 64. Cadence I Ex. 65 . Ca dence in 
to do and from so l to sol. j in the key of G-flat. I th e ke y of e-flat. 
_i,._t:_l __ , ___ ~-',~._,t.r"'I~I ~~-----r~ ~~I .--:..J-,- I -,-, 
e~-t1-2:fi= _ __,=~---=·--- _ ---.---=1 =1- - = =..,~ -""'~~.---~ : 
_li!j _ _u. _ __ _ _ ... =•-=, -1"'-+ :~ ~- -•;l •~~-. -•.----• .• ~ ---. 
__ o._~ e=o=~-~--w'=~= -- ~::;-., ... .., .. -.-. - r ~t- -
Sing both sets of tones in Exs. 62 and I Sing all parts, then I Sing all parts,then 
63 separate ly, many times, ascending combi ne with Ex. 62. combine with Ex. 63. 
and descend ing. 
Ex . 63. Key of e-flat from la to la 
and from mi to mi. ~ "" 1 
~-) ~ iilll - --- -. -1·,- -- -•-· --~ . -.-- ~•-- ~-/ll--'1J~: -1=,---. ._!_~,._,__,-/IL~F~~ (IL_,__~fll. , -,-, 
~~
2
=fff~!-f~e.r-~=~=s=~-=~--= =1=i,:;::t.:::,: ~ =~ =~ . ~~ -~~ : l2_p_-B_I_ :;,,- il"- ~ ~ =i::- -- -~- • -- -1=--IR-i-- 1---
, _ - . I I , 
• Ex. 66 ., Key of G, from do to do j Ex . 68. Cadence I Ex. 69. _Cadence in 
and from sol to sol. I in the key of G. I the key of e. 
j ~- ~----"~~~.N~ J .:_I ~=r-1-J~ ...... J~_j_ -~fi=1= --j=-J · ·=:=:~--,-. = :::1==1= :...j= ==i_:_ r--:::if~~ -=1 . : _s::,_ _ __ .--- ]111 __ __ ~ - r--+ ~- ~ - • • ... ... -. - • .- - • .--- ii,:_,_ __ .- --.1-1 
----5:J.7-;- ~---e- ic;-~- i.,,- ~- - - -~ • -. -a,.- . ... -- r----- -
I ~ 
Sing both sets of tones in Exs.66 and I.Sing all pa rts, then I Sing all parts, then 
67 separately, many tim es, ascending combine wit h Ex.66. combine with Ex . 67. 
and desce nding. 
Ex. 67. Key of c from la to la and 
mi:from to mi. ~ 1'lt ~ 
j .,_ ,,_ r"' •""-:-f.L - -. -•-. -•-• 
- --'i - - - . - -- - • - JC'_,_ - -· - .. • _,__ (IL • • ,, _ _,__ 
~~:fi:=Jll~E~ =~~ =~=~1==1=• =l=~ t.~· -~§.---f=~~--;-~ 
- -- ::a:~ -'+-- f----1;,i'--J,ii!- -- -1=--::Elit-- :::,:r -;-- -i..---• t- -T- li--1;,i'-~ r--,- i - r- r- t--
Ex. 70 . Keyo f A-flatfromsolto JEx. 72. Cade ncej Ex. 73, Cadence 
sol. . I in the key of A-flat. I in the key off. · 
!2=?:fi- j - =1"-~r •t iL·1=a=1-m 1-~ · - ~ -1-1 - - _ _J --t-=--- r--t--- - - - - - ~- I =i= - =i
_12_8=~--· -·-~~ -1;,i'=~-= ~~;-~ : _ii. =:,~--~~~;1-:= ~ 
Sing each set of tones _in Exs. 70 and I Sing all pans, the n I Sing a.11 parts , t hen 
71 separate ly, ma ny t imes , ascending comb ine with Ex. comb ine with Ex . 
and descending. 70. 71, · 
Ex . 71. K ey offfrom la to la and 
from mi to mi. 
~~h[ff~:t~!~f ¾i~~~~EJ:~TF~~~E~~~~~~l~I 
-~. -c-e-i;-~-1;,i'-~±~ !::ib::E~-!==E~IE El----r~r- -
GRADED EXER C ISES. 
Ex. 74 . Key of A from sol to so l. I Ex . 76. Cadence j Ex . 77 . Cadence in . 
in the key of A I the key of /sharp. 
~~!tL-"~=±~ 1-=-,..---r=E~~E;;i=:;- :;:::-:1=E·~~l==r=~ =1---T~~-=1-1:I 
~ --1.--. - • ---""--'~- lii"-E - E--. t .... - • --. --.- --..--. -. -.-i.-! · ---..--. · 
_--U __ ...!...L • _. - -- -, - 111--.-,- -,-- -"1 • • l,141111. - -"1- -
_.., _ ..... .. -- - · - • - · 114' . _.., __ 
- Sing each set 9f tones in Exs. 7 4 and 1· Sing all parts, th en I Sing all. parts then 
7 5 separate ly, many time s, ascendin g combine with Ex . combine with Ex. 
ancl de scending. · 74. 7 5· 
Ex. 75. Key of.fsharp from la to la 
and from mi to mi. 
:f=#--ti- d~{J~l=~l-J ·L. =-~ .- : ~-:.t.-~, :--~ . ~,_;_: 
-#= =~ ~ •-,..-~~tr==l~lEr-,.-~ •. l=i=E •. 1c<t-r:::=l=I 
,,,-;- -~ - i;;- c;,- ~- ~- ~- -- - r--1-- -- _ Er-r--tt • -;--
. I -.,, . , , . I 
Ex. 7 8. Key of B-flat from sol to I EX. 80. Ca dence I Ex. 8 1 . Cadence in 
sol. in the key of B-flat. th e key of g. 
'
~~rr=:-:1-a~ t =-j~~~ ='""i'Y=~=f~~-~---~ · .3:::-E·~ -1=:::J=t:t ~~ ::cj:=11 
_.\J.=:Jilll~t• -+ --v-~ =F-- --,- ...,- -"1- ...,- - • --. . .... . --. • - -
_u - _,. - -.i--. .., ..._~_--; 111--.--111--.- ..,, ,..,--. • · -
Sing Ex s. 78 and 79 separately, many I Sing all parts, th en I Sing all part s , then 
tim es, asc ending and desc ending. I combine with Ex.78. 1 combin e wit h Ex . 70. 
Ex. 79 . Key of g from la to la. 
~;;12:ti=-=J====toi- ~!.:~~a~l=~,=-~g. ~18~,=·t: r · ~ · ~~,:, ti'=:fi:: ::cl::111- • - -- - i..-~ 1: - - • ' -r- r==t • -'--- - l""-'--r -'- '-~ -"-~-... ~--"'-- -,·-+-- --- r---r- r--
Ex. 82. Key of B from so l to sol. I Ex. 84. Cadence I Ex. 8 5 . Ca den ce in I in th e key of B. I th e key of g-s ha<p . 
1~~-~~~w~~~~1~~~=;==~~~,~~;;~~~~~tg~l~~~J~t~l:I \f- -- - . "' ' - -..-. ... --.~- 7fF, - -.--. ... . x. --.--.-. .-
. Sin g Exs.8z and 83 separately, mai1y I Sing a ll par ·t;, then I Sing all p art s, then 
times, as cending and descendi ng. I combine with Ex. 82. combine with Ex. 83. 
Ex. 83. Key ofg-sharp from 
la to la. 
~ 1=#~=:fi=i=i~=-t~~;;-~:El"--'-1=~=9=-+.}.-~~:.::1=·~~-~=----,~: ~~1:1 
~-# -'l'fi..o.- ,~ - -... ~ :---il"·tr= -•~-t--~-E..,_,__ -1=- • -'-- -i--- - r-.- -
-. - - +1-.a_.., - . \,II-- - -r---f--- -- -- r--r-- r- -
HINTS ON VOICE AND VOICE CULTURE. 
The voice is the mos t wond erful of all musical instruments. Its mak er is divi ne. 
The CHEST and LU NGS supply the m ot ive power, breath. The LA RYNX creates the 
tone. Th e THROAT and MouTII m ol d the quality of tone. The DIA PHRAGM is a 
musc ulu membrane p laced across the body, forming a flexible partition between the 
chest ancl abdomen . In its no rmal pos ition it is arched, but when breath is taken it 
lowers ancl flattens, thus allowing the lungs to expand; this, of course, expands the 
wais t when the breath is taken properly. 
A R EGISTER is a ~eries of tones produced by the sa me action of the vocal organs . 
Th ere are three registe rs, Chest, Medium, and H ead. 
The VOCAL CHORDS are two elastic lips, that are attached across the wa lls of 
the laryi1x , one on either side. During ordinary brea thing they are drawn apart, but 
in tone produc tion lhty ar e bro ught together in the middle, thus ob structing the 
pa ssage of air from t he lun gs, on ly as the vc cal chords vibrat e, which p rod uce s ton e. 
T he Ches t R eg iste r orclinarily begins at sec ond G below mid c!le C and extends 
upward to mid dle C. Th e l\ledi um l{egister begins at middle C and ext ends to first 
F above mid dle C. Th e Ches t and Medium Registers are called by some, Low er 
and Upp er Range of the Thick Regi ster. 
The He ad Re gister beg ins a t G above middle C and extends to the second C 
above middle C, called by so me the Thin or Falsetto l{egis ter . 
I n short, when a gen tleman sings in the Head Register, he imitat es the singing 
of a lady, and when a lady sings in the Che st Register, she imitates the singing of a 
pn~mm. 66 
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VOICE CU LT URE. 
EXERCISE, FOR ACQUIRING VOCAL STRENGTH. 
For Daily Practice. 
F1iis1. Position, standing-body erect. Place the hands upon the pit of the 
st,omacli and press in with th e fingers, followed hy a vigorous expansion . and depress-
ion of .the chest. First, withont reterence to breathing ; second accompanied with 
breath ,, ,bdng sure to iuhale the air with the expansion, and exhale with the 
depression. 
SEbo:-m. Plac e one hand upon · the upp er part of the chest. and the other over 
the diaphra gm; rais e and depr ess the chest with vigor, assisting the l'i10Yeme ut with 
the hands , after whi ch, lirst . inhale aud exhale qui ckly . .Second, inh a le slowly and 
exhal t, quickly . Third, inhal e quickly , and exhale siowfy. Fourth, inhal e slowly, 
and exhale slowly. 
Note 1. The above are taken from Dr. H. S. Perl<ins' Vocal Exercises by permission. 
Alway:, inh a le throu gh t he nostril s and exhale thr ou2:h the lips. Avoid using 
too mnch breath in singing . A good test is to sin g with a light ed candl e near the 
mouth ; if the flam e wav ers, too much breath is used. Th ere shonld be a steady 
pres snre of the diaphragm during exhalation and tone-productio.1. 
VOWEL SOUNDS AND PRONUNCIAT!U:--'. Th e principal vowel sounds nsed for 
vocalizin g are E. A, 0, Ah . The principal s_ylla hle, ar e He, Ha , Ho . Hah; See, Sea, 
Seo, Scah, al3'.> the Italian sylla\Jle s of the diatoni c scale, Do, Re, Mi, Fa , Sol, La, 
Si, Do. 
Great care shoul,l b e tak eu in forming the consonant elements, and at the end 
of syllables or word s to avoid hlending them wi t h th e next syllable or word , as Jif-
tup, for lift np , swee-tome, for sweet home. Be sure t o bring out the proper Yowel 
sound in everv word and avoid the vanishing sonnd of the rnw el. as by ee, and hy-
ee for h.v and hy. Happy dayee, for happy day, etc. Roll th e r before a vowel. 
Snppres.3 th e hi s~ing sonnd of s, ss and z and c (soft .) Are there any su ch words a.,. 
wors :rnp, pilgrum, comfert, writtun, garmunts ?, etc. - we hear them ofteu in sing-
ing. In such words as listen, hast en, oft en, etc., · t11e tis silent . In such words as 
again, mountain, fonntain, etc., the a is silent. The hP-fore words heginnin{! with 
a consonan t element shouU be pronounced lik e the, in never-th e-less, or give the e 
the sonnd of u in-)!lnt (thn). Tlte before words bEcginninl! with a vowel sound, give 
thee the sound of e in be The indefinite article a should al ways have the sound 
of u in up. A-men is pronounced ahmen. 
Note 2. The above are a few hints on pronunciation and word formation . 
CONSOXANT ELEMENTS. Fir,t. Produce four tim es with grea t vigo r the con-
sonant , el ement f: the letter p, labial ( with lips) p, p, p, p, th en pe, pa, po , pah, 
pee p, pap e, pop e, pop . Second. Ou th e same pl an produ ce th e element of f-.~ emi-
labial (with low er lip and upp er tee th), f'. f, f, f, fee fay, foe, fah. Third. On the 
same pla\rr.prodnce th e element in ea~h of th e following-lingual s (with tongue ), t, 
1, r, k; N t ·, t, t, tea, tay, toe, tah; 1, 1. 1, l, lea,· lny, low, lab; r, r , r, r, re, ray, roe, 
rah; k, ~ -k , k, k ey, qua y , coe, cab . Fourth. Produc e on the same plan th e ele-
ment of"cach of th e following laryngeal s (strictly in the larynx) with the throat 
shu t a8 in the act of swallowing , h, d, g, v, after which pronounce the names of 
each letter with extremely great force. 
PHONETIC SPELLING. Spell the followinl! words by element, pronouuce very 
clearly and distinctly. Blam e (illustratiou ) b+a-m, black, clip, dart, fan, glide, 
land . mark , not, plant, scamp, task, etc. 
Note 3. The above exercises may be practic ed by classes ensemble or individually. 
A part of the first ten lessons in vocalization should be speut in such work. 
VOCAL EXERCISES. Pra ctice carefnlly, repeat each exercise ten times. 
No. 1. (A) (B) (C) (D) 
P m f m P --=::::::::::=- m f .ff f m -=::::::::::=-
~ =~~:3=:"g\:~t=t =E1~I=ffi~l=:mg=QJ~~3~~~~~~f;=~~ 
~ =~ ?:)- 51 - ~- -9--;-- - z,;1~ ---~-- ~ 9-- - - ----=------
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VOICE CULTURE. 
Sing the syllables of No. 1. till the tones becom e familiar, then sing one of each 
of the vowels, a,e, o, ah, to each exercise ; then he, ha, ho, bah; see, sea, sco, scah. 
No. 2, (E) (F) _ . (G) (HJ 
'
~ ==i=F:l==t-f--l::+ -rn:=:J=ffi= =i=:J:E::!=-+-'B~=:i=+E:- -=i=i==F-+-'U==i=-~ --=F-- H !i:z:i- ~-E!ii~.3: z:t_,_*_±H _ oa- ~-~Eoa-, --;l;-·,e~:.a::E=1::::~Em-* ·,u-~-=i;J=E;;j- ~·p - ~e 
'1:;,,::-_: . - - ,;!= · =-a;!=- - =-- o,-----=. - - <!a: ~=ail: o·--=s =~=§l· _j_=g:= / ~--:::.;_ · 
Repe1tt each exerc ise of No. 2 (both parts) several times by sy llab les, vowels, 
etc., obser ving the same expressions as in No. L 
Jllo. 3 (I) (J) (K) (L) (I. J. K. L. 5.) 
~-½=~=~=~=~=JA~~_£ B==i==i==i=~~~=;:~;===;;n=ii._"i;?=i;:-=t I11 t!:Jli .e .. _u ___ _. _ _._ _, ---- - .--'e-..,:-.. - _E<a __ IB 
(1) e, a, o, ab , a, o, ah, e, o, ah, e, a, ah, e, a , o, e . 
(2) a, o, ah, e, o, ah, e, a, ah, e, a, o, e, a, o, ah, a. 
(3) o, ~ . e, a, ah, e, a, o, e, a, o, ab, a, o, ah, e, o . 
( 4) ah, e, a, o, e, a, o, ah, a, o, ah, e, o, ah, e, a, ah . 
Sing see, sea, sco, scah; he , ha , ho, bah, jJo No. 31 then repeat it a fourth higher 
L e., take C for the first tone, sing down to G, then back to C. The pupil should 
practice this tilt it can be sung very q nick , 
No. 4. (M) (N) (0) (P) (Q) 
-=====---=::::::==- -==- -====- --====-
~ f=::~=1-=t =~~= t=Ft =~~ =~ ~~J:: ~~- =i- ::I-J ~~=:=t~~T~-=T~ :~~t =ffl l;f -0~:..J--.-- -__,"'· --- -~ --- -: <9~~ - - - -:. :- •~ -- -
Sing the scale oae octav e ( eight exercises) ascending and de scending on the plan 
of each example above, using all the vowels with and without sc, and h. This is 
a long lesson. 
No. 5. (R) (S) (T) (U) (V) 
--========------
~ '4=::;::ic=i~.:; il - ::i=::•=:::15fE:=i=-i=~::::-.:_ =B::il'-:-•~~ =::f_;::: ::B~ ~ill 
~-½=~-- -- -~ - "="'-iii --------H=~.- :.-.·-~=--0~~- - ~~=--· -:.=--"- ri-::nl 
..., .._,/ :i 
---Sing through au octave (eig ht exe rcises) the scale asceutlin g on the plan of the 
exampl e und er exe rcise r, rep eat many time s using the sy llabl es a ud a ll the above 
vowels with and without sc and h. First without slurring , th en slu r the note8 in . 
gronps of two~, theu fours, then eights . Develop exe raises s and u int o eight exer-
cises through one octave, the scale ascending-exercis es t and v the same de1,cending • . 
No. 6. (W ) .. (X) 
-~ ~~-;;~ ~:=:~;~ .... =~ -~~~E--=ti3-:::::;Jf ..-. ,..ic~I.. ~± --=tili ·. 
:"1::=3-=1--=>~~ - _ _ il!C•- --.,; --<-E=l-, 9::::1:: . -1=...,._l:!-,,,~~ ~ it =i- m 
. :-..- - - · - - ---- - ,;- _;g_-.- ~- . ----:::- .. .,. 4-C-
Do Re Mi Fa Sol La Si Do ....... .. .... .. ............ .. . 
_____ (;_Y.:._) __ ,Z) 
E~-=:::i-====.;:-IB·~~Jl! :~~=1 =+:~::=i=:i.~~~~E...~~~:E .. ~Jl E =-1=~ ~ ~...::~~,;i ~""t!l-•=t=--i==-=E.-=l!!!'~~-=-- -=i=:ll 
t. 
After singing from the exampl e given of exercise was indicat ed and using thEI 
four vowels with and without sc and h-sing from re to re on the same plan and in 
the same way. then from nii to mi , fa to fa, sol to sol. Exercises x, y, and z should 
be ca refully practiced in every movement from urmJ e to prestis simo. See page 13. 
Al so practic e the chromatic scale in all the keys. 8e e page 10. Any or all the 
above exercises may be sung in several keys. 
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MUSIC. 
Copyright, 1897, by H. N. LINCOLN. All rights reserved. 
NOTICE. Publishers and others are warned against re-publishing or re-writing the original 
matter in this address. 
INTRODUCTORY. 
The following address has been delivered before many large audiences, and 
requests have come up from all quarters for its publication . So here it is. That it 
cost some care, toil and patience, none will doubt. I care not for thi s. Twenty years 
ago I consecrated my all to God, and through the avenue of Song, He has given me 
many precious blessings. I have gone altogether too far and too deep, even in this 
short time, in this fathomless science, to ever turn back. Music has come to be a 
part of my being, a part of my breath. The following pages will show the reason why 
volume after volume, and encyclopedia after encyclopedia could be written and not 
exhaust the story o'f my devotion to this blessed cause. · 
0 glorious work, 0 blessed cause, Let all unite in Songs of Praise; 
'We hope to meet in !:x,aven above, And with the saints our voices rnise. 
·Isaiah says, "make sweet melody, sing many songs, th at thou may'st be remem-
bered." The great God himself, talking to Job" out of the whirlwind," concerning 
when He laid the foundation of the earth, says," The morning stars sang together, and 
all the sons of God shouted for joy." It is mentioned many times in the olcl testa-
ment, and perhaps the same choir that sang on the morning of the creation, sang on 
the night of th e birth of Christ ( the mos t memorable event that had occurred since 
the dawn of creation}. And singing is ment ioned on the night cf His agony in the 
garden. The great Christ knew the stimulating and sustaining power i,; Song. 
When he was preparing himself to be the victim of the world's greatest tra gedy , He 
and His disciples "sang a hymn and went out.". 
"Soars of praise awoke the morn, When the Prince of Peace was born ; 
Songs u Praise arose, when he Captive, led captivity." 
Music lends a charm to every occasion. The wedding march supplements and 
heightens the joyfulnes s of the peal of the wedding bell. The funeral march assu8ges 
the grief expressed in the tolling tones of the dea th knell. We feel its power in the 
church, Sunday school, prayer meeting, school-room and home. 
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"Th e man that katk no music in liimself, nor is stirred by the sweet conco,·d of sounds is fit 
for trea son, strategem and s/;oils. His · emotions are as dull as night; and lz.is sjJirit is as 
dark as Erabus. Let no such man be trusted ." 
Music cam e forth from chaos with the spirit of God. We cannot imagine a great 
omnipo tent being living without music. 
Music moved upon the face of the waters; the very motion of the earth while it 
was without form and void, was musical; and as darkness rested upon it; the voice of 
Jehova ,h broke the awful stillness and brought all uncreated nature into action. 
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To trace our music to its origin would be to g.o back to the creation of man, and 
to t'he origin of spe ech . With the development of the human mind and the education 
of the senses, language and music developed. Every savage nation and every civi-
lized nation h·as its m~sic, its language and its customs, and these compare propor-
tionately with its intelligence and taste. 
Music required no discoverers like Newton, Franklin or Stevenson, nor no in-
ventor like Fulton, Morse or Edison. It was an inspii--ation of the human soul as 
natural in portraying the emotions, as the laugh, moan or sigh. 
Music is the oldest as it is the divi11est of the arts . It is generally supposed that 
the term is derived from Muse, because its origin is ascribed to the mu ses. 
We get the following from Grecian mythology. A turtle had been exp osed on 
the bea ch till all the flesh was gone leaving nothing but the shell and sinews. The 
wind blowing over this shell and the exposed sinews and the god of th e muses hear-
ing the sounds conceived the idea of the lyre. All of the first harps were strings 
stretched over turtle shells. 
W e learn of the Hebrews in the Scriptures using the Harp. David was the sweet 
singer of Israel. Solomon was a great musician and poet. 
The Egyptians, Chaldeans and Hebrews taught music to the Greeks, and the 
Greeks taught it tot ,., Romans. 
It is claimed by the OriPntals that music .came from the Gods and the instruments 
from Thor, H ermes and Apollo. Diodorus derives it from the Egyptian language, 
intimating that music as a science came from Egypt, and that the idea of a musical 
instrument was gotten from the blowing of the wind in the reeds on the banks of the 
Nile. Others again claim that the first ideas of instrumental music were recei ved from 
birds. Be this as it may, it seems equally reasonable that it originated with man . 
The subject of musical mythology is fraught with interest, but we learn from it 
very little of value concerning the true origin of music. 
The first real mention of music in _the Bible is in the fourth chapter of Genesis, 
where Jubal is spoken of as the father of such as handle the harp and orga11. · Tubal 
Cain invented musical instruments. Plato was very fond of music. He tau ght that 
everything in the universe was music . Pythagoras and Archytes said there would be 
no motion of the spheres without music. 
A large variety of musical instruments might be traced among the savage nations, 
containing very little if any change of pitch, uut presenting a sort of lively jii1gle which 
was in those early clays probably greatly appreciated. The first organ, called the pneu-
matic organ, consisted of pipes of different lengths played upon by the month, having 
no such conveniences as the keyboard and bellows. About 250 years before Christ, was 
undertaken th e improvement of the olcl pneumatic organ by introducing the hydraulic 
organ, which consisted of pipes being filled with water. Dr. Ginsburg, one of the 
committee on the old testament revisi-on, tells us he finds proof in the Talmud that the 
Jews used this hydraulic organ several hundred years before Christ . 
The greatest impetus that sacred music ever had, was since the advent of Christ 
into the world; as He has been the inspirer of all ·that is good and holy so has He 
been the continuing inspirer of this most pure and beautiful of all arts. 
The first great reformer of church music was St. Ambro se , Bishop of Milan, near 
the close of the fourth century . One of his Te Deums is still m use. It is the "Te 
Deum Laudamus." 
The following incident is told concerning this hymn. A notable event occurred 
on the 25th of Ap~il, A. D. 387, in the Cathedral at Milan, The Christians, just freed 
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from the long persecution, and rejoicing in the triumph1, of t11eir faith, came flocking 
towards the church, under the soft purple sky of the Italian springtime. The vener-
able Ambrose was that day to baptize a youth of wonderful gifts and promise. It was 
Augustine, who had a long and disquieting experience, the result of which he expre ssed 
in the se few words. "Lord, Thou hast made us for Thyself and our hearts are restle ss 
till they rest in Thee." 
Augustine's boyh ood was blemi shed and he became a dissolute young man; but 
his conscience was ill at ease, aNd he resolved to study the truths which hold out 
higher hop es than does a selfish life of pleasure. His mother, Monica, was a pious 
woman and she made his conversion the subject of her prayers for many years, and 
in all his wanderings from virtue and truth, she never lost faith in the prom ises of God. 
He sought God in philosophy, and became noted for learning, logica l sk ill and 
intelle ct ual enthusiasm. But these brought him no experience of divine love. Com-
ing to Milan he listened to the preaching and singing of Ambrose and beheld converts 
daily rejoicing in that inward knowledge of God which is eternal life. He said to 
Alyppius, his boso m friend, "A ll our learning does us little good. The simple in 
heart go on to heaven before us, rejoicing in the truths we desire to know." He went 
into a garde n near at hand, read the scriptures and prayed. "Tolle lege to lle lege," 
"take up and read," sang a child from a window near .him. He thought the words 
were to him. Taking up the epistle he had laid down, he read, "put on the Lord 
Jesus Christ." A flood of light 11eemed to enter his mind . He saw th e truth which 
neither science nor learning had revealer! to him. 
The ga rdens rejoiced with buds bursting into bloom; the streets were filled with 
people hastening to celebrate the resurrection of Christ. The soul of Ambrose glow ed 
as he led the young convert to baptistry. Together they are said to have sung iml'lledi-
ately after the rite; 
"0 Lord we acknowledge Thee to be God I All the earth doth wor ship Thee, 
the Father everlasting!" The sun shone gloriously without, but more gloriously was 
the light within Augustine's breast. 
Ambrose, besides beautifying the style of music generally; established the four 
authentic modes, Dorian, Phrygian, Lydian and Mixo-Lydian. 
Sylvester taug ht a singing school in Rome which was perhaps the first of the kind 
ever taught. It was established in the beginning of the fifth century. 
j.bout A. D . 590, Gregory the Great added many valuable features t o church 
music. He was the greatest of all musical reformers. He added th e four plagal 
modes to the four authe11tic modes ·established by Ambrose, and arranged many musi-
cal wor ks, established a singing school that was continued 300 years after his death. 
He founded the Gregorian chant, so notable then as being the acme of music, and even 
at this clay it is much used and highly appreciated. 
Isidore, an Archbishop of Seville, first originated the idea of harmon y. Huebold 
wrote the first work on harmony in the ninth century. This work consists chiefly of 
two parts in parallel fourths and fifths. Parallel thirds were then forbidden ju st as 
parallel fifths are forbidden now, and the progressi on that is so much condemned now 
was recommended and practiced then. However the intervals were not of the same 
pure character then as now, and possibly not as distasteful as if the y had been. 
Originally there were seven modes in music, one for each tone of the scale. The 
Ionian had for its keytone Do, and the scale extended from Do to upper Do. The 
Dorian had for its keytone, Re, and the scale extended from Re to upper Re. 
The Phrygian had for its keytone Mi, and the scale extended from Mi to upper Mi, 
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The Lydian had for its keytone , Fa, and the scale extended from Fa to upper Fa . The 
Mixo-L ydian had for its keytone , Sol, and the scale extended from Sol to upper Sol. 
The Aeo lian had for its keytone, La, and th e scale extended from La to upp er La. Th e 
Hopophrygian was afterwards added which had for its keytone our Ti, and the scale 
extend ed from Ti to upper Ti. We retain only the Ionian and Aeolian mod es to the 
present da y, called also maj or and minor modes. 
Th e Chinese scale ha J only five tones and of very unmu sical intervals . 
The Scotch omit the fourth and seventh members of the sca le , oth er wise it is like 
ours. 
Th e Arabs have seventeen tones in th e ir sca le and it is alt ogethe r different in ex-
tent from ou rs. 
Th e Hindoos have twenty-two ton es in their scale. 
The Greeks used all the twenty -four letters of their alphabet to repre se nt mu sic. 
Our scale was class ified by Guido, a monk of A rezzo, about the year 1200. 
He noticed in a hymn sun g to John the Baptist, that was dedicated by Paul~s 
Diconus, that the first lin e bega n Ut, the second Re, the third Mi, the fourth Sol, and 
the sixth La. These he took for the names of our scale . Ut was soon changed to 
Do, in order to get a better vowel effect. Si was added in the fifteenth century and 
th« toni c sol-fa people in this century changed it to Ti, in o rder to ge t an initial for 
each member of the scale; ( they al so changed Sol to Soh ). The former mentioned 
changing of Si to Ti was a valuable ch ange and is fast gaining ground . 
Here is the old Latin hymn from which our scale was derived. 
Ut- que-ant - lax - is Re - so - na - re fi - bris Mi ra gas-to - rum 
------=--~ -0-=-~-=i:- 0~ ~0 --0-,-=;-0-0T=:::-;::========,-, 
~~~ -0-'2- - '2 -0~~= - - 0--:2 !:J _ a. _ ,9 _,:;2 ___ {"_ - _""_0_'.:..a.-_ 0_
12
_ : 
Fa-mu-Ii tu - o- rum Sol - ve pol-Ju-ti La - bli re - a tum Sancte J o-an-nes. 
Having glanced at the history of music we will now look in on the art. 
There is music in the prattle of the infant, in the school boy's shout, in the laugh 
of the maiden and in the mother's pra yer. There is music in the hum of the indus-
trious bee as it flies from flower to flowe r sipping the morning dew . In the noonday 
dream-notes of the high-voiced locu st, in the dolorous vei;per of the whippoorwill, in 
the midnight chirp of the gleeful cricket and in the clarion ring of the poultry king, 
declaring day at hand. 
There is music in the rain as it falls gently and lullingly on the roof. 
"O the melody of nature, that subdued, subduing strain 
Which is played upon the shingles by the patter of the rain. 
0 the joy to press the pillow of a cottage chamber bed, 
And to listen to the murmur of the soft rain overhead. 
Every tinkle of the shingles finds an echo in the heart, 
And a thousand dreamy fancies into busy being start." 
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Th ere is music in the ge ntl e str eam as it meanders through wood and wild, mur-
murin g its so ng of chee r; mus ic in the mounta in to rrent as it ru shes down t he steep ; 
har sh and un-harm onious as it' is , th ere are indu ce ment s to lin ge r and reve l in the 
s ound . It di es a way and leav es a deli cious fee ling on th e soul. Th ere is music in 
the grov e, s train s of swee tes t m elody flow from the tun eful th roa ts of th e feat hered 
warbler s. It invigora tes us as a cord ia l, pr epa re s us for th e toils of th e clay and fills 
th e morning hours with ch ee r and p ro mise. Th ere is mu sic in the b reeze as it sweeps 
Aeoli an lik e over th e fac e of th e earth . Mu sic in th e tempe st as it s wells up with the 
louder note s of the s ky, p ealed forth in dea fenin g thund er. Mu sic in th e neve r-ending 
roar of the Nia ga ra, wh os e majes ti c psa lm is co-exis tant with tim e itse lf. In th e bil -
lowy ocea n' s moa n ther e is inexpre ss ibly and overwhelmin gly fe arful mu s ic; it co mes 
upon th e soul lik e a rippl e of evil on th e lake of mind, stirring up fear whi ch whil e it 
fright ens and ap pall s, it s ubd ues and conqu ers. Th e mu sic of the might y de ep is th e 
mys teri ous workin gs of D eity -like the harp touch ed by fa iry finge rs. v\' e ga ze on 
the mighty in strum .ent and listen to th e br eathi ngs of its wild weird melody, wh ile no 
visibl e hand call s it forth : 
Th ere is mu sic in the a ir, myri a ds of uns een minstrnl s tun e their var ied instru-
ments and fill all sp ace with th eir inimit abl e ch orus. 
Roman ce in it s wildes t d rea ms 'neve r conceived an ything half so mys ter iou s, the 
real s urp asses th e im ag inary. The tongue ca nn ot expr ess the mu sic of th e air . Man 
is los t in th e 0are cont empl a tion of it . Wh o can writ e the lan gua ge of God? Who 
paint Hi s glory? Earth is H is mu sic-s tand, the elem ents and th eir creature s His 
instrument s . Mos t beautifull y has F ann y Cro sby writt en; 
"Th ere's music in the air, when the infant morn is nigh , 
And faint its blush is seen on the bright and laughing sky. 
Many a harp's ecstatic sound, with its thrill of joy profound 
While we list enchant ed there to the music in the air. 
Tl'iere's music in the air, when the noontide"s sultry beam 
Reflects a golden light on the distant mountain stream. 
\:Vhen beneath some grate ful shade, sorrow's aching head is laid, 
Sweetly to the spirit there comes the music in the air. 
Th ere's music in the air when the twilght' s gentle sigh 
Is l9st on evening's breast as its pensivg beaut ies die. 
Th en, 0 then the loved ones gone, wake the blessed heav'nly song 
Angel voices greet us th ere, in the music in the air." 
All nature is one g rand Symphon y, systems of worlds sing to the one grand 
univers e ; in th e " music of th e sph eres. " 
Rob ert so n says, 
" The music of art is but the imitati on of the music of natnre. Th ere are voices of grief in 
th e winds, joy in the song s of spring , and melody in the rippling stream. The se Aeolian-like 
strains God employs to educate the finer feelings and man conspiring to the same result, adds 
these artificial charms which elevate sentiment, quicken the imagination, touch the heart, trans-
port the soul and draw th e finite close to th e infinite." 
In ever y performan ce , ev ery act, eve ry scene on the world's great s tage, wh ene ver 
a nd wh erever dame mu sic enter s, she ha s th e res pectful attention of her au clitors and 
her exit is regretted. At the blast of a trumpet an army goes to war, at th e sound of 
an organ, a nati on goes to prayer . Ev ery period of this restless s hiftin g life has a 
parallel in th e great rea:m of music. In the heights of prosperity and in the depths 
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of adversity, it is an equally suitable companion; a joy to the restful and a b~lm to 
the weary; an ~Jleviator of pain and a participator in p lea sure, a pr eventive of vice 
and an incentive to virtue; one of those beautiful oases, at which ._i.ny traveller' way-
worn and weary may find rest and refreshment. 
At no time in life are we so listless an<! so void of interest in the things arounq 
us, but that appropriate music will impart vivacity and awaken at leas t momentary 
aspirations, whi ch are a tuneful and happifying interlud e to the dull monotony of every 
day life. We are never so appreciative of the good, the true and the beautiful, but 
that a spontaneous ;so ng of praise will render us more thankful. 
0 the changeful voice of so ng I At noon-tide we cherish the hallowed memoI'ies 
that involunt ar ily rn ~h upon us while hearing the musician of the fami ly singing the 
old-time ballads or playing so me favorite from tbe tone masters on the pianoforte. 
W e feast on the progressions, .modulations and cadences. Our imaginations carry us 
to the land of reveries and the realm of day-dreams. 
On Sabbath days , after the sermon, while the meridian sun is pouring down his 
efful ge nt rays, to hear the congregation" praise God from whom all blessing s flow." 
what a bli ss ful effect has the song on the Christian. It soothes him like a dream of 
heaven. Yea, even the realities of the bliss of the sanctified and glorified dawn upon 
his mind. Rivers of peace flow through his heart. His soul bathes in an ocean of 
joy . His spirit basks in a universe of love. 
Talm age says," our singing on earth is but a Saturday night rehear sa l for the grea t 
Sabtath anthem of eternity." Ah I may we all join that immortal chorus beyond the 
skies! 
In the day's declining hours, music increases our joys, lessens our s9rrows, 
broaden s, lengthen s, heightens and deepens our appreciation of the beautiful. 
Wh en twilight spreads her go lden curtain over our part of the earth and all nature 
is charmed to repo se by her own lullab y, how soothing ly tender and pathetic ally sweet 
are the tones of earth's weary pilgrims, singing "a day of patient labor shall win a 
night of sweet repose." 
Tennyson says, 
"Music which gentlier on the spirit lies 
Than tired eyelids on tired eyes." 
At night the strains that rise from the city palace, the city chapel, the suburban 
cottage, th e country home and the old schoolhouse on the h_ill have charms for mortal 
ears and even elicit the admiration of angels. 
Moore says, 
Beecher says, 
"Borne on the swelling tide our souls impart 
While solemn airs improve the sacred fire 
And angels lean from heaven to hear." 
" \"I e can sing away our cares more easily than we can reason them away. The birds are the 
earliest to sing in the morning and birds are more without care than anything I know. Sing 111 
the evening. Singing is the last thing that robins do. I know they sleep sweeter for it. 0 that we 
might sing evening and morning and let song touch song all the way through. 0 that we could 
put songs under our burdens." 
"Singing in the morning singing through the day, 
Singing at the hearths tone, singing all the way, 
Singing cheers the lonely, singing, the sad, 
Singing makes us gentle, singing makes us glad. 
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Singing at the sunset, singing in the eve, 
Singing with rejoicing, singing when we grieve, 
Singing in our labors, singing in our rest, 
Singing makes us thankful, singing we are blest. 
Cares will come to vex us, troubles will oppress, 
-Sorrow s hover ~round us, treasures may be Jess, 
Yet with fond companions loved and cherished long, 
All our sorrows vanish, charmed away by song." 
Having glanced at the history of music, and traced it down through nature and 
through animal and in real life and its vicissitudes, we now look , at its practical side 
under five heads: Music IN THE CHURCH, IN THE SUNDAY-SCHOO!., IN Tl'IE Ho~1E, 
IN THE SINGING-SCHOOL and finally IN HEAVEN. 
THE SONG-SERVICE des erves an important place in publi c worship . Music like 
scripture, prayer or sermon is a means not an encl, The true aim of every church 
service, its supreme aim is or should be worship. Homage to God, demands that the 
worshiper possesses a cultivation of the whole man, intellect and life. A beautiful 
thought, a great idea,a sublime emotion, made to quicken percept1011,to touch the heart, 
to penetrat e and ennoble the life, is the essential condition of acceptable worship. 
To realize the value of music as a powj'!r for good, we will consider it as an art. 
"Art is the embodiment of truth, the circumscription of universal and eternal laws, 
the transcription by human hands of the thoughts of God." When the climax of art 
is reached the artist disappears, and what is called his work is but the manifestation 
of the one all-pervading spirit. In us there are distinct from mere physical force three 
great powers. The intellectual, to interpret and traverse the dam.tin of knowledge and 
discover truth and wisdom; the moral, to approve the right and condemn the wrong; 
the aesthetical, to perceive the beautiful and appreciate the ideal. Music is related to 
all these powers but chiefly to the aesthetical. 
Addison says, 
" Music raises in the mind great conceptions. It strengthens devotion and advances praise 
into rapture.'' 
First then music is the prime medium of expressing the pure religious emotions 
of the soul, such as love, joy, penitence, adoration and praise. These deepest emotions 
of our hearts can never he put into speech. We all feel at times the poverty of speech. 
·I~ profound joy or sorrow how shallow 1s language! In the enchanting pre§~nce of 
the beauties of nature, a glorious sunrise, a golden sunset, a sublime Alpine scene; 
how impotent are words! Every author knows that in the proportion that ideas are 
distinct from matter, a1:cl in essence spiritual, so it is sometimes impossible to embody 
them into language, They are mightiest -when they exist as pure thought, unexpressed, 
Moore says, 
"Music O how faint, how weak, Language fails before thy spell, 
Why should feeling ever speak, When thou canst breathe her soul so well I" 
\Vagner says, 
"Music is the inarticulate speech of the heart, which cannot be compressed into words." 
If we cannot express thought perfectly; how much less the deep feelings of the 
soul? When we like Paul are caught up into the third heaven, we feel things no 




"M usic leads us to the borders of the infinite and permits us to gaze upon it for a while, but 
we are overwhelmed in a labyrinth of ecstacy, which can never be put into words." 
T o expre ss th ese emotions and sentiments, too profo und for human speec h, is 
the . firs t function of religious music. 
Mu sic has anoth er equally important power for good , that of enterpreting, empha-
sizing, and ' ennobl ing truth . Thi s is certainly true of the sermon, why not of the 
hymn? . To simply relate a Bible incident in our mother tongue one fails to appreciate 
their gra nde ur and charm ing di ction, but how quickly is our attention riveted, when 
we hear the same incident in the form of an oratorio, cantata, anthem, mot et, chora l, 
or go s pe I song ! 
Purcell says, 
" Music and poetry have ever been acknowledged sisters, which walking hand in hand, support 
each other. lloth of them excel apart, but they are most excellent when joined together and 
wedded to each other." 
Th ird ; another power for good is the speedy impulse to action that it imparts 
to the human so ul. Evangel ists recognizing thi s fact, s hould go two together,- one 
sowing the ·seed in the preaches. word, the other harrowing in the se seed with th e 
gosp el in so.ng. Indeed some seed are often sown in a song, and th ey ar e har rowed 
in by a fervent prayer. The Holy Spirit quickening th em into life in th e heart s of the 
hearer s, this beneficent" effect spreading like the ripples of a wave on a calm shore-
le ss ocean. 
H olland says, 
• 
"Mu sic is a rose-lipped shell that murmurs of the eterna l sea. A .strange bird singing on a 
foreign shore . n 
Bliss says, 
"W e may question the introduction in the SUNDAY SCHOOL, of object lessons, blackboard 
exercises or library books, but we must have music. A Sunday School may prosper in a dark base-
,nent with low walls and poor ventilati on if Christ and good singing are there. You may have 
a flower garden without a fount ain, a parlor with out pictures , a summer day without sunshine,but 
you need not expect a wide awake, thriving, effective Sunday School without music. Knowing 
then what we must have, the question is how-the manner of singing? Singing is emotional 
utteranc e, but all ·emotional titt erance is not singing : Singing earnest ly and heartily and cor-
rectly (comparatively speaking) is one thing and a good one, making harsh discordant notes is 
quite a different thin g not to be desired." 
The correct manner is best learned fr0m actual examples. All music is so und, 
but all so und is not music. 
Shakespeare says, 
" l sat upon a promontory and hoord a mermaid singing on a dolphin's back, utt ering such 
dulcet and harmonious breath that even the rude sea grew civil at her song." 
Some persons are unconsciously selfish in their music, they would lik e to do it 
all, th ey are not satisfied to simp ly hear othe rs sing, they must join in .the song them-
selves or it is a failure as far as they are co ncerned, even though the song be rendered 
faultl ess ly and their j oining in would mar the rendering of it. 
Nearly everybody has his hero in music, some one that he has heard sing that can 
beat anybody else in the world. They don't even except" present company." This is 
well set forth in the following poem. 
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"Of course I love the house of God, But I don't feel at home there, 
The way I used to, afore New fangled notions come there. 
Though things are finer now a heap, Myhe nrt it keeps a clingin' 
To our big, tare, old meetin' house, When Samwell led the singin'. 
"I 'low 'tis sorter solemn like, To hear the organ pealih', 
It knder makes your blood run cold, And fills you full of feelin'. 
But somehow it don't tech the spot, Now mind you, I ain't slingin' 
Ne slurs ez that bass viol did, When Samwell led the singing'. 
"I tell you what when he struck up The tune, and sister Hannah 
Put in her purty treble notes, That 's whal you call sopranner. 
Why all the choir with might and main, Set to and seemed a flingin' 
Their hull souls out with every note When Samwell led the singin'. 
"An' land alive the way they'd race Thro' grand old Coronation, 
Each voice a-chasin' t'other 'round, It jest beat all creation. 
I all us thought it must a set The bells of heaven ringin', 
To hear us'' crown Him Lord of all," When Sam well led the singin', 
"Folks didn't sing for money then, They sung because 'twas in 'em, 
And must come out. I usete r feel-If parson couldn't win 'em 
.:with preachin' and ,tith prayiq' loud And everlasting dingin', 
That choir would fetch sinners to the fold, When Sam well led the singin' ." 
Next we co.nsider Musrc IN THE HOME and family. No family can afford to do 
without music. It is a luxury and an economy. "Music as it rises from the family 
altar or echoes from the sanctuary, addresses the high es t and holiest emotion5 of the 
soul!" "The luxury of music is , that it touches every key of the memory and stirs all 
the hidden springs of sorrow and joy. We love it for what it makes us forget and 
for what it makes us remember." 
Hom e music when rightly used has altogether good effects, physical, intellectual 
and moral. Would you make home attractive? Mu sic affords the best means of 
doing so. Would you contribute to kindly feelings? Music will achieve this great 
work. Would you keep out angry feelings from th e home circle? Music hath charms 
to soothe, even the sava ge br east. Rage itself is charmed with music. It wakes a 
glad rem embrance of our youth, calls back past joys and warms us into tran sport. 
'· Orpheu s' lute was strung with poet's sinews, whose golden touch could soften steel 
and stones, make tigers tame, and cause huge levaithans to forsake the unsounded 
depths of ocean and dance on the sandy beach." 
Pleasure and recreation, all must have, and no pleasure costs less in proportion to 
its worth than music. You want your sons and daughters accomplished; music is a 
most valuable accomplishment. 
Scott says, 
"Let me write the songs of a nation, and I care not who makes its laws." 
Prepare your sons and daughters to support themselves; music teachers are always 
in demand. 
But some may say I have no ear for music, neither have any of my family. Per-
haps your sons had no talent for reading, or your daughters, talent for -penmanship ; 
if they had never learned these things they never would have been accomplished in 
them. Proficiency in music does indeed come to some more easily than to others; 
yet it never comes to any unsought, nor even without great effort. Anything that is 
of real worth costs toil. 
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THE SINGING SCHOOL is the best means of getting music Ill the home and of 
inducing its cultivation. Try it and if the experiment succeeds to on ly a small extent, 
you will be many times repaid for your expenditure of time and money. 
Rev. M. V. Smith says, 
"Singing Scl,oo!s are of as much a necessity as literary schools. No one can lay r 'ghtful 
claims to a well-rounded education who is not informed on music. Music is the exactest of all 
sciences, the il~morta l science, because of all things we learn on earth there are none m~ntioned 
as tontinui ng throughout eternity but music. 
" In order then to have singing schools we must have teachers; in order to have teachers they 
must be supported . They could be easily supported if the Christian world fully appreciated the 
power of song. Some regard it as a mere matter of taste, something that can be att ended to or 
negl ected at will. When a sir.ging teacher comes along if it is perfectly convenient and exactly 
in accord with their wishes, they join in; if not, the whole matter is turned into other hands. 
Thi s is the trouble. 
It is as much of a Christian duty to sing as it is pray, give or preach. If it is a duty to sing, 
it is a duty to know /,ow to sing. If this were properly recognized , the people who lead in the 
exercises in prayer meeth,g and in all other church work, would be the ieading ones to support 
and patronize the singing school. We need more singing teachers and better ones, more singing 
schools and better ones. The way to get them is to encourage the good teachers that we already 
have. Jer emiah says,-' Awake, awake, put on thy strength, 0 Zion. Then shalt thou be a crown 
of beauty in the hands of thy Lord, and a royal diadem in the hands of thy God.'" 
Now fellow workers in the vineyard of song, do we fully appreciate what we are 
doing, when we go to a town or comm unit y and faithfully teach the young and old the 
songs of Zion? \Vhat an influence these songs and the recollections of the clear old 
singing school will exert in coming years. The singing school is perhap s one of the 
best places for making impressions for good. The heart is mellow ed by the de ep 
pathetic stra ins of music. People cannot sing together long, without thinking more 
of one anothe r than before. The Christian teacher here has a chance to speak 
encouraging words for the dear Master, with many chances of securing di sci ples fo r 
Him; or when words might fail, a good song may i11cline the trusting pupil to seek the 
cleansing fountain. Who cannot remember impressions for good, received in the per-
formance of a song, and mental reso luti ons made for a better life ? Cannot you hear 
the tones yet in your memory ? 
Lorimer says, 
"Who has not felt the great power of heart-stirring words and soul-movingmusic? Who has 
not witnessed the effect of the songs of Zion upon an audience, when the preacher had failed. The 
suppressed emotion, the deep thoughtfulness, the silence that is diviner than sound, that succeeds 
the song, shows its power to convey truth, and kindles in the soul longings to be at pe~ce with 
God. The influence of sacred song in worship can hardly be over-estimated It steals into the 
deep recesses of the heart, and speaks ineffable language. The world needs new spiritua l songs; 
as it needs new spiritual sermons . The present can no more be satisfied with the singing of the 
past, than i't can feed on the preaching of the olden time." 
Do we not sometimes under-estimate the good that we may do? Think of th e 
good that has been accomplished in the very vocation that you have espoused, and 
press on. All of you who can sing; sing ; use your talents. Work with that voice 
God has given you. Sing, children; sing, parents; sing, teachers; let everything that 
hath breath sing praises to our God, for it is good, vei-y good and only good. 
Let us rally to th e grea t musical work, giving our time and means to help it along. 
And in th us st rivin g for the elevation of man through the Chr istiani zing agency of 
song, let us remember for our enco ura gemen t, in every moment of seeming failure, 
that over us a ll is the all-pervading presence of our Master. 
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I have somewhere read of a wonderful dome, that no matter how mu ch noise, 
disco rd and confusion were made be low, the sounds were cau ght up in this strange 
dome and were softened, united and harmonized and were wafted ba ck as sweet, 
enc ha nting music. So over us is the dome of God 's love , converting the ills tha t vex 
us, our unwise actions, our failures, and eve n our mistakes, if th ey be honest ones, 
int o blessings. 
~r Juint~ 01r ®urth !hptat. 
W ords from my Moth er 's Hymn Book. J. EDSON", 1782. 
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1. "Ye saints on eart h re-p eat , What heav 'n with rapture owns,And while before H is feet 
2. " Sing as you pass a - long, Wi th joy and won-der sing, Till others learn your song 
3. "Our fee - ble minds are lost Be-neath the loft - y strain, But J ordan's billows crossed, 
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The eld - ers cast their crowns , Go, im - i - tate the choirs a - bove, 
And own your Lord their King; Till con- ver ts join you as you go , 
We ' ll catch the sound a - gain. In prais e we' ll join the heav'n - ly choir, 
- --~ ,J • t : -,--~-f_:_,_,._=c-----f"'--t"' ·- "--, 
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Go. im - i - tate the choirs a - bove, And tell the world your Sav - iour's love. 
Till con - verts join you as you go, And sing His prai s - es here be - low. 
In praise we)ll join the heav:en-ly choir, Nor ev ~ er stop, nor ev - er tire." 
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"Our lives are songs, God writes the words, and we set them to music at pleasure, 
And the strains grow glad, or sweet or sad, as we chance to fashion the measure. 
"We must write the music whateve r the song, whatever the rhyme or metre . 
And if it is sad, we can make it glad, or if sweet we can make it sweeter." 
"lf music be so very sweet, whil e here we plod along, 
\Vh at must it be when tired feet shall tread the shore of song. 
When shall we reach the shore of song where music ever rings? 
Wh en shall we join the ransomed throng and prai se the King of kings I 
There shall the worth of song be known, the soul of song be given, 
The sweetest fellowship be shown, to all who are safe in .heaven." 
H. N. LINCOLN. 
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Prais. es to our pre . cious King, 
Loud . ly may our voi - ces ring! 
{ 
Then go with us, Je - sns; ev. er, 'Till a -cross deat h 's wave we glide, 
2
' May Thy love for. :a ke ns nev- er, Here or on the oth . er side! 
... .. Q ·-· ·•·...:e: .)'J ~--t ....... J)J1 . -1~~::t-=r~~Tff =r-=!:li1~_ttr~~-=ifl 
D.c.-For He heal -eth our dis - eas. es, And is with us in each song. 
Explain eig hth notes, half rests. Notice the effect of the har mony. Let the char-
act e r of th e words indicate the quality. This rh ythm is Tah-ty, T ay -ty, Ta b Tay and 
Tah -ah. 
Jmuhint. 
_ ,--+---.---<~ ~..e_~ -~ H. N. L . _ 
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parkling in the brooklet,pancing on the hills.Streaming thro'my window,Singing in the rills, 
H sten to the woodland, jjrightest glories wake ;In the mellowshadows,Gather moss and brake . 
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Comes the pleasant sunshine, Lik e a glad surprise.Wh ile I !!"aze and wonder, At the merry skies . 
Thro' the budding forest,Not a zephyr sighs, Sof t the air and balmy,From the summe r skies. 
--- ~ ~ 'r'-).J. .. J 
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Explain the half and three-half len~ths, and triple measure; al so, moderato, 
mezzo and somber. 
fflht Whi.~ptdng ~hut. 
S elected and Arr . • H. N . LINCOLN. 
Jltudernto, mezzo, somber qua!ity. 
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1 . Gen-tly and low,Breathesoft and blow , Wind of the land and wind of the sea. 
2. Gen -tly and low, Tunef\lllY flow, vVind of the grov r s a1, d win d of the lea, 
~
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Whis-per, 0 whisper to me . . . . 
ij c- -+- --l r-- -+-r _ _ -+ _ --<_, ___ ~-e--f- _ -<_, Waft them,O waft them to me. . . . 
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Gen-tly and fair, Corn e balmy air, Whi sper to me, · 0 whisper to me . 
Bird-notes of song, Bear them a -lon g , vVaft them to me, 0 waft them to me. 
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Copyright , 1897, bJ H. N. Lincoln. I I 
Whis- per, 0 whi~p er to me . . . . . 
\Vaft them ,O waft them to me. . . . 
Explain the key of E-flat, ~compound triple measure, the accidental flat in the 
fifth mea sure, rit ., and pp . 
Jtar of tht ~vtning. 
H . N. LINCOLN. 
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1. Star of the eve-ning, beau-ti-ful star, Shin e in thy beau-ty clown from a-far; 
2 . E a-ger · ly watch-ing, waiting for the e,Look we at evening o' er the c!;nk sea; 
3. Thi s is our g reet -ing s igna lled a - far, Star of the ev ening,beau ti- ful star; 
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Repcat pp after each stan za, using Loo, e:r.cept on last line of each stanza. 
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Rest from -~our labors,children of toil, Night clous o'er you,rest you a -while. 
Soon as thou shin est soft on the air ,Borne by the night-wind float eth our pray'r. 
Watch o'~:;,.~s kin~:l.-~~;1.e !,:m_;_: !~'.~hine on our p~~-:ay,beau- ti· ful star . 
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Rhythm Tah-ty -ty, Tay-ty-ty. Read it to get the rhythmic flow. Explain com-
pound Double measure. Explain chon•s and the Key o , E. 
Jltiglt ~Utlt. 
,h:irnm WILSON. • FOR CONCERTS . H. N. LINCOLN. 
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r. 0 - ver the hills and thro' val - l~s, Cai - ly, and swift- ly we 
1 . Star .-lamps are shin -ing a - bove us, ·· Lu - na looks down with- a 
3.Cheeks that with ros- es are glow- ing, Blush where Jack Fro st steals a 
4, Tho' all the air is a - tin - gle, Fill ed with keen Ian -ces of 
5. Oh the en, - joy - ment of sleigh,, ing, What ca:n such pleasure be -
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smile; Fields glis - ten white in the still win - ter night, 
kiss; Gleams from bright eyes riv - al stars in the skies, 
cold , Co - sy and ,varn1 we will laugh at th ei_r harm, 
stow? Bound - ing a - long with glad jest - ing and song, 
----
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Falls on the smooth trodden snow. Jin -gle,jing,jingle, din-gle,dir,g,dingle, 
Glid-ing past mile a£ - ter mile . 
Pul -ses are throb-bing with bliss. 
Snug in our wrapping's thick fold. 
0 - ver the beau-ti - ful snow. Jin -gle, jin-gle, din-gle, clin-gle, 
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din- gle, cling,din-gl e, Jin-gle,jing, jin - gle, the bells seem to say. 
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Use sleighbells in chorus, and small torpedoes to imitate the cracking of the whip. 
Copyright, 1897, by H, N , Lincoln. All rlgbts rcae:-nd, 7 2 . 
Expla in th e thr ee s ixte enth an d sixtee nth an d thei r rhythm when tog ether m 
contr a-dist inc tion to twu e igh ths tog eth er. 
J11ring lut!' romr ngain. 
hu COPELAND. Music and r e frain hy 
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r. Ther e's a ver-clant ti n,t on th e i;ra i - rie lea s,And th e a ir is ca irn all 
2 . By th e wind-in g b roo k pr et-ty flow -er s peep, Wh ere th e lambkin s love to 
3. In the fur rowe d fields bus -y far m- ers plan t, Wh ere th e ha ppy sp rin g bird s' 
4. Th ere is co m- in g soo n a n e - te r · na l sprin g, In th e land th a t 's fa r a -
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day; Th ere's a b reathin g h ea rd in th clo neso me tr ees, And it seems to swee tly say, 
play.An d th e bu s - y bees that have co me to rea p,I-lum and labor a ll th e clay. 
stay , H eart he m•JCki ng-bird; sweete .,t cuc, ls c,ia nt, Ev' rythin ,; i.s blith e and ga y. 
way, Wh en th e t·an-so m 'd hos t sh a ll for- ev-er s ing, In th e ir h ome of cloud less clay. 
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1_ t1_-1.2_;:? ~~ ::E1 : 1 :.- ~:r• =•==-=-:::,=11d ~-=r - r --lii!=l1::== 
J lt1WtL\IN, J , I I i.,o ~ I I I j -l2= J==--==J=i::-J==~=::::~--1--:::-d I -+--'9::12-0 _:J_ . ==i..:• - • -ti - -z:;1-==-•~:-• L -- l =---=~ =S==~=t..;_ ~==~ --~==•==-. - -+- ..-- • • - 1 
S pr ing-time h as come a · gai n, Spr ing -ti~- e has_ come a - gain ; \Ve 
I -, -
~ --- 1-- • - • - (2-~-(2- fll.- R..i - • ~, -
~ ~~~== ~==f"""=±F==~ ! - _;_-•-~ r~ ==~- •=j 1_ 12+ -~- =± - -- - · -r---r - t::: l -
'
-~- - _::::_ l_=E==--:"'-:i ' . I - __ :::__:__ _ - 1·1 
~~-l -- 1JIJ- -'l!- l '=fS==S=S=-j==:::J=1::j-~~==11===1=~=1 : 
~ - -- - ~ --- . • -, • - --i - • • - 6, - . 
·. . . . . . " . .,. , -• - -- - ·u. 
wel - co rne yo u, fa i r qu ee n of th e year, Swee t s prin g ha s co me a . ga in. 
_,,_  -• - -• - ·• - -, - ., . - I i"""I 
. .- -.~ -- ·:,:__:1,i;:=--t=- ·i::-- "t·- . _ - • - - =r- f'!!-~- -- -
~ -!2~:--- , : -- !-=r-E•==-=-i :- •=i=~-- --=t- F i=-f:I 
1_!::~-- --'-- --tE, ""- "" i:::-t::::=E I I Et==. 
Copyright, 189i , by H. N , Lincoln, All rightlll res erved. 
TW O ROU N D S I N THR EE PART S.t 
j .y.l - -.::::--=.=.::::;----< 2 3 >- H . N . L. i= 1!:F"- J_ ..,::i,ifll. _ _ ._ . , -= J=±f-::::::--11· '9--F:::==1=:i=::l=1:1 t -4~-~- J- •-- ~ :1 ! I • : --:;'Yt= ~ E.---.-•-• -: 
No. r. \ D ail}' pa -pe rs ! } I Full ac -co unt of l M · N IE , · H 1 JI New sboys. ) peo p le's ca pers! ) how th eyhap pen ! f orn-m g ews. v mn g era C • 
No. 2. { H ark! th e fire bell! } \ W e are comin g ( L d d .1 I-I I Th t 1 li:.iremen . loud ly ringi ng! ) to th e resc ue! I a · e1. ose. row on wa er . 
- . * The upper part may be sung by the alto up to the Refrain,and the-alto omitted, making a 
tno. 
t After singi ng e::1ch round separately. combine the two, repeatin g the music of parts one and 
two, four times, and ofJ'a rt three . twice , al.ternating ti1-e words between the n~wsboys and firemen, 
thui maki ng one roun in six parts. 7 3··· 
Exp lain th is rh ythm in triple measure, con exp ressione, the acciden tal sharp , and temp o ad /io. 
Arr . ~ ~Ulldtttl ~tar ~ to atomt. 
, . Con expr essione. ~ - --- - H · N · LIN COLN · 
'
la=~~~,. _ =1:::=:::j--~ F:::t==is:= --=:/-"=!::~ ~~ _ I _ _ J__+~~ ~':__J 
- 4 --i=l=--,-· _ :l!j _ __,_ _. _E• ~ ::j=_- =±• - ~ :l!J-· - -"'-=Eil- ~-J 
_ - -,,,- Ll/1, -• - _.,;-:-;--. - # -. :.s~.-t :.-:- · -L l/l_ "illJ-. -1111-. .,- -0-- l/l-
I. 0 wh ere will be t he b irds that s ing , A h un-dred ye ar s to ·come? The 
2.Wh o' ll pre ss fo r go ld t!, e crowd- eel s tr eet s ,A hun -d(e d yea rs to co me ?W ho'll 
3. We a ll with - in our g raves s hall sleep, A hun -dre d year s to come? N o 
4. Wh ose hands will deck our lo ·l' d ones gr ave,A hun dred year s to come?Who se 
~.~~ ~~L ~ ~-- --- -- - ~--. ~ . . 3-, -- I"" - ' .""' - -'- - ,......,____..,..__ ,._ _,_____ ,._ ~ .. - - --;-·# -;-..... - 0 - _ '"" -~ 
· - r. -h - la- - la- -f- - f---· - -- - · - · - - -- - 19 - ~-~ -
- 4~ - i,,lt- ---- - r-=-~ · -~- :. · ~=-~----v,-r===;;= r-- ~-
. .lJ. -- -~ - ~ "" _... I ~ i~:::l"'==1:=J- ~::t ~ ....=-~--=-'"--=E:::==-i'-J- ~E J- - ~"'-3 =~-:-::___---=-• · ~-=:E- ~ I ~3=•=1111-.---~-•=E61-"1-~=-j • . -~- -~ --.- 1111- --------=,: ::1::-·- -~-:_~-:-;-,,,---.----:~ -z:;1-. - -,,;-
flow'r s th at now in beau - ty spring, A hun- dr ed yea rs to come? The 
tr ead thi s chur ch with will - ing fee t, A hun- cl red ye ars to co me? Pa le, 
Ii v - in g so ul fo r us s hali weep, A h un- dred years to co me . But 
tea rs th eir sa - cred sod shall lave , A hun- dre d years to come ? No 
~ ~
-J'- -.~ J- - ~. ~- ~ ~-- -~-- J~ 1 -I"' - - - ; _ . __ ,._ ,.__,_____,.__ ,._____,_~ _ • - • --;-# --;- • r:2-.,- -~- - -
- f---c.- ~ . I - la- . la- L I - -- - · -- -- - - -- - f-----J 
~---+--: ;-=;-r-· -c -~- ~==r-4-- ,~ - - i,,lt- . ' 
;
~ _J~ ... ~ ~- ~~ ----1'--LJ- -.i - - ~~ - ~ :__J"' ,_l.;:~ __ J_ · -'"'· lt= • ----'----i - .i - . - -1 - .- ---.• - .- ---.--+-" -1-=. - ~.i .... ---.- ... -- • -. - --i- o - _- -1--, 
--, - -l- ----,- 411- -"'l-- --j- -'-1- -- - 411-- 411- -!'r-'-'i -"'l I I · - 1---i- 4' -- j 
----. --- - ---. --.: --.,---.--1111...... ~ - ---. - --- ---.- ----. -.- • - i,;;1-- -- - ---i 
ro - sy lips, th e loft - y bru w,Th e he art that beats so ga i - ly now, 0 
tr emb 'ling age , and fi -ery youth ,And chi ldh oo d with its heart o f truth, The 
ot h - er men ourland s w'ill till , And oth - ers th en our str ee ts wiil fill, Whi le 
s is - ter's hand for th em will care, No mot h- er 's love and fall - ing tea r, ·wh ile 
-• - "" • .. -fill-- -~ -· -fill-- I"' ~ ~ ~ _,._ 
~ ff-• --;-i..- • -;- - ~-- · ____,____,,._ .. . r-,-- i..-, 1a-- • -. -• - • ---.----• ~0 - 1a--~ _,._ - ------~- - ~ 1- -I---F----l--r ~ - - ~ - 1-- 1-----:---~ - - 1-7- r---- 1"--• - h - ~ - f- . !: _,____ ______ ., ,_____i--::t>-·- ~-,i, - =:::- 1! =;:- 0 - "1- h -
~ - ----f--- i,lf.- i,, ~+- ;;;=.ti,,lt--..-- -- ~-- i,,lt-
., j=j"' -~ - 3- ~- ~ -- - e=~ -~~-~--~=t -ffi-~- -"1--=1 
- •~ ]!j- •___,__-• • ---.=L---1. • - -J+-l - l +-• - • +-1- 6' -
--- 1111- . -- - .,,- • .----: :-::1:-:--..- --~ -- --l--
wh ere will be love 's beam -ing eye , J oy's pleas -ant sm ile and so r -row's s igh, 
rich, th e poo r, on land and sea, Wh ere will th e mi gh - ty mil - li ons be , 
oth - er b irds will s ing as gay , And bri ght th e sun -shine as to - da y, 
s tr ange wild flow'rs will swee t-ly bloo m And wav e in si - Jenee o'e r th ei r tomb, 
-~. ·• · I _,,,..._ -• - -• -. -• · _,.__. -• - . 
~~=-. =-==l±a _,._ . -J ~~ ~ r:===-t::-L-L--=r:::==r:::=t~==1 ff+ -- ~ · t ~ · --- i,,I!! _ ___ ____.___.,  _,____., ___ ____,_ __ __ l--- "1-
--~ ,. ~ -,--~ - - -==-- -~==~- lil'~ - 1;,'- ~= ~== 
~ ~ I . 
REF R AIN. Tempo ad lib . -.:., 
'
L ~~ · _J"' _ __.L""~· - ~I - ~ - - ;,. __?- >: _t_l_l 1'r- -- ..,..,____~- ~ - ~ ~ - :t -s~ =1--=1- ::::j- ' 
=:.r--- = - . =====--- - --  ---.~ =--= • ..,____Jlli==-... ==-.= -6<== : 
- "1-1111- ---. -• - --- --- ;,;;;- -A hun- dred years, a hun-d red years, A hun - dred ye ars to come. 
,:,. "" J'li, ~ ,:,.I 
"" "" ~ I ~ • • -• - • _,,,_ • _.,_ ·• - _,,,,_ 
,!f- L -, • . _ _.,_ • . - - - J=i=r:=- r= I . E=F~-1=1 
~ !._,f"==t==--=---_,____ _ _ J- "1 ~::::E~ : ==-~==f =riE ~ 
~r in gLt, 189i, b7 n . N, Lincoln , All r1gbl1 rese rved. 
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Explain the Key ·o'f G, thi~ rhythm i11 trip .le measure, and-the aecictentalcsharp. 
BARHY CORNWALL , Joftl!J ~ o.o. --
,1,1, Slow ands,ift. J I H . N. LINC. OLN. 
_i:i_61-- • :=i-~-~-F =1=-0 - -. -- --1- ---1==t:61- .---tz:;1.---; ff-, =i===1~ I ~-~ -:j- - ~-~=---e=i==::=l_:r-=1 ~ =<i=d==_, - ~- ~P~== --c;;---: _ ._ •=--0 • , -- ~_,_o.--
---- --o- I _.,,_ -o-. ~ I I . 
I .J 
r. Soft - ly woo a - _way her*breath, Gen - tie death,gen - tie death; 
2. She has done her bid - ding here, An - gels dear, an - gds dear; 
~
!)~J- -~ -~ iit-~1'2- --=t·~~~ r-r~ : =~~=-i:=i~-~: :_ lfJ::t::_, __ 1 ·-- l-1== P----- c- r::-F- f-19--'--
- 4- ~- --==-----=-rr::-_ - ·-~-----~-
=-=-~i-1~=i- =1-foi¥~ - -~r~-=1=1=~=:j=f=i ~f:I 
-""1- 61- 61- - ---- -.- ,- 0 -- • --i:: ·0 - -""1= E61.-- - -
- z:;1- ., - 0 - -11- ·z:;1-. __ ._ I - -.- -z:;1-.---
1 _.,,_ -,:;, - · TI 
I .J 
Let her leave thee with no strife •, Ten - der, mourn°ful, murm'ri1 1g life. 
Bear her ran-somed soul . a - bove, There to bask in end - less love. 
-P- -#- 1____ _ -r:2- -#-
i'ia+.i-~L± ~ -~~~ H~ ~=+~- ~-FP~b-l.i+~ . ::;fl l~ ,~= ~±P--~~ ~==H-~3~ -- j -¥=-r== I r-r-u-= · :l 
* His may be supplied thr0ughout the piece. - · r 
Copyright, 18d9 and 1897, by H. N, Lincoln. 
E. R. LATTA. ~end ~le. . . 
A b H N I b H . N. LINCOLN, by per. ,1,1, rr. y . . ,., y per. ,· ~ L . ~ i"" ~ 
~~~3,=f=j~F =i _==::.c~~~~__=-~"l  ~-l ,=~===~ 
~- --,,- -. _ _,_--1_E. __ J=±--.-,,---,, __ E _ 
_ .,,_ --,,-_.,,_ ----
I. Lead me, S1v-iour, lea d me, Lest I go a - stray; Let my steps be 
2. Sin is all a - round me, I am help - less too; Lest Thou be my 
3. Lead me , Sav-iour, lead me, By Thy Sptr- it still; Keep my heart sub -
~
J!i~ J'- .J'"~=--=t--~ --- ~- ~~r~ ~- ~1--'I-~ :ff:2-,-- - --- -=i -. ffll--- f"- e.- ---~- r--P.- ,- -- I'"'- . -, -
-=4=~=~ ~-=h=-lit i - --=~=t-t=---=litt-~ ~~=~=~= . 
- --:- - ,-1 ·---1;J1>-i,lt - 1-r - t;. ii' ' 
i j- -- - J~ -· . -=1"'-ffi ~ +=-~- =1! I f----.-------=4===~-::--~ - :::t::-- -=· - ~ -- ~- --=l~ ---1-=1-j - -- -11- --11 - - --~~ ===~- --~ -ti I 41!-:t:_.__ --1, ~ ~ - -• - ---,,- _.,,_ -1-
ev - er ln the nar - row way . 0 let not temp - ta - tion 
help - er I can nolh - ing do. But I kno\v Th 'y mer - cy 
mis - sive To Thy Ho - ly will. All my wan-d'ring o - ver, 
_.__ . . JI ._.. -#- -P.- ~ ."- I 
~i=•===l~ e-~ t -= - t~~ - '1i- -- •-E-===•=~ 
~i'I -r:::: I~~  Jit_ l;i,_1,..- :---t•-....j-= 
-- - IOI"- _ . - - ~ ii' i,lt- ,-- ---
j j __ ..... _ _.,._mj _ __t__~-~- ~ _ __r--_ J_"' -~t-1-=1-~ I-I "= t'-=~ _:._- . 61--:.l=111=~= e.- 411- • --r -_;_ :.I==-= =i= . - .i-111 · - -G- C-tl- -tl- -tl·-. -- ----=1- - - -·-- --- - • - ,9 -
- -..-. - -.-.. ----:-- i, - - - ----:, - ---- - r---
Ca use my wayward hea:rt,From Thy blessed precepts Ev - -er to de - part. 
In each time ·of need,Thou a"rt ev - er pres-ent , And a help · In - deed. 
All my tri - als past, To a home in glo - ry,Leacl me safe at last. 
"" r-. "" I"' -#- . . . =---~- -#-
~ ~--- - - _: ,.i .::=-~ilf.---i=~:?- ~---d=•i•- --=ilf-=t:~- (2~1·1-
~ fi+ ~ - f-c---t, r~- - ~ + .- -- 1-· ~-- - - ._.-,- -I# - t=. 
'~ - ~ - ~ - -41i!-c -==!"~ -i,tt- ,..t=--i,tt~ - ~ - - -- 19= -
i.,, '75 °' i 
Explain the Key of B flat, the acciqental sharp in fifth measure, the modulation 
to the relative minor ( g) in the fifth and sixth phrases. 
ihe ijtiU-Jtunm. 
Arr. and protected . ------. H. N . LINCOLN. 
1:;;ILA.- - -- - - -..1- -..1---l---l - ___,_ _ ____, ---l -..1- .,.--.,1 :---..1---,- l--..1- 6<.-
i, - ::1:--,--,- 99---""l-•--1- - - ---, -""1- -""l--""1- -""l-• - -""I- ·-1-j _J. ri- r-~ ~-l ~ _j i-, r- ~ ri-....J _ _j_t_J_J 
- 4--.-.,;-..,- -·- -- ,-~-,-1---~.---i--- !- i' .. -,-;;.-
- ____, -. :,,;-- --- -=•-- -- ____, '----· --
1, Mer -ri - ly goes the mill-stream on, And mer-ri - ly goes ·the mill, 
2. Well may the mil-ler's heart re- joice,And well may his songs be gay ; 
,---. ~ i 
.-.-- · fll.- fll.- fll.--/1.- fll.-fll. - .• ,,,. -fll.- ---~- -~ - • - 11-- /2-'--
~
-h-.4-1=:-r -f---f---la.- ... =i::r-- # -= -1-1 -~-• -•-• --• -II'--•-~,---, 1:;;JL_::t:_ - -i19-- i19-- l"'- -- -t- I ' 119- -f-- c----F--f--f--r- f---
p - A. - ~ - - I µ cct: 119-- 119-- 119-- - t-- -il"~ ~-1;,i>- ... -f--r-- --
__ ':t:-r-- _.-1; - -,-r --r--,- . 
j -l2=-~F~~J=-...r-,=-_r-,=::l - - . -- -1==1~=1~:toi..:-~ -§1=i=-, P- -i-r -i- -,-1111-'-111-• J4=1--,,,.-'-,lo,=1- -•- -.- .. -1111~-=J-... ~-.----...,-1--... -i..-...,-•- • -. - -F---1-'-.- - -. -a;--.- .,;--.,,,-- - "'1 -t-
-- . - ~tt .., _ -- - -- - -- - -- - • - • -· ,:;;1--......_,, -..._~ -"l!JI- -1,- · ..,.._, ' '-._.,' • 
' ____, 
And mer-ry to - night shall be our song , As ev- er the gay lark's trill. 
The smile of the rich, the pray'r of the poor.Have been his for many a day . 
~ ,... .-.._ 
-- - • • ---- -•· ---- ,-.._ ---- j 
- - f-a-1-,-t--- e·-- ~ - - - • - • - - -f-- 119-,-119--- 119-- 119--- - • .. 0-'--
~
- - ~- .--r-- # - #·- - fll.-[fll.- fll. ,·g_.. ~ - f----# - # -f--- -t -- 1 
t;.lq::_ 1"!-i,,I!-·---·- · -r:=-f---f---t:- -- f-".- ~--f--- f--r--r- f--;-jf-- ----;;; =l;;=r::==r== t- ~=~r-= =F-il"- ~ - i" ::::r r-- r-
i ~12 N - =1==::l I j-,=:::::i~Ji:=j--i,-~-::J--!-:-[::-ll P-· , - :::j_ - •- - _j_ - • - -•--• _.,,_ - - .i - 1111- --+-'-_ _ :::j_ ::j ---- - _,-:::j'l_:::ji- --kl •--:-• • ----,!•-•-----f .f!,:;;1. - -., - ..,,- -- -. - .. -. - . -. -1 - --- -lf·~~--=1:1'!'_ L<' i, ~ - i.,o 
While the stream shall flow,and the mill shall go, And his garners ar e bravely stored -, 
And they bless the name of the miller's dame, In the cot where . the lowly mourn; 
I I -• - -#- ,e. I -fll.--fll.- -fll.- -# --#-
~
~t : illl=;i.1•-P-=~=~1"'-=~=~=r=• •i•=t::=t:=l=--=~:i::-1 t;;l2=•-.• '....E· f---ff• -t: ----i,,l!- 1; -r::- • -t:- + .-1-, f-- -~ -r - l -- 19' t1----r---r-- f--- t-- I ""'-\,It - f----f'--F- -r--t: - ·F-
-- -ii" - 1; - --r-- - - - -i" ii" - -
i~l2=-i[=-~j_=J_=e-==l=1 :::11= e-i ==1--- j-=1-~-===1i p - -'--1 --, - - --- - - -::::1- - .. _ __ --- - -..I- 0.-. - .,-+.i, • - • - • - • - II I ---....-.... - ~- .... - - - -""!- _,-- - ft -f-- - --- --- -, - -~ =---.!!!!-•- •- ,:;;I.-I f/1. - -
..... , 
Come all who will,there's a wel-come still, At the sumi:ituous mil-ler's board . 
For want and woe at her pres -ence go, Joy and peace will soon re- turn . 
- --- ·· - --- • - fll.- ,,,. - fll.-- - fll.- - fll.- fll.- =~-- --~t-_J ____ -
~
. --J. -,---~- - -'-- -fll. - · - ----Jf-- - --- 1=:-1-f---f--1 · - --· - · =1'9-'--I  
, 1:;;k'.- • - • - • -t:- -- fll.- ,...._-f---c-- - -• - • - 1=- ~ I f--- . I i, - ,- -·r-r 1..- r. ---- - - - +--:- - . f-- 19-'-- -
--, - -i- ~ i,,I!-,- r---r- -I; i" r- -
CopJright, 1887, by H. N. Lincoln, All rights reserv ed. 
Explain the way in which this round is sung. In learning it let all three divisions 
sing the different numbers successively. Sol-fa and practice carefully. This is a good 
Round. 
ihe atuckoo. 
ROUND IN THREE PARTS. 
I 2 
E=i=~l2--n-~±-. ==e-=1""F=l=±=1'-E~_,,~~ =l==,--~.-__,-,-~::::i'_,,- :3 
. 1:::~"-1!=~-=t~:J-:~•-=E"'_.,,_..,T~=~-=-~-- -~ ~-,;J-~~.,J=J_:3 
When spring returns again,And her ftow 'rs once more appear, Her faithful herald's 
3 
E::j:ijl?__-_ ,-- ,-,__,-,~E--,--~.::::-~ .,- -J:~_-__,---"1--j~E~ ~~-"1£~ =~=~£~~-fll. E~~=1:1 
E$Fi- ~- ~ · ~ _l::4 -•-•-~=l~- -E---- 1,' L .:_~i"- l=- - t:_L~__: _ 
strain Thro'-the echoing groves we hear , Cuckoo , c_uckoo, cuckoo, cuckoo . 
76 
Ex plain the dy namic marks, c~ncl k.!y uf D-] ,1t , and the acc· d2ntals . 
Jltep, ~ading, Jleep: 
SER E NADE. 
H . s. P RRl(JNS. I-I. s. P E l!K INS , Mus . Doc ., hy per . 
.Andnnte e legato. Dolce. 1dim . 
'
;::f2:11-tl----j-::j-l ~ :::1;;;;;:::j~-- :;.--::j--,-----1--1--- r..J-::::r-- =1'--:-==l,---,-:i£---:±=£----.:--_-t-::j::3 
~f2 11:a=• ' i~• = t =F.i.---.--, -~ -.= .. ~ :~:-1:2L.---1--. -- - ;:Hn--c-- ~ :J -~~ _,_ r'I• ---- -..--.- -c__TJ· -S-:-S:-'-:S:- v- • - :::;:--.,--. -~:- -.-.-
......_,,.. '-- .._.... . . 
1. Sleep, dar-lin g, sleep, ___ sleep; . . . Now the cur-ta m of the night 
2 . Sleep , dar- ling, sleep, sleep ; . . . May th e zeph-yrs thro' the tr ee 
_,,__. _,._ _ _ ,._  -- ----- -- _,._.,_ 
- - -t:- ---· ----'--t - -~---'---'-~---'--- --------i----1--·-;~ ~ --:1, :p=fi=• .:c-lli= ~=l::.:..::.-:.rt:. -----1.;Eci iEt==c- -t==r=-t.=•=~-=-
- ~:t2:11:8 I I :,.. +~"""F==t:t=='='i=~~~ =E~ e=~=e= l =~=-= -
!2:fj_ ::j_ , ~ ----- -~~=1-~ll\---l~-:=l==t- ~ -~-==~£J-- - ~= 
_,. t;;.-• -- - , - • - E- --1---l • - • - • -~ - .--.:--~~-:1 -
_JL_t,-• - - -t -- • - - • -- -.-.- - ,- • - ---- t--- ---.-,- -r-- - • - -.-.- -,, Iii"- - - -: ,:: 
H ides th e su,1-beam's gold - en light, All is qui - et as t he dee p, 
Car - ry swee t-es t dre ams to th ee, An - gels o'er thee vig - ils kee p, 
_,,_ _,,__ -fll-- -flt - _,.__ 1 ,._ -flt - -fll- _,.__ 
:-12·9=• ec--~_y~ ~ ~ ~~E~ ~=• :~-i~ t C--'-~ 
~ ij ,.;_t;;_-t=- i,,t- L- i,ol!-- F-f-- -,- EI= i,,l'=t i,,I' F- - - · -;-
_ _ JL. 1,1 ~- ,- -- ~ -- L -
j ~l2:t1- j-~ ----1q::!A =1~:::!-=J~ ~~: E;~~==:)' fJ 1:1 ~12.:p:-.,.-.--~- == . -=f 11'i:::-:::11'i~E• :· .,:::;::[ ii/::;=;;-+E- ~ ===E==A::!-'1--
- - -.--.---!\• -- -~ - •_:::::...., "-- :.= .,- - . -.--=, :: -•.---=~-- -
-== =- '----..._:__•;_;_;,----
Sleep, da r - ling, sleep, S leep, . . . . Sleep. . . . . 
-•~- --~ ~~ l--... ~ ~ 
~ ~ ~:::::=- ~ Et=Si r~~ :, ::;:E~~Y.~li'1::'~I] 
1_~_~12:n=- ~- ~3=- ~)ii-=t i-:_Z;i-:z l:f ,.__,.f===E-...;;:r-zi:f::- F- J I ""' I '-' l 1 -- , ___,, I 
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F OR FEMALE VO IC ES .* H. N. LI NCO LN 
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r. 4)n - ly a few more years , On - ly a few more cares, 
2 . On - ly a few more wro ngs , On -- ly a fe w more sig hs, 
3. The n an e -- ter · na l stay, T hen an e -- ter - na l th rong , 
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0 11 - ly a few mor e sm iles anc\ tears , On -- ly a few more pray 'r s. 
On · ly a few more earth - ly so ngs , On - ly a few good- byes. 
The n an e - ter - nal hap --py day, T hen an e - ter --nal son g. j -12-11-1 h :11==1: =1 .... - =1g:=1==4 ======4=1-=E====. 1~-::1~ '--l= f == l~I 
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• Male voices can use this also. The tones will be an oct'l,ve lower than the y are written . 
Oopyri1hl, 1889 and 1807, bJ R, N, L1D.col n, 77 
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(llo w,d in /ou,· va rt s.) W . L. THOMPSON. 
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5 R ing ! ring the bells , l {· Let's eat din - ner. t '1n as t 
I Ring, ring the bell~, f hun - gry as a bea r. S 
a 4-
11 
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j What shall we have now?} { Pork ancl beans and cah - bage heacl,Po.} 1 ·r hat 's th e ques · tion. ra · toes , co£ - fee, :_rnd corn - bread. 
J.M . . . ~ ~ill.Coln. JOHN MC}-'HERSON. 
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1. Good-bye ti ll we mee t a - gai n, Sing an - oth - er sweet re . £rain, 
2. Good-bye, teach-ers, st u · dents, all, Soon the shacl-ows thick will fa ll_, 
3. Good-bye till we meet a · gain, Here or on sweet glo - ry's plain, 
_,,._ .,,_. 1"' 1"' I 1"' 1"' 1"' 1"' _,,__ _,,._ 
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Of the Ho · Jy One once sla in To wash sin 's sta in. 
Mtty you h eed th e Sav · iour's call Both grea t ancl small . 
May you in God's care re - main 'Ti! ends life's pain. 
--- · --- - --- - --- - ~ I I ~ ; ~ i - ~-=1::!l[--=l===~ -==~ E~===•==1=-,._,___--=1=1 
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JOHN MCPHERSON . @ood-~ight. (AYO~.) SCOTTIS H. 
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1. The time for part· ing now has come,\-Ye leave the se scenes so , br ight; 
2. A · down the stre~.m of time we glide, As days swift come and go; 
3. Good-night,we sing this part-ing song ,F or fad - ed is the light; 
' I I . I -0· -----. 
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May peace go with us to each home,For now we sin g good-nigh t. 
May Je - sus be our on • ly guide , In all our walks be - low. · 
Oh, may we not be part· eel long,Good-night to all, good-night. 
I I I I ..-.. 
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~ ~utfaby. 
ALFRED TENNYSON H. N. LINCOLN. 
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.J, Sweet and low, ' Winds of th<; w~ - ern sea, 
2. Sleep and rest, Fa_ther will Come to thee soon. 
Sweet and low, sweet and low, 
Sleep and rest, sleep and rest, , 
~
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Bre athe and blow, "Winds of-the w~t - em sea. 
· On my breast, Father will come to, thee soon. 
Bre athe and blow breathe and blow, 
On my breast, On my breast, 
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0 - ver the roll - ing wa - ters go Come from the dy - ing 
Fa - ther will come to his bird in the nest, sil - ver sails will 
- r--.... - r, 
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moon and blow, Blow him a - gain to me, 
come from the vVest, Un - der the sil - ver moon, 
~
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h1le my ht - tle one sleeps. , , , . . . , . . . . . . . . . . . 
while my pret -ty one sleeps. . . . . . . . 
Sleep my lit - tle one sJeep. . . . , , . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
sleep my pret ty one sleep. . . . . . . . 
~
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loth !th to Jlttp, -~l1thtr. 
Mrs. E. A. ALLEN. To mu sist er, JJlrs. AUce Eth eridge. H. N. LINCOLN . 
Not to~jttst. _ --- - - -~~ - --~ -..~ _ _ _ . 
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I. Backwarcl,turn backwarcl ,OTime,i n yourflig ht,Make me a child agai n,ju st for to-nig ht , 
2. Backwarcl,fl ow backwarcl,0 tide of th 'e years; I am so wea -ry of toi l and of tea rs ; · 
3. Tired of the hollow,t he base,the tintrue; Mot her,O mother,my heart calls for yo u ; 
4. Over my heart in t he days that are flown,N o love like mot her Jove ever has shown, 
""' ""' ~""' ""' i"il --- I _-_·. 
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Mother.come back from the echoless shore, Ta ke me again to yo ur heart as of yore ; 
Toil without recompense, tea rs all in vain.Take them and give me m y childhood aga in; 
Many a summer th e grass has grown green,Bloss om'd and faded,our face s betwee n , 
No oth-er worship ab ides and endures, Faithful,un-s el-fish,and patient like you rs ; 
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K iss fr om my forehead the furrows of care,Smooth the few silver threads out of my hai r , 
I have grow n weary of du st and decay, \Vearyof flinging my sou l wealt h away, 
Yet with a s t rong,yearni ng,passionate pain ,L ong Ito-night for your pre sence aga in ; 
None like a mother ca n cha rm away pain Fro m the sic k soul and th e wo rld-weary b rain ; 
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Over m y slumber your loving watch keep ,Rock me to s leep,mot her,rock me to sleep . 
We a-ry of sow-ing fo r oth-ers to reap ; Ro ck me to sleep,mother,rock m e to sleep. 
Corne from the silence,so long and so deep ; Rock me to sleep,mother,ro ck me to s leep ·. 
Slumber's soft calm o'er my heavy )ids creep; Rock me to sle ep,mother,rock m e to sleep . 
_.J~~J.-~ ~- .-;-·~...-..-- ...- '--~:=f,_- -'>---l-,-, 
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5 Come, let your brown hair just lighted with 6 Mother, clear mother, the years have been 
~~ ~~ 
Fall on our s\10ulc\ers again as of old, Since I last heard your sweet lullaby song; 
Let it drop over my forehead to-night, Sing it and unto my soul it shall seem 
Shadinrr my fai1,t eyes away from the light, That the long years haye been nnly a dream; 
For wit11 its snnny·edged shadows once more 1 Clasped to your hear t ma lovin c- crnbrace , Hap py will throng the sweet visions of yore, With your light lashes just sweep;ng my fa:~. 
Lovin<?'IY, softly, its brigh t billows sweep; Never, hereafter, to mourn or to weep ; 
Rock me to sleep, mother, rock me to sleep. Rock me to sleep, mother, rock me to sleep. 
I Cop7ri;.bt, 1sn:;, by II. N. LlnoolD., 80 
Au an swer to" Where is my ,Vandering Boy To-night ?" 
.For Temp eran ce JJfeetiny s. 
Rev. W. A. WILLIAMS . W . A . WI LLIAMS , by p'!l', 
J ,.,,, fJ rit . . . . . 
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Wh ere is my wand'ri ng boy to-ni ght! Down in the li-cen se d sa - loon. 
,,__ 
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l. D own in a ro om all co - zy and bri ght , Fill 'cl with th e gla re of m a - ny a light, 
2. Learning new vi - ces a ll the night lonp;,T empt ecl to all th a t 's sinful and wr ong, 
~
Littl e arm s onc e were thrown ro. uncl my neck , Look at him now,m y poo r hea rt will b re ak! 
Broth- er, I gues s you 'cl en-ter this fight, If it were your boy down ther e to-night, 
,., -#- -• - --- -#- • 
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Beau - ti - ful mu - sic th e ear to de-light.Down in the li-cense d sa - lo on. 
Li s -ten-in g to the harlot 's foul song, Down in the li-cens ecl sa - lo on. 
Thi nk of that boy to - night a sa d wreck,D own in th e li-cense cl sa - loo n. 
Ru in'cl and wre ck'd by th e drink appe - tite, Down in the li-censecl sa - lo on. 
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Th ere is my wand'ring boy to. ni ght,Ther e is my ,vand'ring boy to-night , 
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"-----' D own,d own, down, down,Down in the Ii - cen sed sa - loo n. 
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top , rii;;ht, 189.2, by W. A. Willi am, . 8~ 
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1. ,ve are a band of singersgay,You'll find tlsha rd to beat; We al-waysbave 11 
2. We dear- ly !eve our sing-ing school, We dote up-on the name; And where we go the 
3. In our good class are boys and girls, Aud we are glad of that; At in - ter-mis-sion 
4. Wehope _someday to sing quite well,But nev-er will we stop As-cend-ingmu-sic's 
5. We soonmustl eavethesedearold walls,Anr! thro' thewideworldroam; Where'er wegowe 'II 
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right good time, When in our school we meet. For we feel so ver-y jol-ly, 0 so 
peo-ple bear A - bout its wondrous fame_ 
we can.laugh And join iu so - cial chat. 
gpl-denheight~Un-til wereach the top. 
not for-get Our jol - ly sing - er·s borne. 
~ift' $ ,tnknown ~erot~. 
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I. Here's a hand to the boy who has cour -a ge To do what he knows to be right. 
2. There is ma - ny .a bat -tie fought dai- ly That the world will kn ow not hing abou t. 
3. Then be steadfast ,my boy,when you're tempt ed ,And do what you know to be right. 
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'--When he falls in the way of temp-ta - tion He ha s a hard bat - tle to fig ht. 
There is ma - ny a brave lit - tie so ld - ier Whose strength puts a legion to rout. 
0 be t rue to the rr,anho od with -in you, And you will o'ercome in the fight. 
~ ~ . -
~
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, vho strives again st se lf and his comrades ,viii find a mo st power - ful foe. I 
And he wh o fights sin sin-gle handed, Is more of a h e - ro, I say, 
"The Right" be your bat-tie-cry ev - er, In wag- ing the warfare of life, 
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A II hon - or to him if he conq uers, A cheer for the boy who says"N o I" 
Than he who leads so ldi ers to bat - tie, A ncl con-quers by arms in the fra y. 
And God, who knows who are the heroes, Will give you the strength for the strife. 
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Sta nd firm, my he-roes! Be true in the fight, 
Stand firm by you r colo rs,my heroes! so brave,Be true to yourself in the fight, 
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And so win the honors of knightho od Whose shield bears the legend of "Right!" 
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f nitt on tht f oof. 
H. N. LINCOLN. 
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1. Whon the hu - mid shad- ows hov- er 0 - ver all the star . ry spheres, 
2. Ev - ery tin - kle on the shin -gles, H as an ech - o in the heart, 
3. Now in fan - cy comes my moth- er, As she used to years a gone, 
4 Then my lit - tie ser - aph sis - ter With her wings and wav -ing hair, 
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And the me! - an- chol - y darkn ess,G ent- ly weeps in rain . y tears; 
And a thous . and dream-y fan . cies In - to bus - y be· ing start; 
To sur - vey her darl - ing dreamers, Ere she left them till the dawn; 
Ao~,,~ ' ':.:' - F-~ -" A se<-eoe, •• - gel - ie ,,.;. ; 
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What ~ joy to pre ss the pil - low Of a cot tage cham- ber bed, 
And a thous- and rec - ol- lections We avetheirbrighthuesin. to woof, 
0 ! I see her bend - ing o'er me As I list to thi s re . frain, 
Glide around my wake - fol pil-low, With their praise or mild re . proof, 





to list . en to 
I list - en to 
is played up - on 












soft rain o- ver head. 
rain up- on the roof. 
pat - ter of the rain. 
rain up- on the roof • 
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• duecl,sub - du- ing strain,Whi ch is played up - on the shingles, By the 
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pat ter of the rain, 0 th~ joy to press the 
pat ter, pat ter of the rain, 0 the pat ter,pat ter, pat ter,pat ter, 
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I 
to the pat- ter, Of the soft rain O - ver head. 
pat - ter, pat- ter, pat- ter, pat - ter, pat.ter,pat-ter, 0 - ver head. 
I I e~~ · . 
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J. C. JOHNSON. J . H. TENNEY. 
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------------ ' I ~ ~ ~ I --I. From yonder cliff, . . . see th e waters are leap ing, Whit e a.s a bride • • 
2. Pure from thy,fuunt • • on the Lauren tid e mountains,Oldest of rocks • 
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r. From yonder cliff,see the wa-ters are leap-ing, White as a bride 
2. Pure from thy fount on the Laurenti de mountains, Olde st of rocks 
, 
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------to the riv-er be - low I And soft-ly yon boughs . . on the hill -side are 
that e'er ros e from the sea I Soon dashing in glee . . . from thy cliff,Montmo-
,-._, 
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l '--' I "" to the riv - er be - ow I And softCly yon boughs on the hill-side are 
that e'er rose from the sea, Soon dashing in glee from thy cliff, Montmo-
j ~J~~=±•~F~~~~--*~ff 11:2~~~ 
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waving,"Welcome,fair stream, . . thou art whiter than snow I" Rushing and 
ren - ci, Never a riv er more beauteous could be. Rushing and 
. -#- ~ ~ ~ 
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wav - ing, •'\Velcome,fair stream,thou art whiter than snow l" Rushing and 
ren - ci, Nev-er a riv - er more beauteous could be. RL1shing and 
• The falls ofMontmorenc! are In a deep glen th at extends back a short distanc e from the 
St. Lawr ence river, four miles from Quebec. The cliff is more thau two hundr ed feet high 
and a lit tle sloping, so that the falls. fifty feet wide, are beaten into the whitest of foam, 
which extends from top to bottom. The cataract , with the dark brown walls of 1 he g-len-
the green trees and bushes, with the constant , rainbows in front of the falls, furnishµ picture 
- which once seen Is never forirotten. The Laurentlde hills or mountains . from which the 
Montmoren ci comes, are, according to geologists, the very oldest on the continent, 
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PATRIOTIC GLEE . 
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I. A hundr ed years ha ve pass'd and go ne, Since Freedom rai s 'd her flag on high; 
2. I n ev-' ry cli me,()n ev-'ry sea, Th e star s and stripes aloft shall wave; 
p3.ss'? and gone , 
I ev - ry sea, 
1
~ 
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A thou san d year s sha ll roll a - long,Ancl find that ban -ner in th e sky . 
An em-blem of a land that' s free,A flag her sons wou ld di e to save . 
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When mornin g lights the easte rn shore,That bann er in it s pride sh all Wave,And 
From North to So uth , from Eas t to \Vest, Tha t flag protects th e r ights of men, And 
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W~en the ligh t of day is o'e r,Sh all light en up the western wave .Hurrah ! hurr ah! 
fifty mi llion souls have bl ess'd That emblem clear to mortal ken . 
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0 I long .. may it wave . . And be seen . . in the sky, As an.-embl em 
of our fait h, Let it wave on high. Hur-rah! hur-rah ! hur-rah l 
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All the br own cliffs around ech o the t ireles s so und, Rainbows are crowning ,are crow ning thy spray . 
Whil e a ll the bre eze s near catch a t the spray in ch eer,Fill i t with Iris- bow s all t he bright day. 
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Gem of the North - land I Pride of · t he s hor e , . . 
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Rushing and sur g ing down,Climb ing and leaping down,Sliding and dancin g down, overand o'er, 
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Merrily glancing,adown the cliffs dancing,The waters are leaping for e ve r a nd aye . 
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the North - land! Pride of the shor e ! . . Gem of 
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Sing on this shining stra nd,Singon thi s ra inb ow land ;Down in th e valley we gaze a t t h e sky 
. -~#-~ . _____ .,._. . -i"'-• -,• --.:__ ____ • ---~=C?, _L 
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Fair _Mont - mo-ren - ci, Hail, ev - er- more I •• 
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1-!ail the b ri g ht water g leam,H a il th e fair mountain stream,Lovely and cl e ar g lid ing by. 
_.,._ -#- ~=--=-fl#---0-· 
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" - • mo - ren ci ! Love-ly and clear gliding by, 
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~ti£ ting ~ourn ~if t' ~ Jtrtam. 
*§ ~ ~~t~~~jr1- - -- t-ff=~ il~~~: , . . ... i 
I. Down life 's current strong and swift, Lean - ing on my bro-ken oar, 
2 . Drifting,<lrifting,<lay by day T'wa rd that unknown,brighter shore, 
3. Ilut th ere ' s rest somewhere heyond, Wher e my frail, wreck ' d barque sha ll lie, 
I .,,--- I • I I_,,--~ .flL- flL- -flL- .(IL -flL-
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life 's current strong and swift , Lean - ing 
ing, drift-ing ,day by day, T 'ward that 
there's rest somewhere beyond, Where my 
on my broken oar, 
unknown,bri g hter shore, 
frail, wreck 'd barque shall lie, 
,§~~-~ 1--l~~~tt ~[J. 
i.- • -w· • - -• · -• · -• · -d · 
Help- less-ly I onward drift, Like a wreck cas t fr om the shore. 
n 
While life ' s sands ebb fast away, Shadowed here for-ev-er-more. 
Jn a far off ha -ven calm, Safe - ly an-chored by and by. 
P - J'-J_ -•--11- -• · -• - -• - J .,,--- 1 
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iess - ly I onward drift, Like a wreck cast from theshore . 
life's sands ebb fast a-way, Shad owed here for-ev-er- more. 
far off have n calm, Safe ly anchored by and by. a 
~rifting ~own ~ift' ~ Jttr-am. _ <!to1tduded. 
'N eath the shad ow floats my barque, 
Ah, to me th e old world brings 
All my per- ils shall be o'er, 
f~--~-r--~ - -=¥=-t · ~ __,_,___,,~ ~-
~~-f==.r::,= t-~ 7\ . --~ 
-·,-c . ' 
,vhil e th 3 wea-ry years glide on, 
Ma - ny ,ma - ny pains and cares, 
Cares and trouoles then shall cease, 
. =t::=t L: =t::-- '-* - ·31eJ~~- -_,.._ ,,_ -fl-- JIL 1--, _  ._~ -~- -~ -•- -~ ~ §~~~·-= ~~ ~- ¥i·--r- t-t-F  -- - r- F~-
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'N eath the shad - ow 
Ah, to me the 
All my per - ils 
floats my barque, V/hile the Wflll 
old world brings Ma - ny, ma 




years glide on, 
pains and cares, 
then sha ll cease, 
~~~!~~1~-~ 1=~=J=r~i15- 1 n !jl= .- ,.- -- · ... -•--•--•- . And the hours with pain are dark, As I drift a-lone,a-lone. 
And my spirit beats its wings, Li ke captive bird 'gain s! prison bars. 
And up-on that fair-er sho re, 1 shall en-ter in - to peace. 
,----I 
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And the hours with pain are dark, As I drift a-lone.a-l one . 
And my spirit beats its wings,Like cap - tive bird 'gain s t pri son bars. 
And up on that faire r shore, I shall en-ter in - to peace. 
~Dmt. 
'-' 
Mrs. T. M. GRIFFIN. H. N. LINCOLN. 
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1. My h eart will yearn ,'mid the chillin g prid e Of th e world in ·its m ar - ble halls, 
2. I long to climb o'er the mount ain 's brow An d to re st by the bubbiing spring, 
3. I long to seek for the blue hare bell As it ll'looms by the laughing strn,1ms, 
4. I long to hear from the cot- tage door As th ey fell on th e t wilight air, 
I ~ -cx- •-~e - 111!- • - • -'- ~l"!-e e-0 ., f-e---- - - · - 01~ ~-~~-~=~~= ~-==·•~ ==·-·-•-=r- 1- S- f--~ - +--L- • - • - = = 
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For hom e.swe et home, on the monnt ~in side, For I love its h umble walls, 
For soft and gre en is th e turf I trow ; And th e wild bird s sweetly sing, 
And catch th e sound s of the cur- fe ·.v kn ell, As I he ar it in my dr eams, 
The · songs we sang, in the days of yore, At the hour of eve ning pray'r, 
~ ;::h~-!! =f= l"'~~ = !!=~=e=p""- ~- ~F l"!=:..___:e= e= e= e- ... -=F¾411 
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0 I love its humbl e walls. A - way to m y borne, 
And the wild birds sweetly sing. } A - way, a - way to my mo untain home, 
As I hear it in my dr eam s. 
At th e hour of evenin g pray 'r. A-way, a-way, to my mountain home, 
_. _ • .JO. __ ., _ • .flL.fiil.-
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By th e side of the rills. A - way, I 'll not 
By th e side of sparkling rills . A . way, a - way,l'll no 
Close by the side of the shaded ripplin g ~ills, A-way , a-w ay, no 
~ -- ~e_ ,,. __ __ ,_. __ )'_,_.~,,,t.~ .. ~d .,.. ·IIJ! • ·IIJ!· ·IIJ! .,.. 
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roam, From my h ome on the hills . 
long - er roam From my home sweet home on the bright and h ap - py hills. 
longer will I roam From home sweet home on th e bri ght and hap - py hills. 
-1-· -· · -· -· -· · _,.._ --- .. . ~ .,.. I' ~ -- - :e . .. i1i¥.-I,- - - ·'-""'- "'==-- ::E ___ ,. _ __ ___,__.::...=-1"'------=t:: ~--
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This song is also published in sheet form by the Author, Dallas, Texas, 
It has a charming Accompaniment, Price, 26 eta, 
Cop,-rigbt, 1887, b1 H, N, LINCOLN. 
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~ olden -· Q1Ulle. 
The older we grow, the fa ste r time seems to pass . 
Dedicat ed to my pupils of every age. 
Worclsand music by H. N . LINCOLN. 
I 2 . _J __ ~ :::j' - :j=c- ::t - j~-+----1~ p~ti::=1 ::j'C~ ~~ ==:.i=~- ~='=~ ~---~=-· ~=-: -_i_,_, ____ -- •-. . -t..,_..,_C5·-· 111 • ...-
1. Gol d - en time is sweet-ly go - ing, Whiie the in -fant's mom ent s hie, 
2. Gold - en time is ev - er g1id- ing, And the hours of youth mu s t fly, 
3. Gold - en time is quick -ly flit-ting,'Life 's bright noon is draw -ing nigh, 
4. Gold - en time is swift -ly rac - ing, Glo - rious years take wing s and fly, 
5. Yes, our mo - men ts quickly van-ish, Flash-ing quick asli ght 'ning' s eye, 
~
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H ou rs of great - er val - ue com -ing, Gold- en time is go - ing by . 
Use - ful clays for us are dawn-ing, Gold- en time is glid - in g by . 
Ear - ne st years to - wards us floa t-ing, Gold- en time is flit - ting by. 
To e - ter - ni - ty's great o - cea n, Gold- en time is rac - ing by . 
Hours and clays and years must pass us, Gold- e n time is roll - ing by. 
§ - -i - J' ~-~~-1--- •$•- - ·1 - - -- - /f/l. I I !' I : - h- --rc. ----.- '-. - : I I I ~ - _ __ _ _ .,. _,___ l PL l-- ,t.---- ~ -~~ -~=-- •==•=~==~-t=----1-1.--;-=: 
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R ,n,·1uD1. by/ by, _____ _, -..,, by• 
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Go - ing ,go - ing, go - ing by, Golden moment s go - ing by, Go-ing, go-ing, 
Glicl- ing, glid-ing,glid-ing by, Golden hours are g lid-ing by, Glid-ing ,glicling, 
Flit-ting,flit - tin g .flit-ting by, Golden clays are flit - ting by, Flit-tin g. flitting, 
R ae- ing,rac-ing, rac- ing by, Golden years are rac- ing hy, Rae ing, rac -ing, 
R oll-ing , roll -ing, roll-in g by, Days and years ar e rolling by, Rollin g, rolling , 
I ~ 1 -~ JL. ~ . I ~ . 
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Go - ing by, [xT1mr.u1m. Go -
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go - ing by, 0 im-prove them as they fly. 
glid-ing by, 0 im -prove them as they fly. 
flit-ti ng by, 0 im-prov e them as they fly. 
rac - ing by, 0 im-prove them as they fly. 
roll--ing by, 0 im-prove them as they fly. 
I I"' J . ---- .... J I'll, J ~ I " J ,.--..J_ 
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. ~ Th e first "by" is for Soprano, second for Alto. The Tenors and Sopranos each sing,"go-
lllg ,' "glidi n.rr." ·'flitting " 1'racing," 11 rolling," twice at each place, the Basses and Altos only 
cnce at each place. 
Copyr1g'1t, li:07, by J{. ::S. Lincoln. AU 1!; hu ,uernd . 93 
I m1muuter ~ ~ nud. 
ANNIE R. COUS INS. I-1. N. LIN COLN . 
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1 . Th e sa nd s of tim e ar e sink - ing, The dawn of heav - en bre ak s, 
2 . O h, C hri st He is the foun - ta in, Th e deer, sweet well of love! 
3. I've wres t - led on !'ward s hea v - en,'Ga inst st'orrn,and wind, and tide; 
4. D ee p wa - ters cros sed li fe 's path -way ; Th e hedge of t horns was sharp; 
fi:+:~----1 - Fi!I- ~ = FJ - --1----1~---.-----..--~~::______:-t::. F/;i/-· I 
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Th e sum - mer morn I' ve sighed for - T he fai r swee t morn a - wakes . 
Th e str eams on earth I 've last - ~cl, More deep I' ll drink a - bove. 
N ow lik e a wea - ry . t rav -'ler Th at lea n - eth on his guid e, 
N ow, all these lie be - hi nd me, Oh, fo r a wel l - tun ed harp ! 
Da rk , da rk , h as bee n th e mid -ni ght , But clay - sprin g is a t hand , 
Th ere, to an o - cean full - ness , Hi s mer - cy cloth ex - panel ; 
A - mid the sh ade s of eve - n ing, vVhile sink s life' s lin g - ' rin g sand, 
To join th e Hal - le - lu - jah, With yon tri - urnph - ant band, 
I 
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ry, glo ry dwell - eth I n Im - man - uel's land. 
- ry, glo ry dwell - eth In Im . man - uel' s land. 
And glo 
And glo 
I hail the glo ry dawn - ing From Im - man - uel's land . 
Wh o sing where glo ry dwell - e th, In Im - man - uel' s land . 
~ ~==J==:=EJ ~- -;- -=- Ff:- ~ :..;__l ~ ~ t - -~- -~- - ~+Tl 
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Copyrlght, 1004, b1 H. N. Lluoolu , 
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~ht Jotdirt'~ intturdl. 
:MARTIN :MEYER. MALE QUAl<TE 'r. JOHANNA J{INKEJ., 
.Andante con espressio,'.~· cres. rit. dirn. a temJ ~- · 
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·1. ~{ark I trumpets far off sounding, And war - rior's steed s are boundin g, May 
2. Take now this wr eath of flowers, Plucked from our gar-d en bow-ers, Where 
3. I 'II think of thee with long-ing While foe-men round me th ro nging , While 
~ - -_)-~-=1"'- =E--~~ - -~-' - --E--- .-- -, ~1~=~ f=t=t~eI~ •-*=~= ~= r=F~~=E~ ~=*i~3 
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I once more em - bra - cing, \Vith kiss thy tears ~f - fa - ci\,g? 
oft I was re - clin - ing, Thy fai - ry form en - twin - ing; 
sword and lance are gleaming, While my life - blood is str eam-ing ; 
I\ (\ I\ I\ 
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Farewell,farewell, my own true lo•ie,Farewell,farewell, my own true love. 
~--:----:y-~ - --r-0 - ;:J:---::j -r..J - # -~0 - #=F~~ -,_\... ~i --~ ~~~:~~~=•= -~~a~ =~±:=,_ -t=-=$~f~Jt~-== e ~E- :~= f;;=~= r~-: 
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(!r;hr,1tl' ~ ifivening ltn1ttt. 
Tenderly. H. N. LINCOLN , by per. 
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I. J e - sus, ten · cl.er shepherd , hear me,Bless Thy lit - tie lamb to-night, 
2. All thi s da y Th y hand hath led me, And I thank The e for Th y care, 
3. Ma.y r:iy s:n5 be all for - giv- en, Bless the friend s I love so well, 
~ ~-------~ir ---------r . I I :EIE--- - -==i 1~~~~i ~--~~==:...t -r-r==r =r-= ~=f='='1t: -~=~-3 
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- --- ---- -0--' i h ro ' the dark-ness be Thou near me, Keep me safe till morn-ing light. 
1 'hou ha3t cloth'd me,warm'd me, fed me,Lis - ten to my eve-ning pray'r. 
": ake me when I die to heav - en, Hap - py there with Thee to dwell. 
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Cr-rAPTEH TE N. - 0:lu o.natic T ones; 'Chromatic Scale, Modulation . 
THEORETICAL LESSONS. 
Cir APTER ONE. --S ound, s ~und -Waves . Vibration s, Tone-Properties. 
0 11.1.P i'EH T wo. - Sca le, Key, Tonalit v, etc. 
On ,P rn11 Tm rnE. - Notat ioi1s, !:-taif, Clefs, Voice-Pa rts. 
Clf .cP i'EH ·Fo u i:. - Lengths, Note R, Rests, Hold, T ile, Slur, Beat, Measure. 
Cu AP '.' Ell Fr v K - Double, Triple, Quadrnple and Sextup le i\leasnre s, Accent, 
Syncop ation. 
CHAP c-E1t S1 x. - Triplets, Compound Measures, Acce nt, Rhythm Na mes. 
CHAP rEH Scv1 ~,.~ Kevto .ne, Leiidin\.!; Ton P, Key-For mation, Jnt erva ls. 
Cu AP rn11 E1n UT. - Sharps, F lats . Naturals, etc ., Major and l\linor Keys , Enhar-
monic. etc. · 
CH.cPrER .'1'1NE. - Power, Manner, l\Iovem ent, Metron ome, Expression, Repeat, 
Quality, 0hords. 
CHAPTER 'l'EN.- Chromati c Ton es, Chromatic Sca'.e, Accidentals, Modulation, 
Intervals, Pronunciation and Definition. 
INDEX OF SONGS. 
EXERCISES, ET C, NOT FOU.'!D I N THE GENERA L IND EX , 
A Hundred Years to Come 
A Lu llaby . . . .... . 
A\vay to my Mountain Home 
Boundi ng Billows . . . 
Child's Even ing Prayer . 
Chromatic Scale Practice 
Christmas Bells . . . . 
Dinner Time . . . . . 
Down"in the Licensed Saloon 
Drift ing Down Life's Stream 
Freedom 's Banner . 
Golde n Time . . 
Good Ni ght . . 
Graded Exerci ses 
Greeting ~ong 
PAOE. 




92 Parad e . . 27 
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Rain on the Roof . . · . 
Rock me to Sleep, l\fotl1er 
.-- 84 
. 80 
Scales and Cade nce s for Da ily Prac-
t ice . . . . . 53-56 
Show Pity, Lord :l7 
Sing a Song . . . 39 
· Sleep, Da rling, Sleep 77 





Sbft ly Woo , , . . . 75 
Songs of Praise . . . . . . . . 30 
Spe !lingandPronouncin g the -Chord 42 
Spring ha s come again 73 
Star of th e Evening 71 
Hints on Voice and Voice-Culture. 56 Sun set . . . . . 17 Sunshine . . - ,- . 70 
If a Bod y Meet a Body 
Imma nuei's Laud . . 
43 Sweet Even ing Bells 52 
Lead me ... . 
Li fe is Heal . . 
Life ' s Unknown Heroes 
Lift me Higher . . 
Light ly Row . . . 
Linco ln . ... . 
Live for Something 
94 The Ci.wkoo . . . 
75 The Mill-St ream . 
51 The ~inge r's Glee . . . . 
83 'lche Whi sperin g Wind . . 
32 Two Ronn ds in Thr ee Parts 
50 The Soldier's Farewell 
i8 
49 Vocal Exercises . 
Montmo renci . . . . 88 We Sha ll Kno,v . 
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LEADIN6 PUBLICATIONS. Best and ... Cheapes t . 
All of our Books are the best in materia l, pr i11ting, and b ind ing obta inab le. T he 
superi or selectio n of word s and music makes the m especia lly va lt,able and qsefu l for 
the pu rposes intended. Th e' t<:.p of q uality and bottom of price. Be very particular 
in making out every order, and always specify round .or shape notes. 
Keytone. • 
Theo ry and practice of teaching vocal music. 
:Kincty -six pagl!s of Val uabl e Mat eria l indispe n~able 
to every lover of mu sic , sets forth the tru e theory of 
mus ic, and how it is taug h_t by up-to -date teachers, 
combines all the ·progressi ve feat ures of the best 
theor is ts in the wo rl d, graded exerci ses in Sight 
Singi ng, exe rcises in Voice Culture, and th1e most-
Complete essa y on music, and forty se lect secu lar 
songs for Ch oru s, Cla ss , and Concert. l;enerally 
book s of thi s s ize and character sell at 25 cts.; but we 
have put KEYTO NE AWAY DOWN to 15 cts ., $L50 a 
1 dozen , prepai d . · 
The Super=Dominant. 
A cou rse in Harmony and Compositio n , by H. N. 
L1N COL'1 . W hat KEY TONE is to Rudiments, 
SUPER- DOMINANT is to ad vanced theory. A very 
uniqu e and original book, and a rare treat to all stu -
dent s of music . Price, 50 cent s j $5.75 a dozen, pre- -
paid. ~ 
Song . Revival. 
For Sunday Schoo ls, Churches, Singing Schoo ls, 
~eviva 1s, etc ., by H. N. L I NCOLN, R. S . Co,vARD, 
and J. P . L A.N E. J t is destin ed t o 11\eet with a t re-
mendous sa le . Contains choice son gs , new and old. 
The old stan dard favorite hymns , without which a 
book of this kin d could not succeed , besides a great 
number of the best new song s obtaina U)e from the 
leadi ng authors. Th e ideal collection o( songs for 
evanse listic work . Th e cheapest and best book. of its 
size m print. Pri ce , ~a cts. a copy; $2.25 a dozen, 
prepaid. 
Little Song oJm. 
. Fifty- seve n popula r songs for Sunday Schoo ls, Sing-
mg Schools, and Yo ung P eople 's . \Vork . It is de stined 
to 1?e. vet·y popular for Chri stian work as a ' ' P ock et . 
Ed~t10n. ' ' song boo k. The two exquisite so ngs for 
ma ,e v01cesw1]l ma ke it u~efu l to every singing te?cher 
and c~ncert d1.-ector. Pn ce 7 cts.; 75 ct s . a dozen ~~d ' ' 
Our Songland. 
A very popular J ourna l of l\rfusic, devoted to build -
ing up musical intere s ts. All interested in honle cn-
terpnse ,should suppor t it, subscr ibe for it and swell 
its circulation. Each number contains ma'.tt er of in-
terest t o yo u . \Vor th many tiines the price . S-ub-
scriµtion 1 50 cts . a year . 
Send the Tidings. 
A new ~H:.sionary Ca n,tata. H. N. LINCOL N\ .; 
la test product ion . Dedicat ed to the missiona ries of 
th e world. Price, 5 cts.; 50 cts. a dozen . 
Octavo Music. 
Hallelujah, I'm Redeemed. 
A .... new and beautiful song . \Vords and music by 
Prof. S. D .- S1MON:5, ,singing evangelist. PuQlis hed 
on sheet s, 3 cts . a copy; 25 ct s . a doze n 1 prepaid. \ Ve 
can fill orders for it m shape notes only . 
Morning Ught. 
A grand bas S solo and an obligato soprano, with 
ch,oru s . \Vord s by E. C . E1 .. r.s w O HTH, music by J. H . 
TENNEY . Price, 3 ct s . a copy; 25 cts . a dozen , prepaid . 
Yes, I Want to be Ready to Go. 
A new and beautiful song 1 elegantly printed 011 card-
board, very durable. The words are by Rev. J . D. 
H1 rn uR ICKSON, music by A. E. DAV I S, I.,rice, 3 cts. 
a copy i 25 ctS. a dozen, prepaid . 
1 The Students' Glee. \Vords and music by H ~ N. LI NC OLN . A recreation 
son i for use in high schools, colleges, etc. A fine 
solo, 1with piano or organ accompaniment. Good, in-f piring wo• ds. A lively chorus full of g-lee, and ju st 
ih-~ t~ing for close of .school s. Price, only 3c. a copy ; 
25 c s . a dozen, prepaid . 
Palmer's New Pronouncing:Pocket pictionary of Musical Terms. 
l\1ultum en parvo . Only think, 2500 terms defined a.nd pronounced. Eve r y 'teache r, 
pupil , singer, player, shou ld hav e dne. Price, only 25 cts. 
Address all orders to : 
383 
r- . 
. SONGLAND ,'COMPANY, 
Wood S tr~E:.t ,Ac,, - - D a ll ?s, Te x as. 

